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To whom all letters on business, remittinces of
money,
&o., should be sent.
All communications

”

‘ erm:

Moneys thus gent will beat our ‘risk.
Net

Otherwise

they will be at the risk of those sending them, {4
The regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may be ‘deducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
is large as possible aid thus save expenses,
Papers are forwarded
mntil an explicit order is
received by the Publish
for their
discontinnance,
and until payment of all arrearagesis made as required by law.

Each subscriber

the date

on

the

18 particularly

label

for

the

requested to nete

expiration of

his sub-

scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without

further

reminder

NEWSPAPER
1.

Amy

person

who

takes

from the post-oMece—whether

from this ofiice.

DECISIONS.
a newspaper

oe .

DOVER.

LT

ES

pik

regularly

directed to his name or

inother’s, or whether he has subseribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
!
2, Ifa person orders his paver discontinued, he
mist pay all arrearages, or the publisher may con-

tinue to send it until payment is made, and collect the

whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
sijce or not.
i. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice, or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima.
Jacie evidence of intentional fraud. :
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i. A

lecture blended

with practical lessons for the religious

in its noblest forms.

life,

:

over and crushed, or ‘left dispirited far in
FOR TRAVELERS,
the rear,—and nobody will pity them, no- &
I
am
stopping
at the Wyoming
body will care for them. They will grieve
and complain; i‘Butithe enterprising crowd

both heaven-ward and hell-ward, here in a

year, than in whole generations of the
olden times. If movement is life, there is

more life in a day that in a century of the
patriarchs. If change marks eras, eras are

multiplied in a modern life-time.

But the

change is not always for the better nor always in the same direction.
Indeed, it
were safer to say it won't go next year the
way it is going to-day.
The councils that
prevail now are pretty sure to be overturned in ghe near future.
wh with many

ARTY

|

N. H., JUNE 26, 1872.

‘i

who is dbivh/sd-day|shhikely as mot willbe - minism, atid was scholarly, brilliant,
clear,
logical and evangelical, with many of the
victor of to-day.
:
:
elements of the popular

hr!

A

y

goes laughing on, ‘alteady too far in the
advance to even hear the complaints.
There is more movement, more progress,
$3.00 per year; or If paid strictly IN AD-

VANCE, $2.50
:
:
REMITTANCES niust be made in money or
ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible, When
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered, letter. All Postmasters are obliged to
register letters whenever requested to do so. .
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designed for publication should he addressed to the
Editor,
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_.Sensitive and slow-moving: natures have
no place in the west.” “They will be run

, Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
"

ETO

j

up to-morrow,—changing places with the
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reverses

and

draw-

backs, the West is steadily aud rapidly
tending to a gloriug future.
The monotqnous prairies are fast becoming variegated
with beautiful pictures of farmh and home
life. The tree-less expanse is filling up
with grove and forest, unde the culture of

mind and hand, that far excel
esqueness and value anything
duced by
untutored = nature.

in picturever proWealth

springs almost unbidden from the soil, and

dation for fifteen hundred priests.

buildings in and about Peking. The only
thing calling for special notice is a pagoda
or mausoleum. It is in the midst of a

‘beautiful park

of evergreens on? the west

House,
the most popular house in the city, where

of the temple, and was erected

one meets most, at least of the

here, ‘whose body was carried back

better class,

of travel that is surging te-und-fro through
this gate of the west, And yet, gverything
is quiet, orderly, and exceedingly wellmanaged.
Guests are most assiduously
cared for, the table is excellent, the beds
more than unexceptionable, and everything, without being particularly showy, is
clean, medt, comfortable
and
enjoyable,
and, withal, at a reasonable charge.

“vd
——

Chinese

AuDe W,

Correspondence,

set

up

in

the

street. Near by was a chair prepared for
the spirit-tablet of the deceased. It consisted of an open frame-work, resembling
the frame of a sedan

chair,

bound

peror in memory of a Lama he had invited
to Thi-

bet though his clothes are buried beneath
this monument.

The base of this structure

is seventy-five feet square, built up with
blocks of stone twenty feet high—probably

filled in with earth—paved ontop and surrounded

with

a white

marble

The entrance is from the

pass through

south, where

a white

elaborately carved,

you

marble = gateway,

and ascend to the top

of the platform or base by several flights of

around

with straw. - Why the spirits are supposed

to have a special liking for straw, is hard
to imagine, but it is a fact that offerings to
them are more usually made of this frail

the corners are four smaller ones, five in all,

built of white marble highly ornamented
and in good taste even to a foreign eye.
The first story is octagonal, and ong hundred feet in circumference.
Some of the
blocks of marble used are twelve feet long

and five feet broad.
of the

On the eight surfaces

octagonal part,

are

represented, in

elaborate carving, eight scenes in the Lama’s life; such as his birth, from
a lotus
flower,

death,

entrance, on

the

autumnal

. fruit

of Jove.

simply receives Chkist,

The

love

that

that is absorbed.

in Christ, that is content to take all from
him, and pay nothing back, that gazes, lost,
up-into his wonderous face, that listens to

his words, that simply rests and rejpices in
him, is above all mere serving. | Dearer
to Christ is the John that rests his head

up-

on.the Master's bosom, than the Peter who

draws his sword for zealous but fruitless
fighting. Dearer the Mary that rests at his
feet than the Martha who merely

his service,

labors

in

Higher in his esteem is the

quiet confiding than ‘the activity
reliance.— Christian Weekly.

of self

balustrade.

The principal shaft rises from the center of
this platform about eighty feet high; on

A CHINESE FUNERAL, &Cy
On the morning of our aval adn after
entering the city, we passed an undertaker's whee extensive preparations were being made for a funeral. The hearse or
was

‘by the Em-

steps, with marble balustrade on each side.

——

bier, of immense size,

Though

the principal building is om a grand scale,
it is very dilapidated, as are most of such

priesthood,

Each scene contains many

and

figures,

and in the last is represented his coffin.

Washings of Cups and Pots.
———

We always have in the churches a class
that enjoys best looking after the pots and
kettles.

They

are

not the Marthas, cum-

bered about serving our physical wants.
But, while others are busy with the gospel
of love and duty, they find their gospel in
scraping the vessels that hold the food that
others eat. Christ, for once, séems to use
sarcasm in dealing with the folly of people.
“Pots and brass kettles,” he says, “and
such like things.” But the Christian church
has its brass kettles, too. The kettle-washers are more pained over a neglected pot
than over a lost soul. With them the.allimportant Ynatter is that certain forms shall

be observed: The food is neither flesh nor
fowl unless cooked in their stewpan. It is

#Hvents of the Week.
"DEDICATION AT EXETER.
.

¢

i

-

The new Philips Exeter Academy building was dedicated last Wednesday. It will

be remembered that this takesthe place of

the building burned two years ago.

It is

in every respect a model building, and will .
do its part in keeping up the well-earned
reputation of this institution. An address
was délivered at the dedication by Rev. Dr,

Peabody, and speeches were made by
Wendel. Phillips and others. , Thef alumni
may well feel proud

of the building that

their generosity has helped to ereet, for it
reflects credit upon

all

concerned in it.

With its old corps of teachers,

tion will still keep

the institu-

its place in the. public

estimation.

;

:

GENERAL BUTLER ON TRIAL. .
Gen. Butler has been on trial in

New Yark,

in a suit to recover from ‘him $60,000
alleged damages for the seizure of a steamboat in 1862.
Gen. B. claimed that the
seizure was made for government uses,
while the prosecution attempted to show that
the General had more of a personal interest
in the matter than he ought to have had.
But the attempt has failed, for the General,
conducting his own defense, has convinced

the Court that he was honest. How is it
that so many charges of this kind are made
against this man?
est at New

"If he was

Orleans,

would

strictly honthere

be

so

not so much the spirit of love and fraterni- many stories of stolen spoons and seized
«
The second story is square. The third is ty between the churches as the fact of ex- steamboats? Or is there a band of ene&@~ When Agents receive
remiums,Do percentage
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
curiously contrived to give the appearance pressing fellowship in a set method. Ad- mies organized to rob him of his good
and combustible material, than of the more
&¥ We send no books out to be sold on commissubstantial articles it is made to represent.
of having been built of large blocks with vice is not to be asked when needed or de- name? Precious little spoils would they
tion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
them,
The mourners had been engaged, and with the ends projecting. The fourth is round. sired, but at stated times and in given ways. get in the latter case,
AN OMAHA ENTERPRISE.
the advanced money were picking up a The fifth represents rings sometimes seen A form for letters missive, given at first as
COMPLETING A RAILROAD.
The old territorial State House stood breakfast. Some were eating hot boiled surrounding the top of a pagoda.
The top a guide or convenience, gets to be a religThe
new
route between New York and
upon a high swell of land, just back of the sweet potatoes, others hot cakes cooked
consists of two elongated balls—the top- ious formality. The hands of the apostles
main portion of the city, and commanding and offered for sale at the side of the street. most smaller, nearly pointed, and gilded. put on in affection gets to be a bishop's Washington, which the Pennsylvania CenThe undertaker furnishes not only the bier, The four small shafts are about twenty-five hand put on as a necessity to consecration. tral is building in opposition to the Baltia splendid prospect for miles around. The
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 1872.
edifice was a hastily-construtted and indif- &c., but the standards, standard-bearers feet high, also of pure white marble and ‘““ Ah!” said one of these dear pot brothers, more and Ohio, and which is to save several hours’ travel between those citiesand the
ferent affair, and has been torn down.
In (or mourners), including clothing—hats, very fine workmanship.
Returning, we at an ordination,—* ah! now you have the
Oh, Cah for Me.
its place, a most magnificent structure has feathers and all. He keeps the costume on’ visited the Confucian temple and other ob- harness on, my brother, go and preach.” South, is fast approaching completion. Its
I
been erected for school purposes, costing
hand, and employs a lot of beggars to wear jects of interest, of which more hereafter. “Seeing 1 Lave preached already three completion through Baltimore was effected
in a novel manner. The opposition, havI'm weary, so weary, I sigh to be free;
years,” said the other, ‘I don’t feel much
upwards of two hundred thousand dollars. it, and officiate as the case may require.
Peking.
lora.
ing
failed in every other movement, were
The days are so dark,and so cold are the years,
different.”
Did one ever hear of an eastern city of fifThe
noble commission of J esus,
Passing along the street the next day, it
7; Thy beautiful eoming I’m waiting to see,
in his estimation, needed his hands formally about getting out an injunction to prevent
teen to eighteen thousand inhabitants €lowas our good fortune to meet this grand |.
With eyes that are swimming in tears,
Mary and Martha.
laid on to confirm it. It is the especial laying the rails in the streets of the ‘city.
ing anything like that?
TItis true that cortege. We stopped to have a good view
O beautiful mansions! your glimmer afar,
commission of those who can not estimate This getting to the ears of the Central commany such an eastern city has better Schools as it moved slowly past. First came standShines over the darkness of life’s turbid sea;
It was the Feast of the Tabernacles. the worth of souls to go
than Omaha has, oris likely soon to have.
ard-bearers, in two long lines, walking on
about thé great pany a large force was put on at night, and
Your beautiful portals are standing ajar,
Christ
was
teaching
in
the
temple,
He
did
church pantry, and see that all the pots are next morning, before the Court met to
And yet, Omaha's failurein that line will the sides of the street, in pairs, exactly opAnd waiting to open for me,
not be from lack of enterprise and endeavposite each other. Though dressed in black so at the hazard of his life. The popularity in place and duly scoured. Some one has grant an injunction, the rails were al} laid.
0 beautiful throng! like the light of the sun
that
attended his ministry throughout been out into the highway
or, but from lack of knowledge and mateclothes, from beneath the conical red plumand compelled It is expected that the line will be open to
Ye smile on the plains, on the Beautiful Sea;
Galilee
‘was’
exchanged
for
an
experience
therh
rial.
to come in. Some one has declared Washington in ten days, which will be
ed hat peered the beggarly face, revealing
My eyes even now catch the beckon of One,
of hate as bitter as that with which Christ to souls in an
Just now, quite a little ferment is going
Whose blood-drops are pleading for me.
their class clearly, as the rags were scarceunconsecrated place. highly gratifying to travelers in that direc- 3
on in regard to the organization of the "ly covered by the borrowed uniform. Then Rome would have greeted the preaching of Some one has failed of some form or cere- tion.
I'm-sighing no more, and my sorrows are o'er;
His mony. Some one has used a little plain
schools. Somebody had procured the pas- came a band, playing at intervals the Luther in the sixteenth century.
THE NEW YORK STRIKERS,
Oh, soon I shall rest with that Beautiful One,
:
teaching was carried on amidst perpetual common sense to get
Whose love is the life of that Beautiful Shore
sage of a law, creating a *‘ Board of Re- Chinese funeral dirge. The musicians
atthe people,—adaptA
crisis
seems
about
were
to
be
forced
upon
interruptions, and against perpetual oppo- ed the means to
Where all of our sorrow is done.
the end, and ' the means are the New York strikers.
gents " to manage the affairs of a ‘“ High in uniform and marched like the standardThe employers,
sition. More than once was he mobbed. an innovation.
—Ziow's Herald. Some blessed kettle brother who are dilatory in informi
School,” in the aforesaid building.
Under bearers, in pairs, one on each side of the
ng the men
More than one plot was formed for his as- in Boston is alarmed
about a pot out in whether they will accede to ‘their demand
it, some of the most cultivated rand public- street just opposite. In the middle of the
s
sassination.
More
than
one
trap
was
set
Chicago. He knows nothing about the cir- or not, were informed at a public
Nebraska Correspondence.
| spirited men of the city, gentlemen who
road, between those columns, was carried a
meeting
by
cunning
art to entangle him. Once a cumstances, he has no knowledge of
he
A
.
will net suffer in comparison with the
the Thursday night that they must do 80,
mandarin’s red umbrella. The chair-like legal
as the
investigation was set on foot.to insure field; only, for the sake of
Christ, take care police are worn out by extra
school board of any city, were. appointed
.
OMAHA, June 17, 1872,
frame, already described, was ornamented
service, and .
his judicial condemnation. The city was of the pot. Having no
keen living appre- the city wishes to be relieved
Confining school duties have kept ma Regents.
But the law was exceptional,
with silk festoons, and contained the deof “suspense.
not safe for him after night. ‘He therefore ciation of the cross
from visiting many parts of the state. and wore the appearance of aristocracy,
idea, the becoming all But the employers are not in
ceased’s tablet. Next came a handsome went af night to
a hurry to
the
neighboring
village of | things to save some, he is all the more anxCommitting classes temporarily to others, I and some man of the ‘people progured its horse, led through the middle
comply. They even threaten a strike themof the street, Bethany, and found rest and refreshment
ious
in
for
the
dishes. I once attended a syn- selves, agreeing to
am spending a few days, including a Sab- repeal, before the school wasin operation.
beautifully caparisoned, saddled and bri- the
employ no man who
congenial home of Martha, Mary and agogue when the learned
, bath, inthis principal city of the state and | The new law is more demotratie, and more dled, but without rider. Following the horse
Rabbi out of the has a word to say about his pay,—ot
her
Lazarus.
A
true
home
it was,—a home
Law and the Targums showed the religious than to be hired
gate-way of western travel.
consonant. with ‘the. genius of our public at considerable distance, was carried an
by the hour and paid ae
that
gave
rest
to
the
wearied
Master:
duty
Blesof
washing hands before breakfast. cordingly. It is said that
school system, albeit bunglingly drawn.
empty mountain chair, then came a man;
A WICKED CITY.
the military is to
| But, in its practical result, it has placed the darin’s close chair, and both without oceu- sed is that home whither Christ comes that “Ifa person had not gone out from his house, be called upon to assist the weary police
The strongest impression gained is that
he
may
bring
blessing.
Thrice blessed water must be poured over the palms, and men.
2
Sina
;
of the great, unblushing wickedness of the | control of the schools mostly in the hands pants.
that home where he loves to come for the the hands elevated {ill the wstér dripped
of
ward-politicians,.
and
corner-grocery
This
long
processio
n
preceded the coffin, congenial fellowship
city, Tligte probably is no other city of its |
THE
NEW
POSTAL
CODE.
of loving hearts which from the elbows; but, if a man had already
which was borne on a bier; within a sortof
size on the ‘continent, in which so much | men, very respectdble and excellent genThe acting assistant postmaster-general
-it affords him,
one out, he must distend his fingers and
tleméh
»but
much
better
acquainted
with
dome, richly ornamented, and supported
wickedness is practiced as in Omaha.
As
decides that under the new postal code,
So
coming,
Martha
set
about
immerse
to
prepare
his
hands,”
“Pots and kettles !
we went to church yesterday, nearly al! the caucusés than with schocld, with driving by four columns, wrapped with white silk ; an entertainment for
him.
It was her The lesson was a good one for his hearers; which became a law just at the elose of the
sharp
bargains
and
makiag
paying
investfestoon
of
s
many
colored
silk
hanging from method of service. 1: would be the ‘‘house- but it did" seem as
stores along the principal streets were open,
if their spiritual needs last session of Congress, the following are
—not exactly wide open, but usually half ments than with managing matters educa- column to column, with pretty" effect. It keeper's ” method of service to-day. Noth- called for his attention in the pulpit.
the rates to be charged on third elass print- 1 unthe front double door stood ajar, and the tional, with almost a certainty that what- looked like a little pavilion about twelve ing seemed to her good enough, no
ed matter, namely: On all pamphlets, octithes,
fasts,
to
Jesus
of
allusion
the
derstoo
care
too
d
s
blinds about half way up, inviting all who ever is done, by whatever party, this ‘year, Teet square, ‘supported on two large black great, no anxiety or trouble too burdensome phylacteries,—
and the neglect of weightier casional publications, transient newspapers, magazines, hand bills, posters, unwished to enter, This was not only true of will be undone by some dther party next timbers, round and highly polished. There to bear for his sake. She gave herself up matters.
hang A
:
3
fal
v
were other smaller timbers across the ends,
drug stores and liquor shops, or even of | year,
sealed circulars, prospectuses, book manu- to the service of her welcome guest. Mary
All this is very nearly harmless. till they
A noticeable. feature in the construction
enabling thirty-two
men to assist in carry- forgot the
© grocery stores, but of dry goods shops! and:
service in the Lord. She was begin to be violent in their zeal. The more scripts, proof-sheets, corrected proof-sheets
of
the
magnificent
&chool-building,
and
in
ing
it.
Followin
g the bier were a band of
all others. ' There were sonfe exceptions.
absorbed in him. To sit at his feet and you love souls the more gentle you grow. passing between author and publisher, flexible patterns, sample cards, photographic
But the closed stores were the. exceptions, Jthe support of the school in it, is that vice chantérs in uniform. Then came in ten drink in his words was enough to make her The more you love to wash
cups and pats
8 made to pay itstribute to virtue,—in that carts the true (7) mourners, draped in
paper, ‘letter envelopes, postal envelopes
noticeable from the smallness of their num=
forget all eartLly considerations,—enough to the more bitter grows your
partisanship.
the funds are derived from the ¢ fines and white.
ber,
TL,
make him forget, too, whose meat
and For neglected and broken dishes, the Lord and wrappers, cards, plain and ornamental
licenses,” taken by the ever busy police
,
In
the
afternoon
we.starte
d, in carts, to drink it was to do
As one of the termini of the great Union
the will of his Father lost his life. He broke the law, he broke paper, photographic: representations of difvisit a Lama temple of note, about a mile
Pacific railroad, it is the resort and head- court from the rogues and rascals, and by
ferent types, seeds, cuttings, bulbs, roots
in heaven. To him the pleasure of finding the Sabbath, he broke caste;
he broke tradithe city.y
We went out through
quarters of all the rogues and ruffians that the city government for licensing: whiskey, “froin
L
and scions, a postage of ome cent for each
g the one appreciative and sympathetic listener tions,—all sacred
kettles among the Scribes.
are constartly osciliating between the At- &e., to do their work of corruption and Amting gate, held for a short time by the was immeasurably greater
two
ounces’ot fraction thereof on packages
than all Martha's All sectarianism, when carefully analyzed,
What say the moralists and the- English and French in 1860. I had so often
lantic and Pacific coasts.
Rogues; ruffians, death.
to one address, to be prepaid by postage«dishes could give. There wasmore refresh- can be reduced to ‘‘ cups and pots.”
- Thank
cut-throats, and rascals of evéry description ologians to this ? «The money, certainly, is listened to the story from eye-witnedses, ment in Mary's listening
than in Martha's God, we -have, at last, a great body of stamps ) affixed; on’ all books (other than
are plenty. Vige of every form and c¢rime doing most excellent service. But what of that-I have no doubt of identifying a slight promised meal.
those printed by order of Congress) post;
churches resolved to leave every one to at:
of every hue are prevalent and powerful, as the principle? There is very little pros- elevation upon which the besiegers placed
age at two cents for each two ounces or
One lesson of the incident lies on the sur- tend to his own kettle, if only all
will work fraction thereof,
well as open and unblushing. If one wants pect that the city will change her. policy, their batteries. The guns were in position, face. Itis worth
limited to four pounds in
the pondering of wives for souls and God.—Indepéndent.
to see how mean
man
weight
can become, and unless it should be to *use the money for and the Chinese notified that if the-gates and mothers. - Give your guests
;
on
samples
of merchandise, metals,
more of
But how ‘were not opened by a certain hour, some of
how low he can fall, he can satisfy himself some less excellent purpose.
ores and mineralogical
specimens,
yourself, and léss of your viands. Give
two
about the right of it ?
Strong in God.
the bricks would be knocked off the wall. loving
in that direction here.
cents for each two ounces or fraction therethoughts, as well as busy hands, to
f
—
Or
Greatly to the disgust of those who wished your friends, your children,
of, packages limited to twelve ounces in
your husband.
GOOD AS WELL AS EVIL.
‘‘ The other day,” says Norman McLeod,
ENTERPRISE,
to see the bricks fly, a little insignificant A quiet
weight.
home
of”
[]
communion
with
them,
“I
was
requested by a brother minister,
Even in its villainy, Omaha is enterprisGood is just as enterprising and progress- mandarin came with a flag of truce, bring- and one simple course, is
THE GENEVA TRIBUNAL.
better than a fret- who was unwell, to go and visita dying
ing. Here is vigor, and push, and go-aing as evil.
Fine churches spring up ing the key, at the last moment.
ted life and superabundant courses. There child. He told me
The Board of Arbitrators met at Geneva
head-a-tiveness in its diabolism, such as is everywhere.
some remarkable things
Good preachers use them in
Half a mile further on, we passed. what is a lesson to the church,ever
apt to be care- of this boy, eleven years of age, who, dur- on the 15th inst.
Their sessions thus far
seldom if ever found elsewhere, outside
earnest speech, and with devoted purpose, may have been earth-works thrown up for ful and troubled about many things.’
are reported harmonious, but further than
The
of hell—daring,
ing
three
years’
sickness,
had
manifested
driving,
bringing to to win men from sin to God, and not the defense of the city, or the ruins of an
church is best served, not by those “who the most patient submission to the will of that nothing special is disclosed. Bat it is
its aid a clearness of conception, a compre
- without effect.
Earnest business
men old wall, when, as formerly, the city was study to fill its pews and better its finances,
hensiveness of mental grasp, with an enGod, with a singular enlightenment of the affirmed that our government is disposed
take time, and give energy and heart, to called Yen-chow, or Kublai, and embraced enlarge and enrich its feast of good things,
ergy of will and a persistence of purpose
Spirit.
I went to visit him. The child had to grant the delay England asks for, providmuch
more
territory
than
now.
promote
benevolence
and
philanthropy,
in
in
social
advantage,
or
pulpit eloquence, or suffered excruciating pain ; for yéars he had ed it can be satisfied that there is good reathat would carry a good cause to an imevery form, and with the same energy and | ‘The country hers is level, till you reach entrancing music, but by those who
son for it, The Board is now adjourned
mortality of achievement,
sit not known one day's rest. I gazed with
devotion that they give to business.
Tem- the foot of the hills, ten miles off, With most at Christ's feet, and learn most
of him:
wonder at the boy. After drawing near to for a week, and its future course is quite
The samé enterprise is manifested also in
perance, and purity, and holiness, have the exception of the vast tracts connected The aged mother, infirm,bedridden, but not
physical and financial fields.
him, and speaking some words of sympa- uncertain.—But there eomes a report SatEverywhere here quite as true, and hold and unflinch- with teraples and other purks, the land is
forbidden the throne of God, who often’ be- thy, he looked at me with his blue eyes,— urday morning that the Arbitrators have
there is push, elbowing, drive. Nobody
is ing advocates as can be found anywHere— largely under cultivation, and the crops
moans. that she can do nothing for the he could not move, it was the night before ruled out the indirect claims, and that there
Standing still. . Nobody ean stand still.
men who can not be scared or allured by look well. The road is sandy but good, church,is often
serving it most truly. There he died,—and he breathed into my ear these is now nothing in the way of a speedy setEverybody ise driving or being driven,
devil, and who will not give an * inch to and much used. You are constantly meet- is a lesson for
’
the individual Christien.’ few words: ‘Iam strong in Him." The tlement.
Everything is moving, to success or failure; the
ing mule carts, with two occupants besides Two types are set before us,—the
and it generally reaches one or the other in him.
THE POPE PROTESTS.
busy, words were few, and uttered feebly; they
Yesterday morning, I listened to an ex- the driver, men or womén riding on don- bustling,
serving
Christian; the quiet, were the words of a feeble child, in a poor
* wondrously short time.
The Pope has addressed a letter to Car‘* Everybody cellent, warm sermon, in the first Metho- keys, or camels bearing
various burdens, communing,
receiving
Christian.
for himself and the devil take the himiThe home, where the only ornament was that of dinal Antonelli, deploring the approaching
dist church, from the’ Rev. Mr. Gue, who I counted twenty-four camels in one train, ideal combines the
two as Christ him- a meek and quiet and affectionate mother; enforcement of the law suppressing conMostis,”the grand motto.
One goes up is doing a most excellent work, building up and a friend passed more than two hundred self did,
who prayed all night in. the but these words seemed to lift the burden vents in Italy,
"uid another goes down, and the crowd his church, and God’s
as a violation of internation.
cause
: ‘mountains, and labored all day, teaching from the very heart; they seemed to make al law. He says that the constant encroachlaughs at the’ spectacle, as at A puppet- with it. . In the evening, the in connection between here and Kalgan.
=
pew of an old
Arrived
at
the
temple,
we
left
our
carts
and healing the multitude. Yet, in this the world more beautiful than ever if" was.
show or a clown's performance. | Nobody college class-mato was occupied
ments on the rights of the church by the.
in‘
listenand
passed
through
several
courts,
clean
busy
age,
we
underrate
the second, and it ig before ; they brought home to my- heart a government of Italy violate morality and
cares for crushed hopes, or hearts. But ing to Rev. Mr. Garrett,
rector of Trinity and well kept, and planted with grand" old most important.
great and blessed truth, May all of us justice. Only a regard for ‘the highest in«
hopes and hearts are not crushed here ag Episcopal chureh. The
;
service," strangely trees. - The grounds and buildings are very .- To serve is well
;. but service is not the be ‘strong in Him.’ Weak in\self, but terests prevents' the head of the church
elsewhere. Defeat doesn’t dishearten.
He erfough for an Episcopalian, was on Brab- | extensive and said to furnish accommo‘adme of Christian experience. It is not the ‘strong in Him.’ ”
My
from leaving Rome. "He fiercely protests.
wv

gigantic enterprises leap full-armed into existence in a day, the very: eonception of
which would appall the men of other times
or other lands.
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\z as pernicious influences from mature
ers and mothers
descend first and fastest to little ones, so
long will Sabbath-schools -impress them-

selves as the prime necessity of the world's

Christian
education,”
.
te
1 the py Sabbath-school ag an

ty

invader and a harm,be on the lo k
out for
Is a woman of such’ aspirations to be
express or imagination con-' felt and confessed need of a higher standard,
oné
of
‘two
things
;—either
a
malignant’
a
more
varied
and
thorough
education
for
urge,
Paul
St.
Did
=
envied?
or
pitied
S. Medley, «is sweet work, sweet work. . ceive, the visions of blessedness that flitted
Hiduism of religious caste, which the least
age. ‘Hence the numer- ‘ Help those women who labored with me
across her fancy, and made her waking the women oftfir
Glory, glory!
Home, home!”
¢ People
tincture of love ought to expel; or #piritual
ous
seminaries
and
colleges
appearing
in
in the gospel,” and shall not we endeavor to
relapse. in which w,orldliness. has
tten
have said that death was frightful,” said Dr. hours even more delightful than those, givSabRath
School
vs,
Faily,
fatal sloth in regard to the spiritual
interests
Gordon; * Ilook upon it with pleasure.” en to temporary repose.” Did these, in- all directions, where ample. provision is aid and encourage those of our “time who
ET
O—
of the child altogether.
7
‘
et
“Welcome death!” said Hervey; ** Wel- deed, walk in ‘Beulah breathing the fra- made for the education of young women, are doing the same work ?
The
intimacy
and
interests
of
Sabbath:
Oh,the vast amount of unemployed talent
grance of the celestial atmosphere and hear-. on a common basis, and in company with
_ come joy!" said Brainerd.
&
fore the great court of ‘appeals—the public. school and family are as mutual as the swin
But death in cases of exalted piety fre- ing the music of celestial harps and the ring- young merr; our educators having at ‘last in the church, which waits but that helping One generation, one community has ad-. limbs of scissors or the two
in a 'melcome to the wise conclusion, that the Di- hand to go forth and bless the world !
The Sabbathquently has a more triumphant aspect than ing of immortal bells ?
journed it to another. ‘It is as difficult to ody,or the land and: sea.
X
give it ultimate rest in a decision ast was school is the best, most philosophically true
J.P
i
emda
Children, too, have thus passed away, as. vine plan is, after all, the best, viz., to althat of serenity and joy. To the eye of
efficient
to end Banquo by the Sextows office, or to human want, in fact the most
low
brothers
and
sisters
in
the
same
family,
Santipore, India, April 15, 1872.
faith, the vail that hangs between the two sured that the heavenly world was opening
Mrs. Gaines’ title to New Ocleans by she force in the Christian adjustment of a new
and
consequently
male
and
female,
to
be
to
receive
them.
*‘I
see
hundreds
of
thouworlds grows thin, and a softened light
verdict of the Supreme Judges. I mean to citizen and soul in his duties to State, and
falls earthward from the Holy of Holies. sandsof angels rejoicing over us,” said a educated at the same board,
say we liear it now and Ap gravely moot-{ society, and God.—8. §. Teather.
e
Union:
wy
|
=
J
; ed as to whether the Sunday-school be not
———
2
h
Hence, too, the engugement of so many
Like Bunyan's pilgrim, the Christian as- boy-martyr in Flanders at the time of Titelcends Delectable mountains, and is ravish- mann., ‘Tell NK pitime the blind devoted,
self-sacrificing,
noble
hearted
If we may judge from the quiet ‘which antagonistic to family child-pulture, wheth«
SUNDAY-SCHOOL EXCURSIONS:
An exMindu boy. ' “I glory women indyilitary hospitals as nurses, to prevails, there is no place where union is er it toes not demoralize the circle ot cursion, especially from the crowded city
ed with transporting prospects.
Fletch- sees,” said a dying
household
piety, whether its wok cou
to'the green woods or pleasant fields, isa
er of Madaley seemed to dwell in a heaven- in Christ. Iglory.”
the grave-yard.
:
relieve the wants and cheer the hearts of more complete than in
not be re
owes ih he Dg
Bot
pleasant thing, provided |it be rightly man.
ly atmosphere in his last days,*‘to breathe,”
sick and wounded soldiers, not to mention There friend lies down by friend without
The melancholy death of Louis XVII,
whether the child of
gentle" culture is not aged. There is something ben@volent, too,
association. in the idea of taking the children of poveras he says, ‘‘ the heavenly breezes.” Dr. dauphin and titular king of France, is well other new and varied. departments of use- greeting, and foe by foe without discord. soiled by the promiscuous
Much of this scepticism is begotten of a ty from heated attics, ‘and swarming, meGano, an eminent Baptist divine, declared known, the result of cruelties that have few ful ‘and benevolent labor, to which, far The flight of time is ‘marked by the inseripwhen dying, ‘“ I breathe the air of heaven.” parallels in history. He was a charming more than ever before, women are now tions on the monuments becoming obliterat- misunderstanding of ;ithe Sabbath-school phitic streets, down the flowing river and
| and its tendency ; much of itis an excuse across the rippling bay, to spend a day unSuch views of death are not unseriptural, child, and deeply attached to his mother. called and whither they hasten.
ed by moss, and by
the. crumbling
and | for neglect of religious training altogether,
der heaven's broad canopy and in the unand they are confirmed by the experience Her execution was unknown to him, and at | . What but this onward, aggressive move- decay of the monuments themselves; but, | at home or abroad,
tainted air. 1t may be well, too, for chilFamily religion and” the Sabbath-school, dren to associate a day of innocent pleasure
of holy men i” all ages. The Proto-mar- his own death he supposed her to be still in ment of the nineteenth century accounts for except the hand of innovation reach them,
and
for
that
matter
all
the
means
of
grace,
tyr beheld God’s glory ip the extreme hour, the Temple. _
the numerous
and efficient Women’s Mis- no change comes to the silent sleepers bewith the institution which is their religious
the church-ordimancos, and religious liter- educator. All this we concede to a SundayJust before he expired he was asked he fionary Societies in different lands? = Why neath them.
and he was allowed to speak of the heavenFou
ature, all aim at one grand result—the re;
ly vision. Others have felt the celestial was in pain,
The prophet was in the midst of the val- | clamation of every human being to a holy school excursion in the abstract.
do’ we now see scores of our unmarried womour ideal exeursion supposes that
“ Yes,” he answered, * but not so much en resolutely breaking away from home ang ley which was full of bones, and, all having life. Each of these instruments for this re- the Now
world drawing nigh, and have seemeg ‘to
spirit of the institution if represents be
see its beauties and sublimities ap
ring, as I was,—the music is so sweet.”
friends and all the charms of civilized soci- the same characteristic, dead, and very dry, | sult has«its especial fitness for its peculiar embodied in it. Constituted authority, orwork.
The family can not do, on the childs
It was a delightful day in the month of ety, for the purpose of instructing their they were in union.
and their lips have not been sealed.
The wind whistled | the work of the Sabbath-school, any more der, cheerfulness, moderation, and piety
The inspired writer was careful to pen June, and there was no nfusic playing near heathen sisters, where but a few years ago, through and around them, one day, just as than the plow can do the work of the har- preside over it. Unknown and irresponsible pérsons, amusements of doubtful charthe triumphant testimony of Stephen, and the prison. He seemed to listen.
only here and there a solitary individual it did another, and they were not moved.” | row, or the farmer's industry dispense with acter,
roystering and license, are excluded
“ Do you not hear the music?” he asked. was to be seen ? Sure, a restless, roving, Untaught, perhaps, in the resurrection doc- | the power of the sun. The part of each in from it.” .Its participants; young and old,
it is a delightful work to gather from the
¢“ From whence does it-come? ”
lives of holy men in all ages, the words of
adventurous dispositionhas sent forth a few. | trine, ‘Kzekiel seems to have been uncertain | the Roly service is well demarked and nec- are all known to thie officers or teachers,’
‘ From above.”
:
x ‘But it is because the record will show whether it were possible for dry bones to | essary, One can not supercede the other. are submissive mn all things to the conductthose, who, like Stephen, have béen espeThey mutually assist and complement each
At last his eyes grew luminous, and
his fewer cases of this kind, such as must live, but he prophesied upon them, and im- other's effort. . Family piety, with such ors of the school, attend the religious excially favored with manifestations of God's
ercises proper to the occasion, and go home
face was tilled with rapture.
. presence and glory at the final hour.
be set down as failures, in the - female mediately the union was disturbed by this God-ordained ministers as mothers and feeling
that they have spent both a pleas“From among all the voices,” said he, than in the male branch of the service. demand for righteousness, and there was a fathers teaching their immortal charges to ant and profitable day—profitable
to the
The soul’s dark cottage, battered and deeaved,
pray,
leading
infant
minds
daily
by
Scrip*‘ T-can distinguish that of my mother.”
body, cheering to their flagging spirits, and
Forty years ago women went on Foreign noise and a shaking as bone came to its
Lets in new light through chinks that time has
ture
explangtions
and
a
loving
‘life
to
the
It may have been a child’s dream, and it Missions because their husbands did. Now, bone, and was covered with sinews and flesh
encouraging to their religious aspirations.
, Made;
:
solution of the rudiments of Christian
Now if our city Sunday-school
excursions
may
have
been
that
there
were
angels
hovthe
Lord’s
name
be
praised,
devout
women
and skin; but thisight was sadder now
Stronger by weakness wiser men become
knowledge, teaching the sweet alphabet of
ering in air. ‘We can not tell. It is per- can and do go every where, husbands or no than when they lay bleaching on the plain; | heaven's language, setting its primal-color- are of this‘character, we wish to be countAs they draw near to their eternal home:
ed among their advocates and supporters,
Leaving the old, both worlds at once they view,
haps enough for us to know that the Dau- husbands, go on their own account, to do for these forms were cold and still and ed truths in the mordant of lisping prayers albeit we have Mittlé or no fime to attend
That stand upon the threshold of the new.”
|
and
gilding
them
with
song,
and
glorifying
: phin was a prayerful child, and that he
-| them. "But are ‘they? * Cin" a large city
their own work and fulfill their own.mission. breathless, as when they were borne from
them in tempers and dispositions modulat- Sunday-school get up and conduct an extrusted in God in those dreadful days, and Fired by love for Christ and zeal for souls,
The late Lord Lyndhurst declared that he
left desolate without them or as they | od to the harmonies of Christian faith ;— cursion in that spirit of cheeriul Christianidied at last with the peace of God in his women are to be found fellow helpers in homes
fell slain in battle.
family piety I say, so faithfully administer- ty which should characterize every gatherwas supremely happy in his last moments,
soul. Still it is sweet to believe that there the gospel, every where. = In many places,
It was like the church, awkened from ed, in addition to being a duty, a narrow,
and the late Dr. Upham said that his soul
ing of a Sunday-school? That's the ques~~
such as India and China, they perform a declension by some prophet-voice, looking focal, heaven point of Ay as marked as tion. Brethrem fagriliar with these excurwas already with God. Peter du Moulin are hours when
most needful and necessary work, which longingly back to its dead uniformity, and the: family likeness, creates a demand for sions can best answer it. |
* The massive gates
testified in dying, “I am going to my
the broader. social ‘commingling of the
We "have heard, of texcursions preceded
Of
Paradise
are
open
wide,
they alone are capable of doing. . The ed- seeing just before it, and between it and a Sabbath-school. There may be but seven
Father and God. I have a view of him in
And come forth
ucation and cultivation of heathen. women blessing, duty, imperious duty, shrinking original colors,"but who does not know that by the indiscrimiiate’ ‘peddling of tickets
his glory. - How beautiful he is!” Payson
by “the children on the Sabbath, so as to
l. Sweet echoes of unearthly melodies
must go hand in-hand with-that of the men, from the difficulties of the situation and say- art's rarest effects are produced by the in- make the affais 4 paying one to the school,
declared that the celestial city was fall in } And odors snatched from beds of amaranth.”
finite*
possible
hades
of
these
colors.
So
while it is well known that the great major- ing, ‘‘have we not the ordinances, and prayand attended by swarms of disorderly
his view, and Augustus Toplady, that no
the piety of a hundred children -out of a youths, boys defiant of all authority, shoutOn reviewing such seenes and testimo- ity of heathen females can only be success- ers and exhortations,—the bones and sinevvs
man could live after seeing such glories as
hundred families, associated in the Sabbath- ing and rushing round the boat or barge
nies as these, we. may reasonably ask, Is fully reached by teachers of their own and skin of religion? Let us not be impa- | school, would attribute to each something
had been revealed to him,
* [}reathe the
like wild Indians, to the discomfort of ner-’
heaven
a discoverable country ? Is the Pro- sex.
tient, ;. let us wait for God.”
| broader and better. It would be revolving vous ladies and the terror of little girls.
ambrosial air of heaven,” said H.. S. Gold{
the
prism
or
shaking
the
Kaleidoscope.
O' prgphet, if you had only spoken
ing; “I have been,” said Walker of Truro to-martyr’s vision still revealed to the ChrisAs a further evidence of this revolutionary
We bave heard of excursions at which
tign in cases of rare and exalted piety, a spirit of the age, we point to the stir made, ‘* smooth things,” and had not given utter- Family piety is encouraged by the Sabbath- ‘““ copenhagen”
and similar silly games,
*“ upon the wings of the cherubim.”
school and the Sabbath-school fed by house- whose only charm.is in the Kissing which
: and the demand urged for female education ance’to that kind of prophecy that cap move
*“ Give me no drug,” said the dying Sum- tH6 final hour ?
hold -faith. There can be no clashing in« accompanies them, were the staple amusemerfield, ¢ that will create a stupor, as I Far, far away, like bells at evening pealing,
by the heathen themselves, the open doors the dead, *¢ as the Lord commanded,” the terests between them any€gore than be- ments of the day; at which romping, fidtween the mothers” and fathers’ teaching= of dling,
The voice of JESUS sounds o'er Jand and sea,
wish to be perfectly collected that I may
and dancing were tolerated; where
and the urgent calls for zenana teachers, dry bones might have remained such forsecular knowledge dd the day-schoal; bé- the swinging was monopolized by rude,
And
Iaden
souls
by
thousands
méékly
stealing,
ever.
:
And
now
ean
you
not
forget
the
past,
where only a few years ago, all was silence,
take an unclouded view.”
It was a lovely
the nursery and the university.
It romping
Kind Shepherd, turn their welry steps to Thee.
girls; and from which religion
who, notwithstanding istweenexceedingly
Jane evening when the celestial messenger
and sealed seclusion. Verily a change has and lét these dead
questionable
whether it was w holly excluded.
We do not affirm
Angels\Of JESUS; angels of light,
the.appearance of life, have eeased from the
were
desirable,
if
possible,
to
rear
a
family,
came.
He called for his sister, and taking
come
over
the
spirit,
not
of
dreams,
but
of
that these abuses are gemeral, or that they
Singing fp welcome the pilgrims of the night.
conflict,
and
laid
down
the
armor,
bury
the
in
the
sweet
selfishness
of
the
home
circle,
her hand,said with a countenance luminous
life and #spirations in India, as well as
have oecurred in connection with the schools
with no outside influences to strike acrods.
of our church, or that
are insenarable
with happiness, “Tell Amelva—tell Anne Rest comes at length, thoughdife be long and elsewhere. The lords of creation have at past, and themselves with it?
There comes a day whew the hot-house may from excursions, We only affirm that such
dreary,
.
The
men
of
God,
unmoved.
by
the
noise
:
—=:l] is perfection I”
length made the discovery that their ows
go to ruin, and then the poor nuvsed flowThe day must dawn and darkseme night be
things have been described to us, amd thas
happiness and respectability,as well as that and the shaking, regarfliess of dead forms, pro- erets un-inured to outer air, die in a night's we have in our lifetime witnessed some of
Edmund Augur seemed to mingle with
past:
?
phesied
again
under
the
same
limitation
*‘as
exposure,
These
spring
plants
may
best
of their families, require their wives and
celestial company before his release. As in Faith’s journey ends in welcome to the weary,
them, very much to our griel and montifibe started there ; but next month risk them cation. We need hardly add, that to exsomething.
Inch by the Lord conififided” and the dead breathed
Bunyan’s allegory, shining ones came out
And Heaven, the heart’s true home, will come daughters to know
in independent soil, away
from their pro- cursions at which any or all of these abuses
at last.
ingh these proud Babus yield the ground, and lived, and * stood up upon their feet, an fessional nurse.
to meet him." ‘‘Do you see,” he said, ¢* that
A child must be taken are tolerated we: are decidedly hostile.
exceeding
great
army,”
and
this
was
the
Angels
of
JESUS,
angels
of
light,
though often most grudgingly, and with an
blessed assembly that await my arrival?
out from under the close, delicious con- They are
unchristian, demoralizing, deSinging to welcome the pilgrims of the might. ill grace.
But there is no help for it. The effect of righteousness. The ways of man
straint of the Christian household.
Such is structive of the very aims for which SunDo you hear that sweet music by which |
are
many,
but
God's
way
is
one,
right-doing
the order of life.. How can he be more day-schools are organized.
‘holy men invite me to be a partaker in their Angels, sing on! Your faithful watches keeping, tide rushes on, and Hindu gentlemen must
f
Sing us sweet fragments of the songs above;
have their females instructed.
They wel- first, and then the blessing, and when the gracefully launched into the broader social
o our schools which will have excur‘happiness ? How: delightful it is to be
‘rights
and
restraints,
tham
in
a
Sabbathreward
does
not
come,
it
is
not
we
who
wait
sions we add a few cautions. Beware of
in the society of blessed spirits. Let me Till morning’s joy shall end the night of weeping, come the Foreign teachers, while they often
for God, whose time is always mow; but school?
~ And life’s long shadows break
in cloudless love. despise one of their own country women,
these abuses. Don’t turn the house of God
go.”
A
Sabbath-school
is
a
map
of
the
United
into a house of merchandise, nor transform
Angels of JESUS, angels of light,
>
God who waits for us te abase the mountStates.
Each class is a
State and each your pupils into peddlers, in your endeavbut this does not last long.
Once a real
We were led to this subject by reading an
Singing to welcome the pilgrims of the night.
ains and exhalt the valleys.
teacher a governor. = The superintendent ors to raise the needful funds. Do secular
thirst for knowledge and a higher Iie has
account of the death of the late Solomon
+
a
is President and his asssistants the Cabinet. work on seeular days. Don't let unknown
ADA.
been created, if-must be gratified.
“Foote, the * father of the Senate.” Few
A child thus takes with least violence his persons attend
your excursion.
Satan
An Unfulfilled Mission.
public men ever lived a purer and more de+ Oh, what a vast, unoccupied field is here
first lesson in republican government.
He often mingles with
the sons of God. BeTares
of
the
New
"Testament.
comesto the luxuryof self-humiliation as ware of him on excursion days! Allow
voted life, and among all the death scenes |.
spread out before devout women of the
Less than a century ago the Foreign Christian churefu! As yet, the fgw beacon
he divides the monopoly of attention
in biography, nothing is found more beauVarious are the opinions as" to the tare, amongst. more. He understands the sym- no disorder before starting, on the boat, or
- tiful and. deeply impressive. Shortly before Mission Enterprise was comparatively new, lights that have been set up, but make the |
in the cars. Banish silly games from the
He ground.
mentioned in the parable. By some it is pathy and thrillof a common purpose.
-Tolerate nothing in
h or
his decease, he repeated at three different and looked upon by many even amongst darkness more manifest. Is there not here
is
first
lifted
out
of
the
intolerable
American
Christians with ‘Suspicion and distrust, I: an unfulfilled mission, which calls loudly called a weed, by others, a wild bean, wild caste. Probably in no ceuntry on earth act that tends to exeite a blush on the
times, the following lines:
Give your children
might interfere with the Divine prerogative, to every pious female heart, to come: for- grass, darnel, a wild veteh, &c., and some has the caste idea obtained with more ab- cheek of modesty.
| something to do. Let them. do the speak« Jesus, the vision of thy face
say
‘‘
darnel
is
the
true
tare
of
the
New
and, at best, must prove a mere preposter- ward and
solute reality than amongst
Americans and ing and singing. They will enjoy the day
win souls for Jesus’ crown?
Hath overpowering charms.
*
those from whom they
deseended. “In In- far better than they can, ho playing all the
Testament.”
:
ous
undertaking.
But
how
changedyhas
Whether
in
the
Way
of
erganizing
mission
7 shall not fear death’s cold embrace,
Without pretending to have the learning dia it is less severe because tefined and time. Encourage cheerfulness.
public sentiment become, both in the bands, and raising the necessary funds, in.
Discour
If Christ be in my arms.
;
physieally staked off. ; Bus here the snub age levity and boisterous fun. In short,
or
culture that some have manifested who
church and in the world!
Yes, and how encouraging and training missionary candiThen, while ye hear my heartstrings break,
comes’ when one is not on guard-win the conduct the excursion in harmony with the
‘How sweet my moments roll,
changed too has become the moral aspect dates, or in going in person to labor in this have writtén on this parable, but having moment of confidence.
Family casté— 4 following principles: I. Let not your good
A mortal paleness on my cheek,
of the world meantime !
the church great field, the enterprise holds out work, had nearly forty years’ experience in the cult- neighborhood caste—money caste—intel. be evil spoken of. 2. Avoid doing evil that
And glory in my soul.”
or denomination of Christians, %wghich stands for one and all to do. To many of ou sis- ure of the tare and growth of the darnel, ‘1 lectual . caste—~spiritual easte—all obtain good may come. 8. Let all things be done
To bis wife and:family who were sobbing aloof from, not to say, that opposes, meas- ters, the Master is even now saying, ‘“ Why am somewhat acquainted with their natures rooting. And children are bred imto it till decently and in order.
their noses turn up; and their lips eurl, and
around him, he remarked, ‘ Why these ures for the spread of the gospel in heathen stand ye here allithe day idle? go ye also and properties. There are several kinds of their heads toss, and their gaits mince, beRe———
tare
;
two
of
which
are
extensively
cultivattears? There is no occasion for weeping..| lands, is in great danger of being shorn of into the vineyard, and whatsoever is right
fore they conquer’ that domestic giant the
SUNDAY-SCHOOL AND Punric WORSHIP.
ed-in England, viz., the Spring and the Win- alphabet, or that first miracle the multipliThis is heaven begun below! I.am only its strength, and going to decay.
Denom- I will give you.”
It has been recommended that the Sunday- *'
:
ter
tare. . The former is sown in February: cation table.
2
r
going home a little sooner, that is all.” inations both in
England and America
school take the place of one of the preachIn these days. of trifling and pleasure- and. March, and the latter
Take any infant class as a standpoint ot
in September.
He observed to Senator Doolittle, ** It seems could be pointed out, which illustrate this
seeking, of folly and fashion and wouldly
‘observation. Every
body knows that we ing services on the Sabbath, with a view to
as though a company of angels were all remark.
Orthodox creeds can not save conformity, sueh utterances as the follow- There are a ‘few other species of tare or are the most intelligent, advanced nation make it include the congregation.
The
vetch, viz., the strangle vetch, the tufted on the globe. Out of forty million of us, Congregational church at Endfield, Conn.,
about me, and hovering over me, to bear them. The living, vitalizing, self-sacrificing, coming from an earnest and devoted vetch, the wood vetsh, and
the broad-leaved
up a sinking spirit from its mortality.” On ing, aggressive principle is needed to mainprobably not one ever wis guilty of the have made their principal service one of
sister, who has already made full proof of a
the Secretary of War saying,‘ We are all in tain life and vigor at home.
We bless God, high and worthy calling, fall like a rick ben- vetchling ; besides a new variety lately ini- slightest ripple of scepticism on this point. Bible study by the congregation. Says the
Well, that is simply the Chinese self-conported from ° Flanders,
There are also
God’s hands,” he replied, ** Yes, and he is that in a good degree, this cardinal princi:
ison on the siek and fainting soul, gazing two kinds of darnel, one of which
fidence. Apply the principle underlying, Independent :
dealing with me in great mercy. The Lord ple of the gospel of the Lord ‘Jesus Christ
is called
The
ordinary
exercises
of
forenoon worand
you
have
timber
enough
to
build
a
2
upon the desolations of heathendom.
chess in this country. Early in the Summer
reigns, let the earth rejoice.” When his is permeating the body of living Christians, |
rail fence five rails high, with stakes and a ship on“the Lord’s-day—of prayer, singing
“How glorious the work of the Holy the daruel hears a great resemblance to the rider, as our New York farmer would ex- and Scripture reading—are conducted as
old friend Fessenden called, he graspedyhis moving them as by a common impulse, to
hand and said, “ My dear friend Fessenden, gird or the armor and, in some form, labor Spirit that melts the heart of stome both wheat, but when near maturity there is no press it, around all the nations and the usual; Then instead of the sermon, there
and vanities on the globe.
- is a half hour of congregational Bible study,
the man by whose side I have sat so long, for the fulfillment of our blessed Saviour’s there and here ! Come, Holy Spirit, come ! resemblance whatever. The darnel ‘grows prides
Nowhere does the high born American in classes. This exercise is followed by o
is my prayer more and more. More wealth erect with the wheat, but the tare is of a
whom I have regarded as the model of a last great
commission to his disciples.
immortal so surely and easily gét delivered brief sermon, based on the portion : of
statesman and parliamentary leader, on Greatly to be pitied is the professed Chris- and learning, less devotion and sacrifice ! creeping nature, and intwines itself ‘around
Scripture studied by the congregation ; and
of thisas in the Sabbath-school.
"Tt is rubBrother, my heart aches over these things. several branches or stems of wheat; but no bed off as his velvet touches the next boy’s the service is concluded with customary dewhom I have leaned and to whom 1.have
tian who can to-day fold his arms and sit
looked more than to any other living man complacently down, claiming no part or I believe every gift of God should be con- more resembles the wheat than the pine re- Jean. It is talked out, reciting the blessed votional exercises. The study of the enequalizer. Reading the beatitndes over a tire assembly is thus made a part of the
secrated to his service, and in all the rela- sembles the honey suckle.
"for guidance and direction in public affairs, lot in this holy entérprise.
‘principal service of the house of God. Old
seedy patched garment makes
tions
and
duties
of
life
their
end
and
aim
The
servants of the householder saw the gold with a courtly blazenry of it cloth of and young share in it, in classes, accordp grief I feel is that the strong tie which
There is one feature of this noble work,
‘décoration.
has bound us together must now be severed. now silently but effectually, and even rapid- ought to be the glory of God and the sal- difference at once.
Hence, the question, It is sung out, as their voices blend in those ing to their ages and needs.
The plan
One talent or ‘ Wilt thou that we go and gather them up
works well, and ip has advantages over any
But my dear Fessenden, if there is memory ly, changing the moral and religious status vation of the whole world.
delicious melodies God has inspired for Sabwhich seems to ‘“ give up” a ‘‘ regular ser. after death, that memory will be active, and of the world, which deserves especial no- ten, let all be laid on the altar of God, and Had darnel been the” plant in question, bath-school help.
The Sabbath-school has as recognized a vice” for the ‘‘ Sunday-school.”
t certain- ,
1 shall call to mind the whole of our inter- tice. We allude to woman’s work for then how sweet all the bléssings of. life ! they would have said gather i up, Nor position
ly is not likely to drive the people to the
in
Christian
training
as
any
other
Even
its
sorrows
and
sacrifices
would
he
would the Saviour have told the servants means, It is neglected
course on earth.” At eight o'clock the next woman, as'still an unfulfilled mission.
for Sunday forenoon pleasureonly on peril. A livery-stable
gilded with the light from heaven's gates that af the time of harvest he would.
morning he requested his attendants to
say to child shouldno more be deprived of it than riding, as some good pastors have feared
While the subject of Woman’s Rights is
ajar,
:
would be the case if their people were
withdraw the curtain, that he might look agitating and well-nigh convulsing the
the reapers, ‘‘ gather ye together first the , of the sunshine.
EF
for the last time upon the dome of the Cap- civilized world, and ambitious, aspiring,
Y have never relinquished the hope of tares and bind them in bundels and burn “No tongue can tell or pen write the in- offered Bible study in lieu of listening to 2
vit
wii
of Sabbath-school and family, second sermon,
itol. While he was gazing, the twengy- worldly-minded women are clamoringfor going to India, and it seems to me the time them.” The Saviour in this parable intend- Iter-influence
have so far plestioposed the family to be
- third Psalm was read, and his wife kneeled the rostrur: and the ballot, it is truly ‘cheer- has come for a final decision,
* * * * ed to impress in the minds of -his disciples a model
Christian
household. Even then
A LrssoN ox Humiury,
A farmer took
at his bedside and prayed.
iig to witiess unmistakable signs of a My youth is gone, but my heart and hands this important truth : that the righteous and the Sabbath-school is indispensable.” But his son into a wheat-field in harvest-time.'
to work for Jesus. * * * It the unrighteous might sojourn together in how few families are! How many have “ See, father,” exclaimed the boy, ‘how
At the closeof the prayer hg folded his grand, aggressive move in the hearts of de- are still strong
been reached and rayed by the
Sun of straight those stems hold up their heads!
arms, and then said
s.« ** What! can this be | yout, Christian women, of various denom- cost me much, long years ago to lay all on this world ; but in the world to come they Righteousness
through the Sabbath-school ! They must be the: best ones. Those that
death? Is it come already?” Suddenly inations, and different nations, tending to the altar of missions. Then I relinquished would be finally separated; that the right Lambs are every hour running
over Jordan
their heads down, T am sute, cah not
raising
his eyes and his hands, he exclaimed: | the fulfillment of their true mission and no all life’s loves and hopes and friendships, epus would be rewarded, and the unright- dry shod, leading parents across. Brutal “hang
be good for' much.” The farmer plucked a
fathers and mothers are dragged each week, stock of each kind, and. said, *‘See here,
“1 gee it] see it! The gates are wide | the least, in blessing those of their own only as these blessings came to me in my eous would be punished,
rh
poetry

could

Tl

——————

This cadis still on the doeket. It is_be-

—

autifal |"
open! beautiful ! be

Condensed from Theodore Tilton’s account of
last hours.
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sex, who are now sitting in the region und

chosen work, and I can not take back the
sacrifice.
Any where, Lord, only let me

shadow of death ; a mission far more sublime and ennobling in its Character, than ‘winsouls for thé crown.
'
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Testament, the parable is a failure, Darnel

is of a dry, floury nature, is ground into flour
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4
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Now, if darnel is the true tare of the New

’

under the silken bondage

school

of some Sabbath-

child, into the kingdom of God and

Sabbath-school

“song.

These

songs are in

the nurseries of the vich, oveéi the wash-

my child ! This atalk, that stood se straight,

is light-headed,

and almost good for noth-

ing; while that that hung

its head so mod-

estly is full of precious grain.”
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The whole of Sunday

can

in church. Indeed a man

.tonished

not be spent

can go to church

*

able part of Sunday be kept, not for. luxury

or for sleep, but for

the

chief assimilation

of religious truth into feeling and duty, it
| is put to its very best use. Such
a process
implies,in part, Private thought and prayer.

But in
ought
peace
not be

An Objection Answered.
a
have been

criticism

submitted

as those

of the

Hebrews.
They have been assailed and defended not merely upon historical but upon
theological grounds. Three general objections have been made against their credibility. The first is to the effect that certain
events, styled miraculous, are in themselves

so contrary to all human experience that no
amount of external evidence can warrant
- us in ‘accepting them as true. This objection will not here be considered. It involves a theological - question far too often

extended to beeven

tquched upon within

the limits to which this paper must be re»e,
+ stricted.
The second Objection is purely mathematical and physical. It is briefly this: ** We
are told that the family of Jacob, numbering in all seventy souls, migrated from
Canaan to Egypt; and that
after a period
of about 215 years, their descendants, numbering rather

more

than

600,000

males of

twenty years and upward, or between two
and
millions of both sexes and all
ages, migrated from Egypt back to Canaan.
Such an increase is contrary to the well-

established
laws of physiology.”

We admit theapparent force of thig objection. We grant that if all the
éssential data upon which it is baged are true,
- it is fatal to the credibility of the record of
the Pentdteuch

and Joshua;

and that these

books must be consigned to the limbo of
myth to which we must assign so many of

the early records of other

peoples.

We go

further. We grant overying assumed in
the argument, saving a single poiné, which
we

undertake

to

show

from

the

themselves to be erroneous.
We grant and assume that

records

the universal

law of human increase, when not interfered with by extraneous causes, such as war,

pestilenee, famine, and the pressure of population upon means of subsistence,
is
that shown by. our own successive censuses

from 1790 to 1870.

Making due deductions

for increase by actual immigration, the law
is that the human race, under favorable circumstances, doubles oncein absut twenty-

four years. "We
nt also that there is
nothing in the Hebrew records or elsewhere to show that there was any abnormal
fecundity

in

that

race.

We

grant,

then,

that the assumed statement
that the Hebrews, in the space of about 215 years,
increased from three score and ten to two
and a half millions is utterly incredible.

But we affirm, and undertake -to demon-

a family it implies intercourse
tobe
as free~and cheerful as
and mutual love can make it.
kept stiff and frigid, without

dishonoring God

which
God's
It can
at once

Jacob

while

and defeating its aim.

contryry,

ef for Jews.
On the
ddest marks of the

true Saphbath

profit from the sunset clouds

desold

the captivity

us,

therefore,

rest-day

to

make\ our Christian

happier than mere
well-stirred

vacuity; just

soil

dfinks

himself,

his

sons,

moreover, as in the long

run the

as a deep

of the sexes are essentially equal, Jacob
must "have had as many
ters as grandsons, Thus

igrants, Spsiged or‘directly

granddaughthe original em-

- implied, were

140 i
of 70. This
of itself, however,
we admit, scarcely lightens the difficulty;
for the posterity of 140 persons, doublin
every24 years, would at the end of 21

years amount to only 71,680,—less than one

thirty-fifth pan: of the nvmber
But we
these 140
art of the
gypt with

Joseph,

positively

have gone out.

undertake to demonstrate that
souls constituted only ‘a small
horde
of people who went to
Jacob mpon the invitation of

the

viceroy.

It would

have

been

_ absurd for the Egyptian monarch ‘to have
bestowed upon such a mere family the great
land of Goshen.

Let us glance a little at the

earlier records of the Hebrews, using here

and there modern words to express

ideas.

old

:

When the childless Abram left Mesopotamia for Canaan he was no poor adventurcer,
He was the head of a great horde. His
name,—or rather title,—signifies his posi-

tion.

He

was a great

sheik or chief.

Canaan he was only overmatched

shine than a thin one. God's laws, in religion as in: nature, are not against men’s
comfort, and advantage, but for them,
and of no law is this truer than of that of
the genial, restful, religious Sabbath, which

Philistine

ruler upon the

sea-board.

:

all.

had separated into two under Abram,—now
called Abraham,—and Lot. We have still
another incidental notice (ull the more valuable because incidental) of the strength of

We are told that he dug

a well at Beersheba, That well still exists.
No man who-sees its deep excavation and
massive

construction vill

doubt that

who-

soever dug it had at his command a lage
force of men,

.' The Hebrew branch of the horde increased under

Isaac, the peaceful

There was once a good

deacon,

and

he

was
a farmer, and among other crops one
year he had a very fine
harvest of wheat.
On Monday morning he expected to carry
his wheat some twenty miles, to a neighboring market; and on the Sabbath
preas
vious he attended his own church, and
he was in a peculiarly
teful state of
mind, on account of the

abundance

of his

crops, when the collection was taken up
for foreign missions, as it chanced to be
that day, he put in five dollars more than
his’ usual amount.
Thé next morning

bright and

early

he started off with his

wheat.
|
48
‘Having found a purchaser to his mind,
and given his terms at a full market price,

he was surprised a little, and a little pleas-

ed when he counted over his ‘money,
to find it just five dollars more than he had
expected it would be.
He was a prety
rood arithmetician, but he did not care
ust now, as he was in something of a
urry, to go over the amount,
‘So many
bushels

at

‘so

muah.

The

man

knows’

if that five dollars just came to me from the

And this was after the original horde

Abraham’s horde.

The Deacon’s Prayer.

He

or sheiks of the interior. An almost incidental statement gives us some intimation of
the numbers of his horde. Upon a sudden
emergency he was able to putin metion
more than 800 *‘ trained men, born in his
own
house.” A pistoral horde which
tould on the moment furnish so many men
must have numbered several thousands in

son of. Abra-

ham; and again separated into two under

tended.

Besides, I shouldn’t

Lord, because’he

knew,

and

wondér

a bit

nobody

else

did, that I put an extra five dollars into
Yes, the
treasury only yesterday.”
con really finished with that consoling
benediction, and drove his team home
a light and well-satisfied heart.
Years'passed. One day the deacon
in an unusually tender and thoughtful
of mind.

. He was looking

his
deaselfwith
was
state

forward,

for he

what, in the

light of

was growing old, to a future life, an{ as we
often do, looking over the past, oconjparing
what

coming

had

been,

with

scenes, he might wish it bad

when

been,

he was seized with a desire to com-

mit his whole way, past and present and
future, to the Lord, * So he went into his
closet, for he had one, to pray.
And he
really prayed. What he asked God for in

that

“prayer

was just

prayed for in the one
ninth Psalm,

and

what

once

David

hundred and thirty-

very

used David's own words:

likely

the

deacon

* Search me, O

God, and know my heart; try me, and
Esau and Jacob.
How ‘strong these were “know my thoughts ; and see if there be any
may be inferred from the presents which wicked way in’me, and lead me in the way
Jacob, then the weaker of the two, offered everlasting.”
| That is a very solemn prayer to make,
to his elder brother.
Tt

is clear from the narrative that the part

‘of the horde which remained under Jacob
was, on'~the whole, prosperous, notwith-

F.

Woks

orphans, I and

ther.’

** As you will not take inter-

you;

we

and

overcame

Then the deacon told him

how

ether; and all became

it had

searcher of hearts, and how it had

ed to him in the light of such

an

examina-

John Wesley.

peacefully threw

that the tide of reform

still in

the

"ascendant,

and

lofty

and

NEW

so wide,

so

beni

and

A. P. Shattuck,

TuiTION from

but

the

deacon

really

made.

it,

and

the

Lord really answered it.. For, before he
rose from his knees, that extra five. dollars

no human

hand.—Eugene Lawrence.

admission
fall term.

could

lead

me

out

ished away ; 1 wasno longera poor benighted Roman Catholic ; neither was I an infidel

—as I really

had been, more than Roman

We

of us.

In

the/ severest

for

It is so with many

~

fine a ee

i

arch

th

ordin

ample accomm
Ons ;
is
on an
nence overlooking the vi
8 of Lyndon Center and
Lyndonville, and some of the finest landscape scenery of the valley of the Passumpsic,
I. W. SANBORN* T¥eas.and Sec.
Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.
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languages, also in “English Grammar, Arithmetic
‘| Ancient Geography, Anéient History, Algebra an
declamation,
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It is by odds the most taking and saleable beok n
the field. 1. Itis on a vitally important subject :.
1t is by America’s most popular writer on health. 3.
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JENNIE de la MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French.
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Books.
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Outward

forms are mere ladders, for, the soul to climb

on, We do not want to spend time, and
know enough to know that there is no relig- thought, and mouey on the mere stair; -but
jon in the senseless mummeries of Roman we want to cultivate spiritual strength to
‘To bring into the Chris(Catholic worship, and so we reject secretly climb the stair.
all religion, because we think there is none tian church holy places, sanctuaries, altars,
in this, which we are taught is the only trtie priests, sacrifices, gorgeous vestments, and
the like, is to dig up that which has been long
one,
+ When 1 came here I saw that here was buried, and to turn to candles for light un;
And if true der the noonday sun.”—Ryle.
It conld be no error.
truth.
¢ The formula of Jesus touching worship,
is
these experiences, these prayels, this worship, then I here eould find the way of sal- a distinct protest against Ritualism as claimvation. I felt in my own soul that I was ing to represent the Christian idea of worforever lost, unless God, for Christ's sake, ship, The proudest monument of pagan
Acropwould pardon my sins. Ilooked to Jesus as worship is a shattered ruin upon the
of olis of Athens ; the temple at Jerusalem, with
| the true and only Potentate, the King
kingssand Lord of lords—as the only High its goodly stones, it buried under the Harem
of Omar ; the-antiquarian digs
Priest, whose mediation and intercession of igi
lar
for its
foundation; the Jews wail beside
:
could avail for me,
«Oh, I can not tell you how thankful I am the traditional stones of its wall; but He
in the belief and assurance that His blood with whom there is neither Greek nor Jew,
avails for me. Jesus is exalted to become a who dwells in humble, believing souls,
Prince and Saviour for me. My heart is seeks and owns as true worshipers all who,
full of praises to Hime-the Chief among ten in whatever tongue, cry ‘Abba, Father.’ "—
‘
AJ. P. Thompson.
:
thousanc i

Catholic.

ef students at the

instruction.

Worship.
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THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N.Y., will
commence Dec. 6, 1871, under a board of competent
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22,1872, and

per term.

washin,

The Institution will afford to Hoth sees a complete

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.
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course of study; and no pains

Truss lo mks th

gend for a Circular to

gone, improved or uot,can neverbe recover-

How

to $6.50

Frenchy

self-boarding, at lower rates.

. This Institution offersto students important and
peculiar advantages.
For particular information,

away vour precious time, but improve it by
A Converted Ronan Catholic. thinking on your latter end. Hitherto you
A]
have been spared from year to year, through
rl
@
Says a report in last week's Christian In- the protection of your heavenly Father; but
you know not how long his providential
telligencer of a late Fulton Street prayer merey will be extended towards ydu. The
.
meeting :
presen: is all you can call your own. ToA man apparently near upon middle Jife
ay you may be in health, to-morrow in the
He appeared to grave. Oh! then come to Christ now for salwas instantly on his feet,
He began by vatidn. It is in this world and not in the
be a cultivated, educated man.
saying: “I have been all my life a Roman next, that you will have the opportunity of
Catholic. ~ My father and mother were the fleeing from the wraith to come. Jesus is not
I have traveled much, only able, but willing to receive you, ify ou
same before me,
He
and enjoyed all that money could buy. I come unto Him with a contrite heart.
have never been happy. I have been com- says, ‘ Behold, now is the accepted ‘time;
day
hehold now is the day of salvation.” Christ
‘ing to this prayer meeting nearly every
for three months. It did not take me long, does not say salvation may be “obtained
in the light of this meeting, to sec that all to-morrow, for that is uncertain, Theretore,
the past was” a “sham. I never heard such from tLis time forward, redeem your time.
prayers and. experiences as I have heard in ¢ Boast not thyself of to-morrow, for thou
this room. ‘I resolved to pray for the knowest not what a day may bring forth.”
same grace. No one said any thing to me, Live in the recollection of yonr mortality,
and I said nothing to others. I acted for and in all your engagements remember that
:
myself on the best judgment I could form. time is short.
I felt that only God

$5.00

WEST
AT

Reader, have you never considered the
truth of this solemn declaration, by the rapidity of your time? Time is progressive,
and passes away inperceptibly. Time is
made up of mom :ats which when once

darkness into His. marveledous light. I'prayed for this Divine illumination. As soon as
I began thus to pray, my former belief van-
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to $3.50 per Week, 1 familia I olutb of
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Send for catalogue to the Principal or to
E.C.LEWIS,
New Hampton, N. H., March I5, 1872.
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Time is Short.

your serious attention,
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mekins Pet

Fall Term begins
Aug. 27.
:
TUITION, from $ $4.004 to $6.00 $6.00 per [
Musto’

now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural
Course, of two
years each, which opened for the

—

ed. Time is given us for the great
of seekin those things which make
peace and salvation in the eternal
It these things have never yet

f 10
of ee
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and Painting.

Calendar:

MissT. A, R. Dow,
Miss Alice I. Libby,

years ago the Trustees introduced
partment, which has been very

that church stands still another and most
elaborate church, which was built about the

vout believers who have lived and died in
the simple faith of Wesley, not one has
yielded to any sterner influence than the
power of Divine love. As the vast wave of
reform has swelled from the poor cottage at
Epworth over England and America, over
the Pacific and the Indian seas, it has never
needed a Constantine or a royal protector;
has been governed in its holy victories by

Pronch.ne
Pen

1.

Miss L. D. Moore,

pillow-cases and towels.

The House of Clement.

EPP

.

H. M. Willward,
Miss E. L. Gordon.
ExPENSES. Board, including room and washing
from $2.75 to $3.50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,
of which there are several | successful operation,
the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students desirous of boarding themselves will find convenient
opporiniy, Students will provide their own sheets,

discovered within a few years: —
“ In visiting the house of Clement we
first entered the beautiful ¢ Church of St.
Clement,’which is very ancient.
Beneath

arousing in every land the fiercest of religBut of the millions of deious persecution.

Guta C, HopHo, Muthu

'

Mathematics

A.B. MESIRVEYSS M., Principal,

pendent, from-Rowme, thus describes a visit
to the house of Clement, which has been

an
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Mus.

of publicly ac-
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is evening bells.”"—Jean Paul Richter.
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[4.0 Hopkms, £.8., Principal, Latin snd Greek.

continues ten weeks.

Infinite Father; and from all nature round
me flowed sweet, peaceful tones as from

writing
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‘The SUMMER

the reflection of its even-

Rev. Dr. Cuyler,

LITERARY INSSITUTION,
LYNDON

r

onward

is ever active. His schools and churches
the world with an illustrious
chain. His writings have been translated
into nearly all the languages of Europe, and
are made familiar to the worshipers of Bramah and of Buddha. Since Luther no other
man has exercised

of corn,

For further particulars, address the Principal.»2
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G, 8, BRADLEY, A. M., Principals
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fleeting world stretched out its short wings,
and lived, like myself,in the presence of the

set

energy

is moving

ears

.

The SUMMER TERM will commence on Monday
Apr) 15, 1872.
I
&
Jomplete courses of study for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
North Scituate, R, I., March 15, 1872.

ing blushes on the little moon, which was
rising in the east without an aurora.
And
between the heaven and the earth a glad,

It is eftimated that twelve millions of the
human race are taught weekly the
lessons of religious experience wrought out in
the active intellect of John Wesley ; that no
part of the known world has been unvisited
by his disciples;

purple

weeks,

3

The Trustees
take this opportunity

And when I arose, the sun gleamed deeply

behind the full,

address

3 wopke
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cal Apparatus,ounting in -all to about $500,—
an Dame of Nottingham, N. H.
from the Rev.
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6
Northwood, {.H., Feb. 19, 1872.

all

tears, and the belief in Him were the prayer.

tion.— Christian Weekly.
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he usual facilities offered to those

I awoke.
My soul wept for joy that it could
again worship God; and the joy, and the

appear-
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studies in any branch of an Academic Education.
“harges moderate. For further information or Circulars address the Principal.
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earful, and a bell-hammer, stretched out to
infinity, ‘was about to strike the last hour of
time, and split the universe assunder, when

only come to his own heart, really, that
morning, when he had asked for it to be
searched by Ong who, for us all,is the great

Nor. 3.

be

mplete courses of study for
Boxes. Special
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ong
desizing lo ike
Serene
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SEMINARY.
The SPRING TERM of this
Institution will com-

beheld the

around nature, and. crushed the

week.

Will the friends send us some students for
this
term ?
‘
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M. E. SWEAT, Sec.
N. Parsonsfield, Apr. 14, 1872.
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hen she wound herself in a thousand folds

his deli-
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SUMMER TEKM opens April 30, i
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M, K. MABRY, Principal.

are without a Fa-

And as I fell down
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Rey.

fore the lofty form on the altar, and said,
« Jesus, have we no father ?’'. And He an-

swered with streaming

TE

: on

influence upon his race. Nor is’it unjust to year 350 ! We lighted our torches; and deassert that but for his English successor the scended a stone stairway, which led us into
Reformation of the German teacher would a church of the same dimensions of the one
By the light of our tapers, we exhave lost much of its effectivenes,
and above!
might have sunk into an empty formalism, amined the quaint old frescoes and inscripat least in England, amidst the corrupting tions on the walls, which must have been
some, at least ean reach it easily. iy
ainted there over one thousand years ago.
alliance of church and state. It was the
,Shall not such quietly carry their Sabbat
of Wesley to withdraw religion from the n one of the frescoes Clement himself is
spirit there?
For two reasons, which we aim
control of the
t and the powerful, of represented. The columns of the church
are truly sorry to think decisive, First, statesmen. or of bishops, to make it the light are beautifully fluted, and were taken from
the Sabbath spirit can not dive there. - The and the solace of the workshop and the cot- the ruined temples of Pagan Rome.
In
glittering equipages, the noisy rush of men tage, the almshouse and the jail ; to diffuse one coruer of this underground church is a
and children,
the exposure to interruptions its sacred teachings among the people, and door which opens into a stone stairway.
from acquaintances who have no religion, preach, with saintly earnestness, the Gospel
Down that stairway we grdped by torchmake it next to impossible for a man to of the poor.
light, and soon found ourselves in an anT
:
maintain
Lord's-day feeling in a public . As contrasted with all other successful cient Roman dwelling, whose walls give
park. Hecan not do it for himself; how teachers of a faith, whether true or false, it evidence of having beer built as far back
can he do it for his children? But if this is a striking trait of Wesley’s triumph that as the days of the Roman Republic!
One
reason were. wanting, the second reason he was never aided by the civil power; that arched room, whose ceiling is finely carved,
would
. remain, Even a religious Sunday his disciples have never wielded the sword must have been good old Clement's * best
in a city park would seem to be spent ir- sf persecution, or gaiited any victories ‘but room,’ or parlor.
Another was probably
religiously,and so throw its influence on the those of peace.
his ‘oratory.’ There-are other small apartHistory,
indeed,
has
no
rewrong side. If the most saintly pastor in cord or any other great religious movement, ments between these two. Now, in those
New York should be seen to take wife and except the founding of Christianity, that was deep cellars—which were once a warm,
children
to Central Park on Sunday after- not perfected in violence, and sealed with cheerful home—we have every reason to
noons, though he should be able to keep the blood of its opponents.
believe that Paul's foot often stood, and his
The
Greek
every such visit to the purest spiritual uses, Church was Paton in Russia by the civil courageous voice once rang in those very
and should bring back his family truly ed- power; the Romish Church won its . supre- walls] It was worth a voyage from Amerified by their nearer intercourse with God, macy by bitter wars and endless cruelties. ica to see the spot where the great apostle
sych an ‘improbable. fact could never be Bernard and Dominic enforced their teach- must have attended a social prayer-meeting
known, and his example would, in effect, ings by the sword ; Euther and Calvin were with the ¢ church in household ’ of Clemencourage a Sunday of recreations, and not often sustained by the arms of their ad- ent.”
of religion. The apostolig rule which binds
; the dark and treacherous brother| us to consider the bearing of our acts on herents
hood of Loyola obtained its ascendency by

In

‘was a match for any five of the petty kings

exclaimed, ‘ Christ, is

4

But does not this settle the duty of Christians in cities, who have no piazza for theif
Sunday
conversation, nor even a parlor?
They have neither garden to sit in nor field
to walk in. Yet they have the park; and

what he’s about. He's a shrewd merchant,
and doubtless paid me no more than he in-

hy the

tar, and all the dead

HERES

point

Bro JA00BS will have charge of the Music Departs
ment,

there arose and came into the temple, the :
dead children who had awakened in the
church-yard; and they cast themselves
be-

sun- | have belted

and

numbers

down upon the al-

and eternity lay brooding upon chaos.

bargain

tralia and South Africa, in America and the
islands of the Paeific, the genius of Wesley

in more

‘ was made for man.”

that

can be far

frivolity.

conscience

mind

far from

or sanctimony as from

thought and

ending sorrow, now

Facu

Expenses are reasonable.

thefe no God ?’ And he answered, ‘ There
isnone!’ I traversed the worlds. T ascended, into the suns, and’ flew with the
milkyways through the wilderness of the

with ceaseless vigor, and shows no traces of
decay.
Wherever the Anglo-Saxon race
netrates it is pursued and softened by the
influence of its unassuming saint. In Aus-

but of folly.
A true Lord's-day
will be as
Indeed,

chant's table.

in motion by his pure

gloomy is a sign, not of strictness,

austerity

awoké, and smiled no more: A lofty, noble form, having the expression of a never-

“ [* was mistaken then, but not now,”
said the deacon, lating the bill on the mer-

the sun is setting, they walk

across the field, only keeping
and speech within the true spirit
of gratitude and trust, and of prehomage to God, they shall receive

For

merchant's

stranger's late honesty
cacy.

together
thought
of*a day
dominant

grandsons. ' But, besides these, as is expressly-stated, were his sons’ wives; and

declared. to

A

* Why did you wait so long ?” asked the" raised rings of the giant serpent of eternithe universe doubly.
merchant, whose curiosity in a comparative ty, and she enfolded

Thereis no reason for keéping it to this
room or te that. - The group may be gathered in a parlor or on a piazza. They
may sit under the shade of
the great, tree
in the garden, while mother or father reads
the last missionary letter; or the little ones
sing the last-learned Sunday-school hymn.
And if,

but on the entrance of one of the living, he

'

.

o, A. 5Moff im aBe
Wis- || 8
the control
ts under
on ofIn theooes.
{nd

_Eyan
West irpas

uried in the church, lay still upon its pil-

est, I shall leave this.”

strate, that all the incredibility
charged
against these records grows out of a misunderstanding of the plain reading of the records themselves,—a misunderstanding perpetuated from generation fo. generation
for centuries. The records, just as they
have existed al! this time, are here to speak
for themselves.
:
:
| other men’s consciences and conduct would
In the first place, the assumption that 70 | seem to decide even such a case. For these
souls ‘constituted the entire
Hebrew com- | reasons, we think spiritual piety will find
munity is a clear misreading of the text. its greatest satisfaction apart from . all
The
list, as carefully given, Farports on scenes of Sunday festivity.— Christian Intelits face to embrace, with only a single ligencer.
:
exception,

y

et th la. hd

*
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EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.

low, and its breast heaved not, while upon
its smiling countenance lay a happy dream ;

about the wheat half a score or more years
ago.
.
:
Ea I can not remember it,” said the merchant. ‘‘ Are you not mistaken?
I am
usually very careful in my dealings.”

too much, * Oyer-eating is mischievous
both for soul and body; and if a consid-

Lords house,
beyond the sun,
1 shall forever dwell.
— Chris. Intelligencer.

severe

——————
by

i

said, after a moment's preliminary conver- measurable void for the divine eye, it glared
sation, and then tried to recall to the as- upon me from an empty, bottomless socket,

A True Lord’s-day.

In oduen He my life prolongs,
And in my constant, fren songs,
His mercy willl tell;
And when my earthly course,is run,

.
,

' Academies,

buggy, and drove to that neighboring town, down inio the abyss, and cried aloud, Faand glad was he to find that very merchamt ther, where art Thou? ’ but I heard nothing but the eternal storm which no: one
there, and at home.
So
“ I owe you five dollars with interest,” he rules; and when I looked up to the im-

Pentateuch.

by the census recorded in the

‘ They can not shake my soul’s repose ;
He doth my table spread,
Sweet is the cup He fills for me,
And fragrant shall the ointment be
He pours upon my head.

such

-

this was what he (lid; he went to the sta- heavens, but there is no God ! _L descended
ble that very morning,
put his horse into his as far as being throws its shadow,and gazed

of two and a half millions assigned to them

And bids sweet comfort rise,

No earthly records
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What care I, then, for all my foes!
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|'Jacob.
went to, BEYPt, at the invitation
of
Toso, he went
state, with not only
his gee the *“ 5" in each corner. He could see
own immediate
family, ‘but with his flocks the little patch that had been pasted over a
«
The Lord 1§ my Shepherd.”
and herds, and of course, servitors and tear
near the top, at the right-hand corner
sy
Shepliérd i8 the gracious Lord,
herdsmehy
‘all of kindred race nnd faith, of the bill, _ It stared him
in the face.
Ady
and nurtured by His Word,
and, all therefore properly numbered as It said, * You took me, and right you
4 Ng Want ny soul shall know;
had no
Hebrews,
or
Israelites,
as
the
horde
had.
My couch He spreads in pastures green,
right to me.” J deacon left his closet.
And leads me in the 'viles between,
to be - called, in memory of the
come
now
went into his library and took up BaxWhere pesceful waters flow. |
second name, or rather title, assumed by ter's ¢ Saint's
Rest, but on the first puee to
Jacob. No cens
is notedus
as havin si which he opened
_ He watches
for my wandering soul,
:
there. lay an old,
worn
ut
no
- ['taken of the number of the horde;
And kindly makes my weakness whole,
five dollar bill. He went into, his
en
When from Hispaths I stray;
one, fairly considering the record,can place and looked at his roses and marigolds, but
‘He gently
guides my wayward feet, *
d
Jogate
amber
it 2 jose fe $0002
sultry heaty
cold and
Through wintry
en, where . there a five dollar bill fluttered opt from their
at. of
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ry
His Tighteous way.
Into
fragrant blossoms, What was he to do P
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Penmanship, 2 lessons)
+
Music (20 lessons)
Instrumental
b
“
(10 lessons)
«+
+
Use of Instrument,An excellent opportunity Will be
piring a complete course of music,
Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of
ualified to
from Massachusetts,
Bass. Secular or Sacred Music.

+

New
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Question Book,
CLARK,

Is now complete and ready for ¢ustomers. Itisadapted to classes that have

just completed “The Story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered
lasses in Vocal Music, Penmanship and Wax
not long since by the Printing Estab‘ork formed, if desired.
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WHIITESTOWN SEMINARY.
The summer term of this institution, will- open
March 25. Six complete courses of study for both
sexes, in which students are prepared for college, for
| tenching and for business.
Over fifty graduates annually.
refitted and furnishbeen
has
Hall
The, Boarding
ed, and placed under the care of the principal.
Terms moderate... Feud for circular.
“°
. 8+ GARDINER, Principal,

Whitestown, N, ¥\, Feb, 1, 1672.

A

lishment, and is recommended to pastors, superintenflents and teachers as .

being in ewery way worthy

of their

patronage. Ordersymay be seat at apy es
time and they willbe filled immediately.

Price 15 cents; Postage (extra),

4 cents.
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e, such a man

its leader, Heinrich Saro, how he went with
his regiment to the late war with France,

with

ret

and when it came to.the battle of Gravelotte
tp before the public as refused to go tothe rear, saying it was his beside himself? Have neither the prayers
the «strictest watching. place to cheer the hearts of the soldiers of the nation, nor its
nor the
he take six. listeners for while they fought for Fatherland? That is tearful watching of his solicitudes
wife and mother
‘while the clerk takes it, in brief, and for the noble act Emperor’
been able to call him to himself? How

-
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sense

caused

the

rights, since an advantage

battle, with a rifle aimed at the enemy.—It

was safe, if not exactly fitting, to feel th
way at a Peace Jubilee.—It was a very
else’s stinginess made it a‘ moral nec essity ? proper thing, of course, after the full choWhat proportion of the contributions to the rus had united in singing Emperor Wilministerial salary ¢f. the country is not, liam’s *¢ Union Hymn,” and the playing of
probably, unduly influenced by this neces- the band had been encored for the third or

sity that miserly ri¢h men place upon liber- fifth time, for it to give us ** Hail .Colum-

of contributing te the clerical

as

ercised by only a few, while to

Hpesubsatiber

grey-eyed but genial, and when he was
Lins bis band in the execution of some

likely the ten dollars would have been nothing. And could the twenty dollars represent a perfectly fyee gift when somebody-

choicest products of her pen, and which our
readers must know, make up a collection of
real beauty and worth.
We will also send either of the above pre:
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al poormen?
fair, and
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However, itis their

only

own af-

bia” and “ Yankee Doodle” in quick smecession.
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money.

Visit the

cities,

call at the

vil-

+ lages, and make a tour of the country par-

"ishes.

scene account for the enthusiasm awakened,

Ask who pay the greater part of the

we will not dispute them.

pastoral salary, see that the meeting-house
* is kept in condition summer and winter,
and that the charities of the church do

dieof starvation.

year

those who

work by the day to meet the day’s demands.
‘From garrets where the wolf has almost
‘gnawed

through

howling, as a

the door;—he

dead

failure,

"from plain homes wherp are

"and even wan comfort

has

Jong
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What heart does n't feel that some of its
sweetest and tenderest thoughts have been
suggested by Franz Abt's melodies? One

are

b

ence through the ‘columns of the magazine
of which he was the first

editor,

exerted in each case in the most

and listen ‘tious and

effective manner.

:

—

«

~——THE MAJORITY RAISE A CLAMOR.

increasing unpopularity

no. luxuries,

ing to Her as her singing was

M$ clothed in cali-

to us:—And

then, here is Strauss, composer of ithe most
bewitching music, and himsélf as bewitching as his music; who marches up to the
condudtor's stand like ‘one walking for a
wager; whose arms swing like mad pendulums ; whose feet spring frog the floor

sit

still allowed.
the: control ‘of |. eq springs ; who removes hig white kids as

their stocks, The church has no claim ap- | though there was hot

work

before him;

_ on’ their ‘dollars, more than it has upoy | ‘who seizes his violin as though he would
their wives and children. = Adding their | wake even the’ déad wood to life, but who

names to. its booksis fiot signing ‘Wway. they hiingsout his own + Morgenblatter” waltz
wright to manage their own affairs. We ured wi a rythm and a vim that elicit ‘round

“though we would interfere with the business | dbl followed him. on ‘the piano,—a
stont,
of the subscribers. It is only
to say. that | genial-looking

man, with

a-head that sug:

hand,

'We'migh
go fifther,
t and “say that -the | and bis Iétt .ong at. that, while. the right

.church-memb
worth er
sixty thousand dol- hung carelessly ‘by bis side. or playfully

en for preaching, and | twirled his watch’ chain.

Fy

of half a dozen, 3 regularly to | But here is the Kaizer Franz Grenadier
je ‘clerk with ‘only ‘a theu- band, whose very appearance calls’ the
twenty and takes only his

ty. Do
RE

¥. workin
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audience to their feet,
and sots them wild

“with cheeriDo
you know the story
ngi
.

l

been

conscien-

Among

aroused the Republicans to rather

views,

The

Tue

of!

the churches.

discussed

du

g .the

session show unmistakably that the minis.
try and a portion 6f the laity are becoming

Baptist WEEKLY,

on the subjects’ of temperance

tion.
ance

the French would

reins alone.

the

earnest

man

like to sec

uew ones.

the

more republicanism into his administration

sociated with him is bad

enough.

triumvirate,

which

what

certain parties desire, is quite too bad to be
thought of for a moment.
Whether the |
present clamor will amount to anything
rious or not, we must wait and see.

se-

that

may be sént to it.

his

large

demand

tions which

has

for passenger
created

accommoda-

brisk competition

except

been looking up her death-rate;” and finds

the ocean voyage was made by few
bankers,

diplomats, or men of un-

limit -d means and leisure.

Now it is com-

mow {or'wholdsale .merchants to visit the
foreign houses with which they do business
every summer, .and they usually find it in

it to be the largest of fny city in the world:
In the crowded quarters’ it is absolutely their way to combine pleasure with attenwithout parallel,

while

no part of it com-

pares very favorably. with any ether
The réason for this is not far.to seek...

city.
Cer-

tain portions of the city are crowded almost
to suffocation: - Filth gathers inh the tenements and streets of these “crowded
quarters, while the work’ of removing it goes

tion to their affairs. Americans are learping that it is not necessary to spend a whole

year to.see

Europe,

but that there is more

pleasure .in the long run and more to be
learned by a series of brief tours, includ-

ing only
a portion of the sight-seeing in

Fullonton

and

Pref.

A.

B.

to the new ten thousand dollar perma.

Misrepreresoof the

General Confer-

ence/ to raise funds for the prosecution of
Missionary work...
The social meetings held during the ses-

ly give it.

sion were fraught with deep interest and
| manifestly attended with the Holy Spirit.
The opening sermon was delivered by
Rev. 1. D. Stewart, of Dover, and others
were preached by Rev. J. B. Davis, of

3

Denominational News and Nots

Lynn,

and

Dr.

Burns, of

London;

all of

| which were highly instructive and interest| mg. Corresponding Messengers were chosi en to attend other religions bodies as fol-

——THE FoLvLy or ComyuNisa.
If Com=!
This body, composed of all the Freewill
munists possess a particle of dignity or |
Baptist churches in the state, assembled in
self-respect, they seldom show it. It is Te- |
the Pine street church in Manchester, June

little more than the price of his board at
a first-class hotel, is the result of the great
improvements in’ steam navigation and the

Prof,

plan recommended by the

New Hampshire Yearly Meeting.

ry

Hampton

nent fund. The Home and Foreign
sion causes were very appropriately
sented by their respective agents, and
lutions passed urging the adoption

Verily, of making newspapers ‘there is no
end, but when the aim is so worthy as this
one seems to have, there should be only
words of welcome for it. Such we cordial:

Rit to
is

ed

to express itself inside the de-

communication

meet with strong resistance, and it will be
only to save his title that he will in any way
consent to it. To have a Vice-President as

form one of a

Day,

nomination, for ic claims to be independent,
having no bonds ‘to put tipon any proper

Their efforts to infuse a litfle

New

Meservey, and with the assistance of Rev.
A. Deering and others, $726.58 were add.

meant to give the liberal ‘Baptist sentiment

a chance

The interests of

Instit
were
present
uti
oned by Rev. G. T.

with, which, with Rev. A, S. Patton at its
head, it will" be likely to increase. I: is

whom

handle

will indicate the sentimentof the Y,

Thisis fhe. M.

made up, both'in Matter and anne, and, nomination are ‘in duty, Doh: th sustain
according to its motto, i§ '** Set for the de- the schools we now have, and make them
more efficiétit, rather than to
start any
fense of the Gospel.” Having bought up

Personalism seems just now to be

tion, and he is not exactly

and’ educa-

The, resolutions passed on: temper-

The subject:of education occupied a
name of a new weekly Baptist paper that’
prominent place inithe .order of exercises,
has just,putin its first appearance at this
and the idea was held out, thatwe as a de.
{ office. Itis a sidteen page quarto, weil

the most alarming feature of his adiniiistra-

merly

| lows:

}

To the Penobscot

Y.

M.,

Rev.

A.

D.

Smith; Maine Central. Y. M., Rev. N. L.
| Rowell; Maine Western Y. M., Rev. A.

| Sargent ; Vermont Y. M., Rev. A. Deering ;

{ Mass. and R. 1. Y.

M., Rev,

G. M. Park:

| Methodist E. Conference, Rev. A. Lovejoy ;

| Baptist State Convention, Rev. G. S. Hill:
| Cong. and Pres. Association, Rev. I. D.
| Stewart;

| W. Knapp.

St.

Lawrence

Y.

M., Rev.

8

G.

The. closing service was the observance of
{ the Lord's Supper, which was a season of
| deep interest and profit to all the communi| cants, and when the hour of separation
came, we departed to our various fields of

labor with stronger faith and more earnest
| zeal to work f@#¥ Christ than when we as{ sembled,
. The following resolutions were adopted :

|

Resolved, That the thanks of the Confer-

| ence are due to the retiring Clerk, Rev,

P.

|S. Burbank, for the pattent, faithful and
| satisfactory manner in which he has per| formed bis duties as Clerk of this Y, M. for
| the last six years,
|
TEMPERANCE. ,
Resolved, 1.{That the New Hampshire
| Yearly Méeting recognizes the traffic in

intoxicating drinks, as a beverage, as alike

| in violation of morality, religion and civil
{ law, destructive: of the prosperity, peace
| and

happiness

of

the

state,

and

at war

with every interest of humanity ; as the most
fruitful source of

pasuperism, crime, idiocy,

| insanity, misery and death. Regarding it
| thus,” we hereby renewedly pledge our| selves to fase our

influence

morally,

relig-

| iously and politically for its eritire suppres-

| sion.
.
Ve
| 2. That our ministry ought to have a
{ deeper interest and manifest a greater de-

| votion to the cause of temperance, by urg-

ling more frequently its claims upon their
| hearers, and taking a more active part in
| the formation and sustaining of temper| ance organizations, and especially among

| the youth of their congregation.

| 3. That we pledge ourselves anew to. an
| uncompromising warfare against intemper-

| ance, thé great foe of our ceil.

social

and

| domestic
peace; that we hail with joy the
awaking interest for its suppression in the
enforeement of the laws in
Dover, Roches| ter, Farmington, Concord and other places.

And while we pray that the Legislature
may

take

no

s backward, we will en-

deavor to arduse the
people to the exercise
of all proper means for the removal of this
most terrible évil.

-4,

:

That the Yearly Meeting of Freewill

Baptists ‘hereby remonstrate
amendment

to

the

liquor

in favor of drggists-im
holic liquors,

against any

law of the state

the sale of alco:

i

HOME MISSIONS.

| (Resolved, That we gratefully acknowlin every good cause.
e cordially invite
in
him to a seat in Conference, and to the “edge the hand of divine Providence
the success of the Home Mission Society
freest participation in our deliberations; during
the past year in aiding feeble churchand personally we would most gladly weles, establishing new interests and in suscome him to our homes,
as
we have taining and ending on work among the
already given him ‘a large place in our
Freedmen. ' Also that we heartily concur
hearts.
; in the action of General Conference and
Rev. G. T, Day spoke on this resolution, the Home Mission Board in apportioning
alluding to the very cerdial manner in the amount necessary to the successful proswhich he was welcomed to. the Convention ecution of the Home” Mission work, and
churches are requested: promptly to reof the General Baptists in England a few the
spond in the payment of this elainy.

years ago, and, also, of his great joy now

in having the privilege of extending a like

hearty welcome to so distinguished a dele-

gate from that body. To which Dr. Burns
replied in a very happy and eloquent manner, speaking words of hearty cheer and
co-operation with us in. all our endeavors
to bring the world to Christ. Thus an ‘intense intérest was awakened by the coming

of so great and good a ‘man from a foreign
land. It is no flattery to say that in word
and in deed he is ready for every good

work.
Fhere

were

¢
also present Corresponding

|. FOREIGN MISSIONS,
Resolved, 1. That the many and favorable openings for increased work in our
Foreign Mission field indicate the special
providence of God, coming to us, with emphatic and unmistakable instruction, to enter more pg into this work.
2.7 That inv oy of this indication of God's
will,
We rejoice in, and highly approve of;
the late action of the executive committee,
by which it is proposed to send out two
more ‘missionaries ' this ‘season, and we
ledge. to. the Board our support in carrying

forward the mesures

increased effort.
hy
8. That we approve of

necessary to

this

:
!
the apportion-

Messengers from*the Maine Wstern, Maine ment plan for raising funds as’ at present

Central, Penobscot and Vermont Yearly | Inatgurated, and
ommend -Lit-—to-the
acceptance,
and
active
Socopenatidn of all
Meeting
s,
also
from
the
Mass.
and
R.
along at a very slow rate. The adulteration
I.
our churches, that the Foreign Mission Board
of various articles of food amd drink is | able to materially diminish this stream of Associgtion and from the New Hampshire may have the means to carry forward the
freely indulged, and thus the system is foreign travel at present, since a foreign Methodist Conference, who added ‘not a lite extensions called for by the providence of
n their cor: God.
i
;
uickly put in condition to invite and foster trip has come to be an annual affair instead tle to the interest of the sessioby
|
“4, That by doing more for Foreign
Mishn
But the city is waking up to its of the event of a lifetime with thousands dial and fraternal greetings. The Business
ofr the conference was conducted harmoni- sions, we believe new life, financial and
gondition,
and is taking measures to put it- of ourpeople.
.
*: hp,
spiritual, will
to our churches, giving
ously and, necessarily, with such despatch more ability to come
self in a healthier state. An example that
do for themselves and souls,
that it was apparent to all that another day's and thus strengthen the home work,
may well be imitated by ell our larger cites, ——OuUR GREAT
EXHIBITION. Four years time is positively requisite to, do properly
for the time of disease is appréaching, and
SABBATH SCHOOLS,

‘they suggest unfaimess and. stinginess;at | gests the knowledge of much’
besides muthe same time accordin
a man g
the. right to | sic, but wit)
a hand that conld execute, few
¥ © «decide whether he wil
be unfair
l and stingy | things bet:»r: ~ His closing solo ‘was dhe Slitioss is the most effective
Vio ob
kills
A
©.
with which*to meet it.
| indeed, forit was performed with one

jig Qu

Some of the. topics

to manage the

of M. Thiers has

Le

not alluding to these small subscriptions as after round of applause.
—Herr Franz “Ben-

(+.

has

it is n't. wise

'it-be understood that ‘the wealthy | as though at each step they struck conceal-

listeners

Si

understand

AN. ENORMOUS DEATH-RATE.
With
Germany could send, and the applause she |has won to-day‘ must have been as gratify- the approach of hot weather New York has

quit

at factory boarding -tables, come a good
many of the dollars -that pay for the sermons that the wealthy listeners go home
and grow]ot over.
s:
p

.

yo

easily

artists and their merits,” Here is Madame
Peschka-Leutner, the sweetest soprano that

ago;—

co; and from’thin purses whose owners

©
y+. y

credit to the kingdom, !

literary works is “Parish Papers,” a’ work between
the principal lines of steamships.
which has helped considerable many read- Behind this
is the fact that the class of
But thisis a gala-day .for German song. ers, besides one or two biographical werks
wealthy business men in this country is
And so it is for American listeners. It dnd books
of travel. He has gone too ear- | rapidly increasing
‘with its growth. Forwould be useless to attempt to specify the ly, for the work he was-deing. = "=
to be too critical.

Some of the most notable cases of

among

It is only in thé

hundred and

to the worldin Concert, and

1t will generally be

self-denial will be found

eighteen

that one-can sit down in Boston

not

. foundto be the partiés’in ordinary. circum. ‘stances.

."

or prospective

ous, and to be thrilled by it once is enough plete education, and the use to which he,
for one day. Or, if one chooses to’call it put it has given'him a wide and favorable the White Mountains, as some seem to
simply noise set to tune, and to put ‘volurne teputation. His influence in the Scottish. think. The cheapening of the trip across
for melody, and t6 let the novelty of the, church, as clergyman, and his “wider influ- .the Atlantie, which now costs ‘the traveler

". this class who hold the closest to their
'

degree of attention among

are to be/appointéd
from each state and
tetritory, who will ‘constitute a committee

from ** Elijah,” and the brain was confused, Norman McLeod; D. D,, 4 prominent leadRev. Jabez Burns,
ngland, is a source
and the thought staggered, even while it er in the Scottish church and Editor of Good: This remarkable flight cf our countrymen’ f very great joy, as we recognize in him
he friend of A
, the veteran soldier
was reeling under the burden of Luther's | Words, died suddenly of heart-disease, in to foreign lands is not due alone to the fact
of the cress,
helper of
song. Really, such melody. becomes, tedi- London, June 16. He had received a com- that foreign travel has come to be theaper our beloved Zion Mie sympathizing
and the
Christian. worker
‘than sojourning at-Newport, Cape May f

Nobody needs to be told that it" is “just

!
cl

could

| Posing on their parishioners; but such as can recall a whole catalogue of
them, af| Should shame into liberal giving those who fording inspiration ‘and solace in almost
‘enjoy the benefits of the preacher's toil.
any experience. But it was only when. he
Perhaps we have used too harsh terms stood before us this #fternoon, conduct| to draw a single extra dollar from burden- ing the Chorus while it sayg his sweetest

vorable providence, have put themselves in
affluent circumstances; who live on their

,

bath-school;éntérprise is fceiving a good

Commissioners

served for them alone to make such puerile |
12th and 13th,
exhibitions of themselves as appeared in
.The meeting was called to erder by the
their recent insults to-the French band on clerk, and Rev.
N. L. Rowell was chosen
small lot is exhausted. Promptness will be | ed purses. But there is the clerk paying
And now a par- chairman pro lem.
melody, that we realized how much the | landing ip New_York.
After devotional exnecessary in order to secure this rare work | his twenty dollars yearly, and there is ‘the world owes to him. What if these Ger- ty of them has just held a . meeting in that ercises, a committee of fi¥e was
chosen to
of art.
es
wealthy listener ~qgho pays only his ten,
man artists, to whose productions we have city tp deliberate on the proposition of
nominate permanent officers,.who subse:
Lie
each ®peating it year after year, and how listened to-day, had never lived ?
one ofitwo ex-communists to make a hostile quently reported the nameof the
venerable
is one to use mild words about it ?
demonstration upon the arrival of M. De and much esteemed Rev. Jonathan
Gilmore
and
the
¢‘
Anvil
Chorus
with
WoodPaying the Minister.
Noailles,
the new
French
ambassador,
man, Who presided over the meeting with
Cannon
Accompaniment”
go
together.
]
‘
r—-—
i
A Day at the Jubilee.
Either without the other would be incom- who is expected to reach NewYork in the credit to Eimself and 8 the edification of
if we should say that the average minisM. De Noailles, all present. We think ‘it not. out’ of
1
Wp
a
| plete. So it. seemed only patural to see early part of next month.
place
teria salary is too low, it would be disputalthough
a
republican
by
conviction, has to make commendable mention
Itis no sign of distinction to have at- him stand there on the platform, waving
of
this,
aged
ved. And if we should say it is too ‘high,
tended the Jubilee. Tt is a cosmopolitan | his baton and stamping his foot, while at made himself peculiarly obnoxious to the veteran of the cross, who, for more than
that would be disputed, too., So we will
affair. -Everybody goes, and so there is almost every motion either a battery of communists of Paris by the energy with half a century, has béen most zealously
only say that is raised in a very uneven
hardly anybody to be interested in an ac- |-cannor: was, discharged or the bells of the which he advised President Thiers to pro- “holding forth the word of life.”
We
way. oi
;
i
count of it.
.
city rung.
His hand came down,—that ceed against the insurgents with the utmost would express our gratitude to God that he
We looked over a subscription list the
vigor. It is by sach acts hs these that has spared this, pioneer of the denomination,
That is what we thought this nineteenth was the only visible ¢ause. . Cannon boomother day for the current year, and have
hs |TPAC communists
is forfeitit aalll claims
claims up- ‘and continued to bless him with*such a retho immediate
of June as we found ourself in Boston. It ed like thunder,
felt uneasy about it ever since.
Not bewas oppressive.
The houses were full, effect. - And Rppayent y oné"wvas the direct on the sympathy or respect of sensible markable degree of the freshness and vigor
cause we looked, for it was no clandestine
Like school beys with spite to of his earlier years, and girded him
" —certainly the windows were ;—the streets result of the other. {Yt gave one an inde- people.
still
operation, but because the
evidence of
vent,
they
choose the most ridiculous and with the gospel armor to do
were full; every vacant lot was crowded; scribalyle
feeling to hear that deafening
service in the
stinginess was' so palpable.
Men worth
and but for the enterprise of the citizens in noise follow the man’s slightest motion, as extravagant methods of doing it, thus mak- -Master’s vineyard.
i
their thousgnds had ‘signed, in frequent
having ‘sometime ugo redeemed ‘several though he were in league with some mys- ing themselves contemptible and meriting
Soon after the permanent organization
cases, only ten or a dozen dollars, and the
hundred acres of Back Bay lard,a large terious and terrible force.
The very Col- the peculiar opprobrium conveyed in the was effected, the Rev. Dr. Jabez Burns, of
payment of that was conditional; while la- surplus must have found themselves in the
iseum trembled with the thrill of it, while term ** Frenchy.”
London, Corresponding Messenger of the
boring men in average circumstances, and surf.
’ the audience was too awed to cheer, and
General Baptists, was introduced to- the
clerks on meager salaries, had signed all
It is needless so say that it was the “‘/Ger- only sat in silence. Or, perhaps they were
A NOBLE WORK.
Atthe recent anni- conference by the chairman, with seme althe way from fifteen to fifty dollars, and man Day.” A species of admiration of the trying to decide what kind of expression
versary of the American Sunday-school .Un- lusions to the visit of Dr. Burns/to America
paid it on the spo.
German spirit caused us to choose it, and best fitted the occasion, and lost the op- ion, in Philadelphia, it was stated that dur- twenty-five years ago in chmpany with
Now, it might be a question, whether we have brought away a heart fuil of sat- portunity while coming to a decisiop
tev. Thomas Goadby, now deceased, father
ing the forty-eight years of the history of
the error of the clerks in paying so liberal-.| isfaction with the choice, It is only once
On the whole, the Jubilee of seventythat Scciety, it had organized over ‘51,000 of the present correspondent of the Star by
ly was not greater than that of the proper- ‘in a lifetime that one ought to expect to two seems to merit its title quite as well as Sunday-schools in destitute settlements, in- that name. Mention was also made of
ty-men in Subseribing so sparingly. = But look at the, very first composers.of their did that of sixty-nine, The Coliseum itself to which over 2,600,000 children had been several of the fathers who were then
living
that is
anefher matter. “The unfiirness of age, and see them wield thé baton or, touch is ‘a’ more magnificent building, —pardon gathered who had been taught by over 410,- and actively engaged in preaching
Jesus
the procedure
is what "caught our atten- the key in rendering the notes that have|the adjective,—and most of the arrange- 000 teachers, The receipts of its missionary and his love; but who have: singe,
.one by
tioh. "The very act-of purghasing religions made them famous.
ments are: in- better taste.
The lessons department for the past year were $93,376,
4
one, crossed over the river with the angel
instruction in that unequal way, violates
But the clock struck three while we were learned by the first one’s experience have which were $11,098 less than its expendi- "boatman
and are now engaged in the more
~ one of ‘the most prominent Bible injunc- absorbed in the programme before us, and been carefully observed in this, and while it tures. It would be useless to try to esti- delightful employment of praising
God in
tions, for it makes no.sort of equal distribu- almost svithout premonition there came roll- is on a much grander scale there is more
mate the value of such a work.
Its effects
heaven.
"S
‘tion of burdens. It is literally the swift ing ‘along a volume of song that fairly harmony of detail.: But one could find will reach forward to the future, and stand
Dr, Burns responded in a few well-timed
and strong shirking the battle and the race, | made the -Coliseum tremble. It was Lu- fault enough with it if he chose. It is still as ee
of the Christian fidelity remarks, expressive of the great pleasure
: leaving them fp-$hope « who are already ther's grand old hymn, ‘¢ A strong castle is a question whether such performances in- that hasfaccomplished it. The American afforded in again greeting the brethren
of
pressed with sefving.
~
=
our Lord,” and a chorus of twenty thou- terpret any of the spirit of musie, or only Sunday-school Union shows by this that it the New Hampshire Y. M., after a lapse of
Manifestly, we have, vio right to ‘expect sand voices, accompanied by an* organ give extravagant sentiments a fit mode of is worthy of all the aid, either pecuniary or SO many years. - After speaking
briefly of
liberal subscriptions for the support of. whose tones almost drowned those of the expression ; whether the benefits to be de- personal, that may be given to it.
the prosperity and purposes of the General
preaching {rom those who not only rarely singers, and “an ‘orchestra that softened rived are not nearly canceled by the faults
Baptists in England, he pledged the united
RING,
attend church but do not even know the every discord into agreeable harmony, gave which attach themselves.—But the engine
effort of his countrymen with us in all the
preacher. ‘Their money is their own, so it an expression that must have made the whistles ‘while these queries intrude them- ——THE AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TO EUROPE. great moral enterprises, the civil and religfar as that particular use of it is concerned. good man’s spirit shout for joy.
selves, and so with thé train rattling into It is stated that for the past six weeks over ious questions which interest and affect us
one thousand persons have sailed for Eu- in upbuildin
:
We would better see to it that we are not’ ~ Oge needed to go away by himself after | Dover we will add our last word.
g and sustaining the Masrope in the steamers leaving New York on ter's kingdom.
withholding from such the bread of life, be- | such a song as that, and sit alone and com- |
The following resolution,
each successive Saturday. Such an exodus welcoming
fore we charge them with too close a hold | pipe with the thoughts that came .crowd- |
him to oun country and especialis extraordinary, and suggests an inquiry ly to the Y.
upon their dollars and cents. But the eom- | ing in. But Mr. Gilmore interposed. Or| “Current
Topics.
M., was then offered by Rev,
®
into its cause. At this rate of departure
plaint is of those ‘members of the church rather Mendelssohn. did, for the chorus and |.
RS rl
1. D. Stewart, and
who have a surplus
of wonlly - goods;
orchestra were pouring forth a selection —DEeATH OF REV. NORMAN McLEoD. mere than fifty thousand Americans will
Resolved, That. the
presence with us of
visit Europe during” the present season.
who, by shrewdness, good luck and a fa-

.

‘+,

we

their lips.

the name of one new subscriber with 82.50, | bearing. Not such a burden indeed as
and 10 cts. additional for postage, &e.
might trouble sensitive clergymen for im-

N. B. No percentage isallowed on money
on A : b
as
The number of
Sent lor Lhese Premiums;
copies of the Steel Engraving is limited,
and we can fill orders for it only till the

Rhein,”

how the German soldiers could lately march
up to French cannon with its words on

Star, who will make payment, for his own | ;; js made a burden that only their genercopy one year in advance, and also forward | ous manhood gives them any pleasure in

X

the year seems to

than\wsal. The Sab.

have been

‘of thé very music that inspired the soldiers action. They have demanded that he shall the American Baplist, it Lhereby insures
That is the theory, but what are the facts ? ['at Gravelotte, one felt as though it would n't reorganize his cabinet, and carry on' the itself somethiing ofa‘ circulation to begin
Ifit had been a purely voluntary act, very be an unpleasant thing, after all,
to die in government more in accordance with their

If preferred, we will send a copy of Mrs.
Ramsey's Poems, a Volume containing the

A

torates changed during

ghly in earnest, ~ This was especially
million dollars wil
be raised,
l andthe whole thorou
noticeable in the = optbursts of expression

was taken of his generosity ?
‘Voluntary offerings,"does somebody say ?

large and elegant steel engraving, 18 by 26
inches, entitled ‘*MERCY’S DREAM,” the subject of which is taken from Bunygn's Pilgrim’s Progress; or,
To

#

certain

defrauded of his

To any person sending the names of two
new subscrilférs with a year’s payment in
advance, $5.00,and 10 cts. additional to pay
‘postage, §e., we will send a copy of the

grandest possible : scale. :

is'a pretty

ion

i

does he do on arriving there but rush off to Philadelphia to the exhibition, they would
a low theater, to witness a play that shocks’ hardly know the United States of to-day.
even the French taste? Is the young man |F or the affair will be conducted, on the

affair. A mofster building
William gave him the Iron Cross which he could he-grapple with that perilous fever
will
be; e
ten
CLca4-Cas@-that-but- forthe generdus—sub- wears—on—his—breast:— One would Hke to | and then come back with his old corrupt
scription of the clerk,—he representing a know why the players couldn’t have Iron tastes as active
as ever? Either we fail to thing will be caleulatedto astonish
everyclass,—the year's salary would not have Crosses too, for Saro would n't have stayed get the truth about
the Prinde, or he must’ body who witnesses it.
ha
been raised.
It js also clear that the Af they had not. But that is a universal feat- be rather a bad man, | As the
ata
iE
LILLE
A
Cd
case stands,
wealthy listener,—he ‘also representing a ure. Generals wear the decorations, while he is of not much present
class,—has in a

Star, we make the following offer:

aa

a

=

not be

privates bear the scars.
clerk to pay considerably more than could _ Still the wonderful band played most
Wishing to enceurage the friends who ‘equitably be ‘elaimed’ of hiny. © Why' is’ it
wonderfully. Herr Saro really looks like
take an interest in the circulation of the kr also clear that the latter has thus been |the embodiment of patriotism, —calm, firm,

qd
—————..

Premiums.

could

ten dollarg' a year,
only one and pays twenty "It

designed for publication

THE MORNT
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prayer-meeting whose value

=

‘GEORGE JT. DAY, Editor.
All commumeations

i.

:
:

‘WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 1872.
aa

ePa.

aEL.

ag

‘weapon
“i

any one tour, . American hotel-keepers may
reduce
- their prices, buf. they will not be

from next fourth of July

and

we shall be

the amount of business coming legitimate-

-

oH

t

.

Resblved, That we

a hundred years old. Of course it will ly before
it. €The various questions enterbd desirable to celebrate, and to this end ‘tained,
though some of them were discussbn
F:
“ide
ws
; Te
;
J
preparations have been making for someed with warmth and ardor, yet
»
| ~UNmENDED MORALS. - What are” we time. It is proposed to hold an industrial ly decided with general unanimitwere finaly of foelgoing to do with the Prince of Wales? A, exhibitionin Philadelphia, to begin the 19th ing.
vO 1)
while ago; when he was sick, we were told of April and last till the fourth of J uly folThe letters from the Quarterly. Meetings
that he would be a better man when he got Jowing. ~ What remarkable results we indicate some revival
in a part
well, and an honor
no to the-: royal family. ¥han show of a hundred years’ life, Could | churches; though by no means of the
general
But hehas just beén to Paris, ‘and what the’ colonies of that old time come up to throug
hout the Y, M: The number of pas-

L

acknowledge

with

gratitude t6 God his blessings upon our

efforts in the Sabbath-school work in the
past; and we call upon: the membership in
the ‘several churches 2 come
ug unitedly
with greater zeal to this most hopeful work
in the Master's vineyard.

" EDUCATION.
Resolved, That we sympathize with our
friends in Maine .anl
Vermont, in their

struguleg for the promotion of their -educ-

i

Al

a

TUNE!
26, 1873.
-

Le

%

of

4

“ the'Y. M. elerk of such” appo
tht - each:

nt, ahd

d to worship, the delegates and others returned
‘home with
pur
to do more than ever
before for : God's glory ‘anid the goodof man.

principal, failing to"

Eh

“ble wold committee

are to a

oo "iy

zie,1s. recovering; from his: continued feeble | tO report rt at our next session.

: to resume his labors,
health, and hopes soon
i

i
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{
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IReums Mission,
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Ww ad
licensed
to preach. We. were,
h
in inti) this Soamion, Rey, Toi G. K

oad
“

ppg

m

ih

"foumder.

Rev.
A, D. Williams, of our, state normal schol,
reached

make

BRE"
y

O00

‘

ucation amongst the Freedmen.

ticular, of the Pine Street church, for the
cordial entertainment furnished.

.

A.

had been obtained over the'R. Roads, and
so from Martinsburg and 'the immediate

B. PrEscorr, Clerk,

and from Win-

stations on the one hand,

Scraps from the Home Mission Work.

Half-fare

‘chester, Summit Point, Charlestown and
other places on the other hand, and from

(Star and"

Deni
sve 1.ioe pitcher
wliene eobaty und Salter,
al
silver
8
y

ce
10

res

during

e

yo

oor

the jossion, and the College, sees

on the high road

to syccess.
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MEIGS, 0., Q. M.==Held its June

First Rutland church.

i

“0

hia Avery.

ted. some

THE Wheelock Q. M. Conference passed the

It was peculiarly interesting to us, to see
so many of the parents of the students

and other aged persons

witness the joy they felt and

es, but words full of hope, and love, and

_ encouragement are freely given,
One of our faithful ministers at the Mich.
Y. M., in

‘Brethren,

discussion said,

my

present, and to
expressed,

the improvement of théfr children.

in

revival,

Were

Few

come

sixteen

miles,

when

his

siding

at

the

instrument, led

company in the execution

piece of music.

a

select

And another father

had

occasion for gladness, when his daughter,
less than fourteen years old, received her
diploma, with well deserved honors.
One poor old lady, with staff in hand,
|.walked ten miles to attend this annual
gathering.
;
yoo
cheerfully accept the invitation.
It
was
estimated
by
white
persons
dewn
As an evidence of the earnestness of the
town that about five hundred colored perbrethren in this cause, they gave a collecsons were here, and we are informed from
Loo]
The

Congregationalists of this

state

at

their late session in Hudson, voted to raise,

at least, one- dollar per. member for home

mission work. The result will be a great
increase of churches of that order in the
state. Let this zeal provoke us to do like. wise,

At the last session of the Ashtabula Q.M.,
held in Pierpont, O.,.the same spirit of love
to Christ, and love for denominational prosperity, was exhibited. We “have faith that
before many years have passed there will
be Baptist churches that believe in free salvation and free communion in the several

villages of Ashtabula Co.
A good lay brother in Maine, writes:

“In

this week’s Star I notice your appeal to the
churches in behalf of the Home Mission interest. I most heartily approve of the plan
proposed, and feel the need of

a more sys-

tematic and earnest effort in this cause. For
the prosperity of the mission cause I expect

to labor and pray until called home.”

the same source, that not a case

of drunk-

enness or disorder of any sort was seen on
the streets.
Such a'state of things all
acknowledge to be due, chiefly, to the temperance principles inculcated in the school
andin our churches,since no public gathering of any other sort could take place in
this part of the country,—white or colored,
—vwithout drunkenness. The white people
have spoken of the good order of the day

in terms of highest commendation.
An excellent dinner was provided by our
steward, John H.
partook.

Brown,

of

which

many

EXAMINATION,
This occupied three days of the previous
week.
It is but simple justice to say, that

it proved exceedingly gratifying and
istactory to all present.

sat:

At this anniversary, the Normal
ment sent out its first graduates,

departI will

only add in regard to that class, “that each
one of the members richly merits the “Well

promptness of the worthy pastor of done.”
The catalogue contains the following for
the Lewiston churchsin forwarding $53.00,
1872:
i
3
the amount apportioned to his church, is
SUMMARY.
worthy of commendation and example.
Calls, from Maine to Wisconsin, for misGraduating Class,
=»
=
«
«
8
First Clase, © «i
8
wi
=e
ndl8
sionary cards, give encouragement of the
Second, : is
mia
wi
wn
wr
(MTT
work that isto be done. God helps those
Thivd Class, =v
+=
50
that help themselves.
Preparatory Class,
=~
=~
=
113
A, H. CgasE, Cor. Sec.
The

Ohio Central oe

Toth.

4 Meeting.

ow

im

The long vacation’

wim

now

223

follows.

The

ke Ohio Central Yearly meeting held its fall term commences ' on the 30th of Sept.
Ifoné half who now speak of inthird session with the Union church, in the next.
Harmony Q. M., June 8—10,
All the Q. tention to attend, sffceed in getting here,
the rooms of the institution

Meetings were represented, except one.

will

all

be oc-

Saveral of the churches reported fevivals. cupied.
There is,evidently, a rapidly growing inThe interest in the Sunday-school work is
on the increase. Contributions for missions terest in the school amongst the freedmen,
and other benevolent causes, were larger and a really marked and favorable change
than hithérto. Union and fellowship now towards it, amongst the white population.
Rev. N. C. Brackett, the President, has a
abound in all our borders.
One or two Q. M's..hawe been passing strong hold upon the confidence of all parties, and cccupies a position of special usethrough discouragements and trials.
:
These dre passed, however, and their fulness.

prospects are brightening.

Most of the

churches in the Y. M. are supplied with
preaching. Some have lost their visibility,

Now,

lack the means to meet the demands of the
reedmen upon this school? May God send
it and certain arrows of conviction to

while a few new ones have been added.
The meetings of business were harmonious

( hearts,

Between the sermoné|

lent Sunday-school meeting was held with
addresses
and. good singing. Rev. A, K.

Moulton wal received as

Corresponding

Messenger from the O, and Pa. Y, M.
Also Rev. W.
Whitacer,though he is now laboring in this Y. M. The following, among
other resolutions, were adopted :

importance

Va., June 15, 1872.
{

Revivals, &c.

attended by

of the morning and the afternoon an excel83,

Harper's Ferry, W,

On the Sabbath, the

meeting was held in a grove,
at least 2,000 people.

in regardto the

pport of this enterprise.
A. H. MORRELL.

and profitable. «
’
The social meetings were unusually interesting both on Saturday and Sunday
morning,about 100 speaking in 80 minutes.
Nine sermons were preached at the place of
meeting and vicinity.

friends of this énterprise, shall we

in the past ten’ days, and

more

are coming

soon. The Switzerland Q. M. hasbeen'in a
very low state. They are destitute of a minister at present. I attended the late session of

Q. M., held with Union church,

The Lord's

presence was with ug, and two were

to the church.

The/Church

Va.
This

added

It would be a good field of

is composed

portioning

the

amount,

necessary,

to

)

delegates,

W.
P. Hugg, J. Walker,
, BE, Scott, B. MeCall,

as

active

labor.

The

reports

of

committees awakened some discussion, but they
indicated union of purpose, faith in the success
of their cause and reliance upon God as their
help. (A publishing house, and Home Mission
work, aré under the direction
of this body.
They publish a weekly paper at Harrisburg, and

have not attempted to build seminaries, and colleges, but because they believe it better for thent’
for the presemt, to give all their means: and
strength to the work of church-extension.
And
yet, this subject has not been over-looked, and

- GREEN-HOUSE

and

Parties.

3mlt

RIPPING

Gibbs seam, is the only

away

Each

County as more than
edness.

A.

village

on

the

It is located sixteen miles

on

Quarterly

graduating

!

essential to the prosperity of the
Baptist cause in Ohio,
:
5.

That we learn with

of the effort the church in

TF.

reat satisfaction
leveland is mak-

or, as they expressed it, running in opposition to

the World’s Jubilee

"prise.

;

"

6. That we will and Horaby do, apps] h
to the churches of our own
+, and
all the churches throughout the state, to
raise immediately, at least two dollars per

~Tuember, to be sent to

Rev. A. K. Moulton,

There

a good attendance,

and just a

faint prospect timt the profits might
Gilmere’s share of the Jubilee gains.

equal -Mr.
But there

was certainly

ing to raise funds for the erection of a meet- 15 pluck there, and

ing-house, andl that we will do our full proportion to forward that important enter-

at the South End.

hearts, that love

God and

their church, and may He grant them success in
their efforts to lift off the burdens that threaten
to erush it.

-

/

CoM.

Rev. B. H. "18H, of Pittshurg, has accepted a
uhanimous, call to the IF. Baptist church at
Bellevernon, Pa., and commenced pastoral labor

tifbre the first Sabbath in May.

whole

Lakes church, Martin

Sec.

Co.,

R.A.COATS, Clerk.

matter

under

consideration

gained

no

tinues to treat his ministerial brethren with
discourtesy
and ‘is . still working, chismat- |
ically and disorderly, therefore,
Resolved, That we régard said pastor gs unworthy of further Christian confidence, atide that,

we can not fellowship him in onr Q. M., and
that he be and is hereby excluded, and that
ministerial credentials are ‘hereby demanded.

his

PENOBSCOT Y.
2
:

M. will

meet at Dexter, Aug. 20—
A. L. GERRISH, Clerk,
:

Office

Addrewnes.

L Loug—Mrs B Libbey--1 L. Lord—J8 Luther—W Mitchell -E C Merrill-C
Messer—~E Murray—Mrs
B F
Marsden—A A Mead—B 8 Manning—H Noyes—T F Osborn=F M Pierce—~J Peter—N Phy—~W A Potter—Mrs
M Palmer—W+8 Palmer—S Phillips=WA Potter—-O F
Penney—-J 'Paxsan—~F.A Palmer—M
Phillips—D KE Perkins—E
OC Rous—Mrs L Rutter—C
W Richards—E A
Smith—W Slater—L_ A Sewell-H Stape—S Smith—(
Smith—B C Slater—Mrs 8 P Spaulding—D
M Staart—J L
Santel—I Shaw=H MTrask ~LD Turner~J D VanDoren
=A
W
West
a
CM
yd
|
ID
alker—
oodard ~E
WelA
Wilcox~W G Willls—A

F.'B. MouLTON, Clerk.

Books
A

cess of our cause in this

new

state.

Rev.

Forwarded,
BY

MAIL,

...

Mrs H 8 Sleeper, Belmont,N. H,

SALEM, NEB., Q. M.—Held its last session at
Bennet, May 17=19. Several important items
of business were considerett'felating to the suc.

‘

Rev M R McKee, V illhausen, Ind.
H 8 Dixon, Butterville, lowa.

Chester K Green, Richford. Vt.

Peter

1 L. Henderson,

2

P Mav vasnens 5.45 P.M.

854500.

2) CENTS PER

|

YARD,—

200

Leroy, More Co, Min,

LIFETIME.»
Address.

|

“ DOMESTI®". BYMACo., 96. Chambers
Sty N.Y. -

3m2299

.

CARPETS, ALSO

ave the best 2-ply Carpets produced.

The price for

CANTON STRAW CARPETINGS, a superior article
made from cultivated grass, for25 cents per yard.
Don’t buy trash, but look at my mattings and “get
the best,” at the lowest prices. CROWELL’S New Carpet Hall, Mercantile Bank Building, marble front,
887 Washington

Street, Boston.

A

Healthful Olimate, Free Homes, Good
THE
NORTHERN
PACIFIC RAILROAD offers for sale its Lands in Central

and Western Minnesota, embracing: 1. The
best of WheatLand; 2. Excellent Timbeértor the
Mill, the Farm
and running

Fire;

3.

Rich

Prairie

streams,—in

Healthful

Climate, where

Years’

Credit; Warrantee

Bonds,

Deeds;

Northern

heaviest

in new, designs, and

and mos

SOLDIERS

mvoice of 50 rolls)

at CROWELL’S New Carpet

INDIA BRUSSELLS.—I have a small invoice of
these goods, and regarding them not very desirable
on account of slight imperfeetions, shall close them
out at 623 cents per yard. They are made in imitaof Brussels

and Tapestries,

CROWELL’S

New

Pa-

now selling at par, received

No other

unoccupied

Lands

sent such advantages to settlers.
CARPETINGS.—The

Pas-

Meadow, watered by clear Lakes

Fever and Ague is unknown.
*
:
Grain can be shipped hence by lake to market as
cheaply as fcom Eastern Iowa or Central Illinois.
Cars now run through these Lands from Lake S Niperior to Dakota. Price of land close to track, $4.00 to
$8.00 per acre; further away. $2 50 to $4.00. Seven
‘cific 7-30

:

and tke

turage and Natural

for land at $1.10.

under the

New

pre-

.

Law (March; 1872

et 160 acres FREE, near the Railroad, by one an
wo years’ residence.
is
TRANSPORTATION
AT
REDUCED
RATES furnished from ail the prineipal points
East to purchasers of Railroad -Lands, and
settlers on Government Homesteads. Purchasers,their
wives and children carried free over the
Northern Pacific Railroad. Now is the time for settlers and Colonies to get Railroad Lands and Government Homesteads close to the track.
BE
i for Pamphlet containing full information,
p and copy of New Homestead Law. Address,
LAND
DEPARTMENT,
NORTHERN
PACIFIC’
RAILROAD, ST PAUL, MINN.,
. 13teow22
Or 120 BROADWAY, N: Y.

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

CROWELL keeps FLOOR OIL CLOTHS.
Don’t
pay the high prices usually asked for these goods till
you have been to CROWELL’S New Carpet Hall,
Marble Building, 387 Washington St., Boston.

For anything in the CARPET

line it will pay to

visit CROWELL’S. No trash; no shoddy; one price
and polite attention.
4w24

SKIN
PERRY’S

DISEASES.

IMPROVED COMEDONE

REMEDY.—~The
325

satisfaction, and whereas the former pastor has
not only ignored all admonitions but has persistently disregarded them, and, whereas he con-

....

THREE-PLY DUNDEES, the best carpet. in the
market for the price: 62} cengs pen yagd,at CROWELL’S New Carpet Hall.

CHAIN LAKES, MINN., Q. M. will hold its next ses-

Poss

found them in the midst of a strawberry festival;

P,M.

740

H.W. JUDSON, Ree, Se.

“(hie past year, of our band of Missionaries,

to the success’ of our mission there, and
that we regard the success of that mission

P.M.

this invoice is ten cents per yard less than manufacturers sell for. At CROWELL’S New Carpet Hall,
Marble Building, 387 Washington Street, Boston.

Carpet Hall.

Mion. Sept. 8-8.

each*

Markets.

tion

The anhual exhibition end

WAUPUN Q. M.—Held its May session with
Kev J G Young, Kingsbury, Me.
the Waupun olarch, © The business conference
L
was
harmonious; the preaching earnest and
THE BOSTON CHURCH. The friends wio practical, the socinl meetings
JLeviers Received.
spiritual and
worship at Bennett St. wish it understood that
prompt, “Nearly eighty dollars were Tajséd for
EB idrich— Atwood—D B Abbott—W D Avery—J
to God for the success attending the labors, they still live. They are without
tiechanan—dJ- Bodine—\¥V-H- HBowen=D-R Buzzett=F1;
a pastor-at-| -benevolent-purposes.
TE
Benj nin—dJ Baker—J Brookins—-(L Benton—H A Berry
present, but manage to keep the regular prayer- _ Next session with Winnebago church, com«WW M Cornwell=J Burnham=8 A Belcher—N Brooks—
mencing the last Friday in August.
It was vot} Bancroat—P A Belmon-B F Brown—C M Childs—J
so faithfully toiling in India.
meetings in their usual condition, which does
Cook=E » Crossman—H A Copp—J W. Carr~L R Cutts
that tha following Preamble and Resolution,
3,
That, having important Home Mission not need to be specified for those who have at- ed
=N Clurk—G Id Cole~J Cardinal--S 8 Cady—D Clark—
pissed at the Februury session, be pyblished in
R H Urowell=J H Clague—s Cleaveland=A Deering—J
interests in the borders of our own state, tended them. They are struggling manfully the Morning Star:
¢
1 wns—=M
Davis—R
Deering
(2)=T Dolloff—-M M
in the city of Cleveland, we therefore urge with their 8ebt. And yet it hardly suggests a
Whereas, the Fox Lake church has suffered by | {yunham—K Delabar—W Deriar—W F Eaton—P Estes—
all our churches to aynually and liberally struggle to notice the cheerfulness with which various difficulties with their formey pastor, | 4 Flinn=R M Fullerton—B H Fish—W C Fay—E Green
F Griswold—W Garretson-8 Goodel=J Grennell—A
and, whereas their troubles have extended
contribute to promote such interests.
amilton—M J Hays~I Z Haning—8 Hill—G H Hubbard
they meet the recurring payments.
We
hapother churches, and the Fox Lake church having
~T P Joslin—0_Killgore~H Knowlton—E Knowl ton—
4, That we consider, the building of a pened in upon them ong evening dast week, and petitioned the
Q. M. for a council having the
—N Keillor—A Kenyon—M T Kline—A Kenney —~Mrs M

meeting house, in Cleveland, indispensible

BM;

5.15%...

CARPETS.
— Hartford Co’s best double-extra Superfines for $1.25 per yard. It'is well known that these

corporation,

Ministers and Churches.

P.M.

CT 4w2d

A, M., for the election of officers and the transaction
of any business necessary to the Prosperity of the

&ion with the West Cham

1

P.M.

Hall, Marble Building, 387 Washington St., Boston.

OXFORD Q. M.—Michigan Y. M., has changed
the time of holding its session as follows: To the
first Friday in January, April, July and October,
commencing at To’clock, P. M.
The next session will be held July 5th with
the church in Capaca.
+. Com.

Ny Cy ORASEY

2240

just received under value

first Monday in July, at 10 o’clock, A. M.
t
=e
E. A. STOCKMAN,

per

$3.0

fer Wolfboro’, & Center Harbor,

CARPETINGS

THREE-PLY

" Notice.

from

Meetings.

Constipation,

The F. ‘B. Preacher’s Meeting of Dover and surrounding towns will hold its next session at Dover,

\

“MM. Ri McKeE.

Dyspepsia,

Huntington, June 16, 1872.

| gere.
Our, prairies are well watered and gently
rolling,
We know of no better or more beautiful country west of the Mississippi.

Tg

of the

amply secure,

exercises will be the Friday following.

having an atmosphere as sweet and pure as God
ever made. The soil is of an excellent quality ;

TS

’

Notice.

Lincoln, the state capital, has a fine stone quarry
and other advantages.
The country is healthy,

and land is still cheap, being from $3 to $12

secretions

The corporators of
ghe Green Mountain Seminary
are hereby notified to
meet at the seminary building,
Waterbury
Center,Wednesday, June 26 at 10 o’clock

Midland

demijohns,

Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,

solid“ makes

:

is sold atfine Ss ring at

, Three<gallon

THE “LIGHT RUNNING”

EXTRA SUPERFINES.—Suited to. .the New England
trade. Dealers are invited to examine. Fresh invoices just received. NEW ENGLAND CARPET Co.,
at our New Warehouse, 76 to 82 Friend St., Boston.

‘

Davis;

P.M.

.... 2.40.

8.PLY AND ENGLISH TAPESTRY

“Notices and Appointments,

Pacific railroad, and being surrounded by a fine
farming country is destined to become a good

business town.

Med-

\

D.

hand of fellowship by Rev. K. R. Davis; The
communion of the Lord's supper followed the
organization, which was a time long to be remembered.
There are very mary localities in this new
state where Freewill Baptist churches might be
organized, if we could only have the men to look
after them, when the work has been commenced.

is a growing

Golden

Debility, Sick-headache,
Bilious Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. . Ask
your Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
lyeows3

AM.

ENGLAND CARPET CO., 76 to 82 Friend Street, Boston.

sixteen times its total indebt-

Tonic—For

AM.

10.10 AM. cee

STRAW

valuation

This should make the ponds

CatRartic and

Williams; the covenant Was then presented, and
adopted by the candidates; consecrating prayer

by Rev. A. Curtis # charge by Rev. T..G.

AM.

rolls, now larfding, will be sold to our customers at
$8 per roll, containing 40 yards in each roll.
NEW

Best and Oldest Family Medicine. —SANFORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A Jurely Vegetable

sider the propriety of organizing a church ‘at
this place.
The
examination having proved
satisfactory, council proceeded to organize
a
church according to the usages of the Freewill
Baptist denomination as follows:

for Portland.

10.10 A Mec .vaet
oo 240. PM...

as well as highly profitable.

of brethren in the vicinity of Bennet, at our last
Q. M., May 17—19, a council was elected to con-

rates:

* Or on their arrival from the East.
t On Tuesday, Thursday and Jsiurday.

Eight per cent. bonds at 80, are certainly cheap, if
the security is good. Messrs. Gywnne & Day, of
New York, announce tHat they have $100,000 remaining of the Bonds of Greene County, Mo., at
assessed

GETTYSBURG

fol owing

six-gallon demijohns, $5.00 each. Cases of two dozen
quart bottles,
$3.00 each. If neighboring Sraggists do
not keep it, invalids may have it sent from the pring by
Railroad or Adams’ Express, by enclosing
Post-Office
Nonoy Orders or checks. Physicians an
Cler,
en
supplied for their own use with three-gallon demijohns at
$2.50 each; with six-gallon demijohns at $3
each;
with cases of two dozen quarts at $6.50 each. Medical
and clerical vocation must be certified by nearest Postmasteror other responsible
parties. Address, WHITNEY BROS.,'227 8. Front 8t., Philadelphia, Pa. 1223.

RAIL ROAD.

AM. AM. AM. AM, BM, PM, P.M. PM, P.M. P.M,
wees 10,10 10.35 oo. 2,40. .... 5.45 ....
TM0.....

Trains leave Dover

let them pass.

nervous system; acts directly upon the
and arouses the whole system to action.

A Church Organized, &c.
In accordance with the request of a number

Rev.

&

It has no equal for this purpose.

and’ give

THE

KATALYSING WATER

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
AM. ADM: AM. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M,
5.50% 8.00 11.20% .... .... 5.05 5.45%
Dover

STREET.

DOVER & WINVIPISSEOGEER. R,
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT June 5, 1871.

. VEGETINE is nourishing and strengthening; purifiles the blood;
regulates the bowels; quiets the

above figures,

MAINE

Trains leave

16 WALL

I

!

by taking Dr. Pierce’s

ical Discovery.

Any good thing which might be said of any
body of Christian people may justly be said of
this people.
They will have their share of denominational
prosperity and influence in’ our
land, we believe and trust,
They co to be devoted to every good work,
the cause of temperance, S. schools, the prosperity of
our country, the conversion of the
world, and perfecting of the saints.
Com.
Chicago.
’
:

26

the

AND

2

GWYNNE & DAY,

Permanent

+ Special Notices.

ese 10.10 10.33

If you desire rosy cheeks and a complexion fair
and free from Pimples,“Blotches and Eruptions, purify your bleod

alsé

Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,

Tooth Wash of a former day.

Good-bye to the humbug!

Cure,
ga

AM.

© SOZODONT gives the coup de grace,

the multiplying aud building up of the churches.

by

Wilcox

Thetotal debt,

and accrued interest.
Pamphicts, and any further information farnishéd.

a1

Treas.

Cure, ‘in Star, Feb. 14 and 28.

:

for

Bry-

on application, either personally or by letter.
Remarkable

one that can be unlocked

! passing away

4,00
1046
8,40
5,00

WINTER ARRANGEMENT. -June 5, 1871.

without ripping and locked again if necessary.
Passing

Mission.

C. 0. LIBBY,

BOSTON

BURLEY.

loop, or

79,84
Treas.

Dover, N. H.

know by experience that ripping is a bad way of untwisted

»

y

a

ANNOUNCEMENT.

The

-

prague

ST Briggs, L Dingley. L

Foreign

An old-style lockstitch sewing machine company ad-

fastening a seam.

You

8 Fricker, B 3

M, "

A. F.

includiny these bonds, is $415,000. The
assessed valuation (1872) of the taxable
wealth, which is about one-half its actual
value, is upwards of $8,000,000, all of
which is liable for payment of bands. The
rate of taxation is exceedingly low, being
1 65-100 per cent. for all purposes. At
the price offered ‘they pay the investor
over ELEVEN AND ONE-QUARTER PER CENT.
on the investment. Bonds are ifi denomination of $100 each, with coupons attached. Interest is payable in New York,
at the National Bark® Bank, on the Ist
days of February and August in’ each
year, free of taxes. Price 80 per cent.

1,50
3,90
18,94
12,00
5,00
5,00
4,50
5,00

Marion, O, per § D Bates,
Clarendon, O,
he
Dayton, N Y, per D Brown,
Caftaraugus Q M, N Y, per L C Miller,
Beaver, Minn, per L Hassett,
Waine Western Y M,
Ross Corner. Me, per 8 Poindexter,
1st N Berwick, Me, per J Nason,

1!

PLANTS

est counties in the State.

/

p
R. DEERING,

Rev.

The undersigned offer for sale the remainder (less than $100,000) of these desirable bonds. Greene is one of the rich-

8,81

Russell, 5 Mer aiden, GE

Portland, June 20.

by

As die

of Greene County; :

R Holbrook, Frances Stewart, W 8 Oliver, EJ _
Sprague, Abby Clifford, M A Cushman, ,50 po
each,
’
|

vertises an attachment called a ripper,but the public

Confer-

Fogg, G

Wyman.

fred Julia Gargelon,

’

CHARLES

,A

ence of the Free Baptist
denomination were cordally received and responded to by electing J.
S. Gable, of Lancastes,.Pa., Rev. A. X. Shoemaker, Chicago, and Rev. C. H. Fornes, of
Harrisburg, delegates to the next session of General Conference.
This is evidently an aggressive people, and
Stneir system of Elderships is well adapted to secure success in” the work of the ministry, and

read

ei.

i

CHOICE

James

Sprague, Rev O F.

the Garden®or Parlor; Roses, Flowering Shrubs,
Vines, &c , &c., at low rates. Please call at the PINE
STREET GREEN-HOUSES
EXETER,N. H.

The proposition, therefore, for them to take an
interest in Hillsdale College is lnoked upon as a
timely if not providential opening.
A committee
was appointed to visit that Institution, and John
A. Wenebrenon, of Harrishurg, was elected professor, if suitable arrangements are made with
that Board, to carry out the plan proposed.

Plummer, Alvin

11,

Sawyer

v. E. 8. Ting-

"HIGHT PER ENT, BONDS

freas,

Spinney, G A Spinney, E Elliott, $1 each,
Cash,
Mary Davis, Allan Pompelly, D Lapham, Mrs Lap-

FLOWERS,

furnished promptlyto order.

B. Mission.

Pa. May

yo

B40

381
3%

ot 4 Elias Blithen, R F Foss, Wm

of talent, Bro’s.

FLOWERS

F.

3,

DE

ant, Mr.A. Jennings; and Mise 3. A, Nelson, both
i
:
3

-

STLAS CURTIS,

J

of York Co., Pa.

20,05
v4

Vit, per T P Moulton,

truth.

delegation,

Also

CUT

of building a sehoo! or schools.

Articles of faith were

Seth

* Hayes,

Every variety of FLORAL DECORATIONS
for the
Funeral or Chuvch. Service, Weddings

in the work

from General

and

Two young men

they have been anxiously looking for the time to.

The letter and delegate

Calvin

See

letter

8 QM

“Edward

In Harmsburg,

‘x 157

405

New Gloucestlr ch,
Auburn ch,
»
Jumberland Q M,
fsfield Q M, pald Rev J M Balley,
‘Bowden Q M,
Rev A W Purington L M,
Rev A Redlon.
.
C W Pugsley L M,

church,

the newly ordained ministers.
:
R. A. Coats, Clerk.

Philadelphia. It is not because this people do
not appreciate institutions of learning that they

lev. 2

207
SILAS CURTIS, ran

;

Maine

C. Stewart and L. Longstreet, were ordained.
Orduining council, Eld’s E. Berry, D.. N. Coats
and C. H Bardwell,
Ordination sermon by Rev.
E. Berry.
Baptismal ‘services ortormed Sabbath morning.
Nine were immersed, some by

publishing of a monthly magazine for the: use of
S. school teachers. They are sustaining two important missions, one in Chicago, and one in

3

1 Education Society.
Q M, N'H, per8 C Kimball,

corresponding

large amount of business was transacted.
Harmony and. animation characterized
the meetings

throughout.

OUR

A.

ood,
of
In Brownfleld, Me., March 28, b;

—

.

by

Fy

Concord, N.H,

CHAIN LAKES, MINN., Q. M.—Hek] its last
session with the Sheneska church, commencing
May 81, 1872.
The churches were well repre-

sented, both

a 8. School paper monthly, and have ordered the

come when they could safely engage

A inap

Rev. G. Moxley, from Strafford Q. M., also Bro.
A. B. Drew, whom we were glad to welcome
among us as the financial agent of the Green
Mountain Seminary.
Good news came up from
most of the churches; some having had large
additions
and others expecting them as the
fruits of the revivals last winter.
Next session in Warren, the first Sabbath in
Sept.
J. W. BURGIN, Clerk.

and business exercises were conducted with
ability and in the spirit of love and Christian
dignity.” The reports frém the several departments of work, show signs of an efficient leader-

Sia
wa
DI)

H

ZW, Hoskinson,

ointed

Corinth Q. M. preachedto us the word of

nearly to the Yearly Meetings, or associations,
of the Free Baptist denomination.
The religious

-ship, as well

.

brethren from abroad : Rev. H. F. Dickey from

partly

laymen, from annual Elderships, answering very

be

raised by the churches, for the support of
our mission interests, and that we recommend that. all our churches cheerfully pay
such apportionment,
.
2,
at we gladly express our gratitude

of

.

;
Beluap

went to their homes saying it was good to go up
to the Q. M. Cor.
Messengers and visiting

v
body

Resolved, 1. That we highly approve the labor for any one. May the Lord send help.

action of the Executive Committees, of the
Parent Home and Foreign Societies, in ap-

of God.

oa

rol}
¢
Concord, N. H

J.

the.cburch at Middlesex, Vt., June 7—9.
The
Conference was well attended; business was
transacted with dispatch, and there seemed to be
a good degree of brotherly love. Strong position
was taken against the use of intoxicating drinks
and tobacco.
The conference and prayer-meetings were well attended, and we trust many

Ten Elderships were represented, by fifty-six
delegates, from the states of Pa., Ohio, Ind.,
Mich., Ill., Iowa, Kansas, Mo., Maryland, and

Bennet

MiLLHAUSEN,IND. The work is prospering
with us. I have received five into the church

the

HUNTINGTON Q. M.—Held its last session with

T. P« MOULTON.
|

little

of a charming

with

8. H. BARRETT, Clerk.

The 10th Tri-ennial Eldership of thé Church
old, pre- Hr God assembled at Mt. Carroll, I1l., May 30th.

daughter, less than twelve years

whole soul is in this Home Mission work.
We must go into the cities and villages all
through our. country, and establish F. B.
churches.” There was no one present at the
last session of this Y. M. that did not feel
inspired to do greater work for home evan-|
‘welization. Several important points in this
‘state are inviting us to come and establish
Freewill Baptist chufrches, and we ought to

tion of $195.14.

affliction.

‘

Rev. C. Camp!
Mr.
and Miss NTA T,

and Miss Mao

10,00
5%

i

1, by
On

Workes, of N. 8. June 12, Mr,

ter, $13 rank Morn 16: Soy Pare hr —
Harriet Hutchins, 15. .
{1
)
2/18
with | ; Auburn
ch, O, for Uairo Mission, per R 1 Walter, 3 6,25

Hanning,
Nye,of

commencing Sept. 6, at two o'clock, P. M.

sympathy and ourbest wishes, praying that their

men were ever happier than a father who
bid

fayored

messenger
to Athens Q.
M, . ..
Next session with Second Rutland

in this and every

!

ht

Yum y
HF
=
y fa Drummond, Kingtold. Se, per Windiow,

James

take Rey. Hilton Brackett to his eternal reward, Revs. 1 H. Drake, W, Hooper, J, Dae
Te,
t
ih
J. Poston, 8. H. Barrett; and’ Bros. G.

and our God may sustain them

n Ks1

oh.

a

4,

In New Sharon, June
Wm. W. Mason, 0 f

4,72

Jouthe rn 11

of | and’ Little Scioto
srt
locings of
i
Wi
Rev. Hilton Brackett :—
") 1
Dr. Ball of New
York.
"he following persons
|, Whereas God in his Providence has seen fit to were
appointed,
delegates to. Yearl
eeting
:

andsay, “
Help, Lord, for the Godly man ceaseth and the faithful fuil from among the children
of men.”
N
2. That we Jender to the afflicted fumily our

-Humphties : PC Johes, Mich,
fie Jetacns $ jeachs ud; :

Ci

(lérk.

session

nce and labors of Revs, I. Z.
« Martin, T. H. Drake and J. €.

following Resolutions in view of the ' death

5,

May

and

Oue or two churches re-

1./ That in the (death of this good
es, W. G, Humphrey,
Thé friends of the Home Mission are Shepardstown, Berryville and many other | man, andved,faithful
servant of our
diyine Master,
nouj
. Mauck, J. Cou,
towns,the
people
came
to
express
their
inmore
doing
of
is Qa. has sustaineda
gréat 108s, and it be- 8. Smith, G. A,
Fife, and
waking up to the importance
terest
in
the
day.
;
©0!
us to adopt
the: language of the Psalmist
Kev. T. H. Drake was
churches

for church extension,and sustaining
that are already established. ~ We have not
heard one word of complaint or grumbling
about the apportionment made to the church-

ministry

urged to increase the circulation so far as possi
ble in this state.
“oo
Next session with the church at Salem, Aug:

Col Hudson, Mich,

;

RD

cord dud Montreal R.’ BR. for ‘courtesies on the 12th inst,, at Harper's Ferry, was an
shown,. were passed, and also to the citi- pusasion of great joy to a few friends of ed-

work for a gens’

eral circulation of our denominational Papess; §

“

The Anniversary of Storer Normal School

zens of Manchester and mi¢mbers, in par-

TResolond, That 2s a Q. we

—

In Wells, Me., April 25, Mr. Wm.

re ENE

"Storer Normal School.

o to in his: seat ready for business at
the moment appointed.
|
Resolutions of thanksto the Boston, Cork |

bo . in
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Skin Medicine of
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¥pections in this list, and that every dele-
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11,25
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New

Remedies are given

hich euch pursan Cig BON,

ranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLES, eruptions,
BLOICHED disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists,

AXD

Depot 49 Bond St., New

AN

clerk ‘of his substitute.
duty, 10
Also, ‘that it be the duty ‘of ‘our ‘clerk to
make up alist of dele

doctor.
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Te Broadway,

St alhr x el 4 pry
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rmstrong,
1
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tos large
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ch, N Y, per H Belden,
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4,00
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session
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than
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and
others
thus
tion
areto come in $000. ,
Freedmen’s Mission.
M.
Q.
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moral
charaeter
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and
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preThe
hour
following
an
resolution
one-half
wis
passed
‘by the co
every Y, M! #ession
BF & AT Kibner, Mich. per J § Manning,
4,00
community have greatly improve
S. D. BATES, Clerk.
ference:
/
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any one the
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QM, Il, per D G Holes,
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Gs per AK Moulton,
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e denomination. On Sabbath,
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President Calder is winning olden Spinions:
in’ his administration of the ‘affairs of theDipion
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|
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SS
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The pastor, Rev. Bro. “McKen-

6 ST UIE

/ /ONGANIZING Y. M. BESSIONS.
© | |dollars were sul soribed toward building the
Ho
Resolved, That we réquest each Q:M. clerk, | above mentioned hous
Having taveh ehfoyod the fraternal greetimmediately on choice “of delegutes from
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For Moth Patches, Freckles
TAN, USE PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE

LOTION.

The well-

kuown,

reliable

and

harmless

remedy fot Brown Discolorations of the face. Pres
pared only by Dr. B.C. Perry, Degmatologist,49 Bond
street, Re York. Sold by Druggists everywiiere. ‘6mi2
i
A
One=halfthe
from its terrible

people can
nanseating

throat.

The Castoria

purely

Vegetable,

not take Castor
taste, and

prepared

perteetly

by

Oil

recoil in the

Dr.

harmless,

Pitcher,

is

pleasant

to

take, and more effective than Castor Oils. It does not
distress or gripe, but regulates the system, and sperates when all other remedies have failed. It acts
like magic for

Stomach

Ache, Constipation,

Flatu-

lency,
Croup and Worms. It contains neither Minerals, Morphine, nor Alcohol. Its soothing, quieting
effect,

produces

natural

fleen,

and

or Sickening Oils.

The

Castoria costs but 50 cents, and when once tried you
will never be without it.
4w26

LYNDON

Send ten cents for SPECIMEN BOOK.

LITERARY INSTITUTION.
ANNUAL MEETING.

eow27t22

proper business of the

Corporation,

A

full

ance. is earnestly requested.
J
:
1. W. SANBORN,
Lyndonville, Vt., June 4, 1372.

attend-

Sec».
Sw2s

:

/

COPPERAS
FOR DISINFECTING.
Thig economical and efficient disinfectant,

Treas'r.,

WM. H. FOSTER,

Boston,by *

1

80 fa«

prints, is man
public
in the
Chemical ManufacEngland
the Old Vermont Copperas
Street;
their office, 74 Water

vorably recommendéd
ufactured by the New
turing Company, at
Works, and for sale at

;

GUARDIANS NOTICE.

A

The Annual Meeting of the Corporators of the
Lyndon Literary amd Biblical Institution will be
held in the Chapel of the Institution at Lyndon Center,on TUBSDAY, July 2, 1872, at 9 o'clock; A. M., for
the choice of officers, and to transact any
other

Address,

A.
S. BARNES & COMPANY,
NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.

particularly

adapts it to orying and Yeathing ¢ ildren. No article
has ever met with such unqualfied
endorsement by
the physicians. Take no more Bitter Pills, Narcotic
Syrups, Griping Purgatives

A= Notice CHAPEL EDITION, ot the * Hymns and
. Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION of the ¥ Hymns only.”
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{PHE MORNING

Light at-Fivening:
AUGUSTA

and dead snakes,

O promise bright of light at even!
O glorious prophecy !

queer

»

‘We take thee to our hearts—-ouar own ;—
_/What though the night be chill?

pon,
past . one
we po

At morn, though soft and still the air,

thing.,

of a road upon which I usedto travel daily.
His kennel stood directly behind the board

of

eat his moldy bread.

about

in

self,

}

And music sweet.
‘When from those hights & silver chime
Reaches our lowly plain,
‘We start,~we rush,—we strive to climb,~
And all things noble, grand, sublime,

‘We hope to gain.
Strong are the walls that seemed so thin;
And, oh, we find, too late,
No entrance we may hope to win,

For few have ever passed within
Each massive gate.

The day far spent, With humbled pride
‘We turn to leave the hight;
And, lo! the valley, fair and wide,
Seems like a picture, glorified

In evening light.
O Fame! thy gleamihg temples pale
Before that vision fair;
A light has come that will not fail;
Joy dwells with duty in the vale;
Our vort is there.

.]

li ins

O promise! W
thy light extends
‘We see new radiance burn;

Yet oft, when syeet with bitter blends,
The lessons that our Father sends

Are hard to learn.
He calls beyond our sight;
‘How dark the night, how cold and drear,
‘We dare not paint; yet even here

He giveth light.”
For oft a thought of past delights

Comes in sone blissful dream;

Some vanished face our darkness lights,
‘White hands are waved from heavenly

hights,

And soft eyes beam.
‘With hint of holy song or psalm,
The vision, flitting past,
Leaves on our hearts a toach like balm,
So cool it seems, so soft, so calm ;—
‘What matters it that Joy hath died,

If only Peace endure ?
Though through dark paths we wander wide,
If her .whiite presence walk beside,
&
Our light is sure.
pr
ara
4
5

O rainbow promise! will thy light
Be with us to the end?
And in that last, long, silent night,
‘When earth fades slowly from the sight,

:

* By the dear memory of one,

Our guide in early years,

‘We know that when life’s day is done;
And night comes, void
of star or sun,

A Might appears...

pathway long,

grinning

under the magic glass.
the brightest,

most

bird,

‘Went thronging through his brain;

wore, it is true, an

old

and

for a long time lived in

But other aid than ours was neay;
Life’s battle soon was done;
‘We could not mourn above his bier
‘When Faith came, whispering sweet and clear,’
Of triumph wou.
=
i

And these dear lips were dumb,
A smile was shining on his face;

heaven;

but

even

tions with the Railroad.

The

ing,—the boy came.

-We will not fear the path he trod,

the

way grows bright ;

Is spanned with light.

when

No other child was
fiery
fire,

red; for in
because his

mother had gone to do ,washing. at other
people’s houses. And while he was sitting
with the good gentleman in the large, warm
room, he took his breakfast out of his pock-

Sweet promise! is there hope in thee
‘Whatever shadows fall 7—
Oh, in all hours of agony,
All times of darkness, will it be

et, and put it beside him onthe

Enough for all?

table,

that

he might eat it afterward. And what do
|you suppose he had for breakfast ? A little
piece of white bread, perhaps? or a bit of

Our hearts reply, “ This light will stay,’
It is enough for all ;”

‘While in the clear air, far away,

brown bread, with buttéi upon it ?
Ah, no, my darling! The poor mother

Sweet angel voices softly say,

|

The Family Gircle.

could this time give him nothing but a
slice of old moldy bread, which was his
breakfast. Do you know how that looks?

Like a bit of very nice light green velvet.
*¢ Listen, dear boy,”

« Since

you have

said

come

through the bad “weather,

« The Magic Glass.

the

old

man.

to me

to-day

you shall

something very pretty indeed.

see

Without

it

There was once a very good and wise
man, who had no wife and no children, and

is cold winter, and there is no green spot to
be found far and wide. How would you
like to have me show you a lovely little

lived all alone ii an

green garden?

house, in what

city

old but handsome

I do

not

know.

Yet

‘the man was very sociable, and often stood
at the window, and when

he

saw

a child,

he nodded and smiled at it. Thus it came
about that no children were afraid of him,

Just give

me

my magic

glass, and shut your eyes until I speak to
you.” The boy did so. *‘ Now you can
open your eyes.”
2
>

And

then the astonished

through the magic glass and

that

sudden one), he
is the dog to rise above
any mere personal feeling, but there is a

conviction in every

drop of his blood

hide,

that

child

‘peeped

saw

a bit of

there

and

are bad

much

they -love “ipon which they grew, and each stalk

bore

of the fleeing slaves found shelter

™~

hardly have entitled them. This volume of Po. '
ems illustiates the statement. There is indeed |
genius in it, imagination, fire, rhythm and rea
art, though not enough to render its appearance
a literary event of gréat significance. The open.

a habit of extra

with men

en all over the North who were

the éséaping bondmen.

rare powers waiting and strugglitg
~me-«doubful

his Within and Without, it is a pleasant thing te
welcome it, both for what it is in itself and for

He was

the opportunity it affords

und wom-

giving

A HISTORY

8.

at the

same journey,

only tell you ofthis one.
A guide walked before her,but he walked
in the shadow and she could not see him;

only a line of silver light would show him
near her, and if she walked in that light she
could not lose the way.
All along

Call it scent if you

the road

there were

gates, at

vate a bark of the

most’ tremendeus

seemed

char-

acter, practicihg it’ in secret, behind the
poultry yard, till the hens can now bear the
crash of a thunder storm with comparative
equanimity, that he may some day roar it
out at the Engineers and Conductors, as an
emphatic protest against the iniquities of
Railway Directories. And yet all this preparation for naught! - Contemplate, oh, ye
weak-kneed ones, this devotion to principle under repeated disappointment, and
gird up your loins!
Towser has made that trip so many times
that 1 verily believe he could do it blindfold, or in the night, without varying an
inch from
a true tangent. It has become
the aim and ambition of his existence to

shorter,

and

when

she

came

:

rough places she grew more thoughtful an
careful.
One day as she was drawing near one of

‘tle at first,

or a

few

playthings.

gate her baby sister was left.

At

That

her look over the gates to the home

on

made

where

the baby had gone.

Once she had been very sick, but then her

or the cheek flush,

Dr.

be depended on as expressing only

This

new

volume

deals with the

various ques-

tions that come up in a thoroughly critical way,
and serves to invest this portion of the sacred
history with not a little freshmess, and renders
even familiar incidents newly significant. Of the
great and unequaled value of this commentary we

have repeatedly spoken, and have nothing but an
added emphasis to give to what
fore stated on that point.

has been hereto-

the philosophic rather than from

the

scriptural

standpoint:
He finds“the evangelical faith indorsed by reason no less than by
Scripture,

from the pen of this auther, but less thorough in

its discussions and much easier to comprehend
thin its predecessors. Those ‘who love strong
thought vigorously expressed will enjoy reading
after such

a man, and

whoever

would

see the

philosophic basis of Calvinistic orthodoxy can
hardly do better.than to read and master this
treatise upon the immortal man.
BAtye

THE

Lire

OF HORACE

all that had grieved him, and felt willing to

ous, masculine and sometimes almost . audacious

Then as he
placed her

writer.
He insists on knowing all the significant facts, and then takes care to use what he

certainly will do it this time! the space is { came out of the shadow,
lessening

up

fast and

protest,

gasps,

the train

when!

chokes,

and

suddenly,

isnot there;

he

she

hand in his, and gave herself

to him

to be

and Guardi-

falters,

rolls over, in the dust L

along with his "hopes!

He had inhaled an

itinerant grasshopper,

as he rushed along,

Mazzini leaves behind him this fine code
of morals:

Seek not “to isolate

yourselves ;

Dmprison not your soul in sterile contempla-

Priestley’s

eminent

learning

and

rade

ings of the early Christian fathers

thorough,
meant to

and his
serve

dently made

quotations,

was large and

though

a theological

always

purpose,
are

with
a real fidelity.

His

evi

aim isto

the late period came in through a corruption of
the primitive

faith.

The

held in high esteem on
generally
inaccessible

crowded into it,

book

has

long been

account of the mass of
information
which
is

If the Fathers bad

been

quot-

ed only by Dr. Priestly, and there had been no
counter testimony to present, his book might
have been generally accepted as decisive on the
point in question, ' As it is, the reader is forced
to put in a verdict of ** Not proved.”
Butitisa
book well worthy of a place .in every library

which makes any pretensions to an adequate
view of systematic or historical sheology.
WAIFS FROM THE
PRESSMAN.

WAY-BILLS

By T. W.

OF AN OLD EX-

Tucker,

& Shepard. 1872 16mo. pp.
J. Lane & Co.

Boston:

143.

Sold
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Lee

E.

RHYMES OF YANKEE LAND.
By Aeclla Greene.
THE BQOks OF THE KINGS.
By Karl Chr. W,
Same Publishers, &e¢. 1872. 16mo. pp. 91.
F. Bahr, D. D., Ministerial Counselor at CarlsSEA AND SHORE; or, The Tramps of a Travel
rhue.
Translated, enlarged and edited, Part
er. By Oliver Optic. With thirteen illustra1. by Edwin Harwood, D. D., Reetor of Trinisions,
Same Publishers, &ec. 18%. 16mo. pp.
Shure, New Haven,
Conn,; Book II. by
. G. Sumner, B. A.,
Rector of the Church of
the Redeemer, Morristown,N. J. New York:
LITTLE GRANDMOTHER. By 0p hie May. UlusSeribner, Armstrong & Co, 1872. octavo. pp.
1872, 18mo
trated.
Same Publishers,
572.
Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
pp. 202.
This new volume of Lange’s Commentary will
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS DISCOVERIES. Showing
be warmly welcomed by pastors, theological stuits application in microscopical research, and
dents, and careful students of the Bible of all
to discoveries of the physical constitution and
movements of the heavenly bodies. From the
classes.
The general uniformity of plan is in no
wise interfered with by the employment of so |, works of Schellen, Young, Roscoe, Lockyer,
Huggins and others. Same Publishers, &c.
many persons in the work of exposition,
7 ise
A pile of books that are suré of popularity.
ion and translation, while it serves to give
in|’ The first tells the story of the express busidetail and special style a most agreeable variety.
ness, from fits feeble begimming to its present

a flash toward

His

in evi

show that the early church held mainly to the
theology of the right wing of the Unitarian body
as we find it to day, and that the orthodoxy of

beside him, that she might aiway$ love and

point!

F.R.

appended considerations

number of cases reported is very large, and the
method in which the author has done his work

his heart, that one day during a dreamy
nap, he suddenly sprang up, and flew like
the familiar

CHRIs-

sweetness of spirit come out in this work in an
impressive way, His familiarity with the writ-

GREELEY, editoro"
guide had carried her, or she never could
“The New York Tribune.” From bis birt}
to the
present time, By James Parton.
With
“have reached another gate. Then she'tried
ortrait and illustrations. Boston: James R.
40 see the way before ‘her; but it was hid
od & Co. 1872, 12mo. pp. 548. Sold by
from her; she could not count the gates,
E. J. Lane & Co.
'|
Mr. Parton always selects significant subjects
she could not see her guide. She remem‘catch.a train at the hickory tree, and de- bered now, how he had watched over her for his biographies, Strong characters alone atliver that bark, just once if never again, all the way, and her heart went out in loye tract him, He put Mr. Greeley in a book sever"That desire has become so engiafted upon to him. She called to him to bring her close | al years ago, and the biography at once gained
attention both in view gf. what its subject really

obey him, and right there, she laid down

OF

LL.D.,

British and Foreign Unitarian Association,
1871. 12mo. pp. 836. Sold by Am. Unitarian
Ass, Boston,
;

making it the outcome of logic as well as the
these gates, she asked herself,”* What shall fruit of faith, The work is able, as is everything

I lay down?” and then she looked back and
thought of all she had parted with since she
set out on that journey. Some childish tri-

Priestly,

dence that the apostolic and primitive church
was Unitarian.
Tenth Thousand.
London:

the simple truth. It is almost sure of a large
sale and a careful reading,
Agents desiring to
canvass for subscribers should
address D. L.
Guernsey, Concord, N. H.

but each had to walk by herself, and I shall

CORRUPTIONS

Joseph

or the breathing difficult.
The
best and the
worst sides of human nature are successively
exhibited.
Here heroism and patience stand out
transfigured ; there selfishness and brutality hold
carnival till it seems as though justice had been
exiled and God had forgotten his own. The

ments may

end of it was home.

THE

By

the prog.
mind along

Reprinted from Rutt’s edition, with nots.

To which¥ge

reach.
The book is one of intense interest; its
plain facts outrun all romance, and yet its state-

-|

OF

TIANITY.

an in-

is commendable.
Thereis no rhetorical ambi-tion. The narratives are embodied in plain language.
The facts are left to make their own impression, without an attemptto embellish them

lO

of marking

ress of a brilliant and comprehensive
the path by which it attains royalty.

creased variety and interest to the record.
The work is intensely interesting.
Many of
the narratives thrill the reader through’ and
through.
Some of them awaken an indignation,
a horror, or a sense of humiliation and shame

that makes the blood eurdle

of

anything ix the opening poem, and some of the
pictures un\er the general title, * The Gospel
Women,” exhibit his rare depth of discernment
‘and his high power of expression. AMogether,
though the volume will add nothing to Mr. Mac.
donald’s reputation, and has*ess high merit than

active friends of

and

for developprophecies

Jét 10 be brought forth.

volume, thus enlarg-

ing the list of cases reported

, & verbosity

which indieate the presence and the working of

And these friends have

aided him in compiling the

wearing

Once a little child set out upon a long
journey.
The road she was to travel, lay straight
Other children were on the

nce in

that hardly
s being prolix, and ‘now and
then something hat gavorsa bit of sentiment).
ism. And yet even here there are
3

just the same distance: apart.
en the HUMANITY IMMORTAL; or, Mun tried, fallen,
like, we won't quarrel about names, if you
and redeemed.
By Laurens P. Hickok, D. D.,
child came to one of these gates, she had to
LL:D.
Boston: Lee & Shepard. 1872. octavo.
admit the thing itself. It is principle, and
pp. 862. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
lay down something and take up something
nothing less, that has induced him so many
We have here the third and last installment of
else on the other side. Then the gate would
months, and will continue to inspire himbe shut, and though she could see the path Dr. Hickok’s discussion of the human mind in
during his .mortal existence, to leave:his
its constitation,
its action, its relations und its
she had come over, she could néver go destiny. Heretofore he has appeared as the met‘nap or anything else, at the first sound of
back.
:
i
aphysician; now he comes forward as the philothe approaching engine, and start for the
The distance - between the gates seemed sophic theologian. He diseusses the questions
hickory tree (that being in line of the most
very long at first, and she had gone through that deal with the central doctrines of the evan.
advantageous angle for interception), and
three or“four without knowing or caring gelical system, mainly following the order of
go tearing through” the grass like a comet
anything about .the way, or where it led, thought presented in the ' Scripture history,
(dog-star constellation), never, on one
dealing with the trial to which moral beings
sometimes dancing along gathering the must be subjected, the fall, and the agencies and
single occasion, to find his desperate efforts
flowers thdt grew all around her, sometimes processes concerned in the work of human recrowned with success.
(Not the first obkicking at stones in her path.
demption.,
The doctrines of depravity, atonescure individual who has discovered the
As she grew more accustomed to the ment, election, regeneration, sanctification, perfutility of a struggle with great corporaseverance, death, resurrection, judgment,.
&e.,
journey, the distance between the gate
tions.) This principle has led him to cultiall pass under review; and ure considered from

1

)

regard to which their own intrinsic merits would

in his house,

and told their piteous talés in his ear.

in constant communication

:
“almost every day of little inquisitive people. cried,—
and so suffered collapse, on the very thresh- tion, in solitary prayer, in pretending to a
+4. Ah, ‘Whose is the beautiful, . bright old of suceess.
‘But had he; then,
ch that was reBut he did get there grace which no faith not realized in works
meadow P”
2
__markable
ahead of the train, for the sufficient reason can enable you to deserve. You can only
¢ It belongs to you, foolish boy,” said that no train was coming just then. The save yourself by saving others, God asks
Yes, indeed. I only With you could have
the
old gentleman, and laughed, and took fact was that Towser had dreamed it was not—What have you dome for your soul?
er once. Round a bout the walls
“been there
away
the magic glass.
coming, and: made thes trip in his sleep ! but, What" have you done for the brother
were
standing
all
sorts
of
ani-.
of the room
Aud what lay flere ? Now’ guess. The A bitter awakening that, surely. I wonder soulsI gave you? Think of these. Leave
: oad
as
if they were alive; but they had all been moldy bit of bread which the child had how many of us could have swallowed a your own to God and His law, , Juabor undisappointment, ad he did tue grasshopper ? ‘weariedly for. others’ good. . Such the
dead a long time. The clever. «ld * gentle- brought with him for breakfast. .
Yes, yes; that is what mold looks like | A little wild coughing and a gulp, a furtive holiest prayer.
man had taken the skins off from them, and

ren

Hé gave

time, effort, skill and money to the object. Many

The Journey.

three rods more—two-—one, and he opens’ his child forever.—ddvocate
his mouth wide, to release that long pent an.
i

at once how

fitted to prepare

find their way to permanent freedom,

il)
;
What a hard time by day and night these
conscientious canine custodians must have
had along the Erie line, where the trains
are as ‘numerous as the rascalities of the
management have been.
| We do hope that the strain may be taken
off the faithful creatures hy prompt notice
of the resignation of Gould and the appointment of Dix.— Christian Union. |

children

you.. So it happened,by degrees, that one a tiny little bud upon its very tip. And
e
child went, with the good man they stirred and waved back and forth as
into his homse, and was shown by him all ifthe wind were . playing with them, and
- sorts
of wonderful things; and at last the looked so charmingly fresh and green, that
"roomof the friendly gentlemfn was full the boy felt as if it w ere summer, and

Mr. Still was eminently

the volume. He was for many years one of the
most active of all the men who united for the
purpose of aiding the fugitives from slavery to

|

before her, and

are securingto his earlier

into retirement on the book sellers’ shelves, a

imals there are scattered through our coun- by the ail of imagination. And the work is
try, engaged in this thankless labor. They timely. Itis only within a late period that it
have been doing it for years-too—long be- | would have been prudent to ‘report many of
these facts and use the names that are now freely
fore a trustful American public suspected #ven to the public; and had the volume been
there was anything wrong about Railroad, longer delayed, more or less of the information
Companies. These keen scented creatures
w safely hoarded would have passed beyond

speed was like a crack in-a field'of ice. He |takeup what he thought best.

fe l

ever.

an honest conviction, on one

very beautiful.
him whenever he went. out into- the street. | Short, delicate green stems stood so close
There ave
guch kind of men, who make you ‘together that one could not see the ground

and that they were all very familiar with- ‘meadow, which was’very,

Tt is such a record as could have

struggles for freedom, and 'by the fact that the
huge national disgrace has been swept away for

side,.and an overgrown, corrupt corporation on thé other. I never doubted that
his master was a shareholder in that company, and that the dog had the ‘‘ moral hydrophobia” on the subject of ** stock-watering.” Ibelieve Darwin would sustain my

a

his old and esteemed friend

men in charge now.

rejoiced not a little

cold, and his hands were
his room there was no

And that low grave beneath the sod

fact

every hair of his

there ; the weather had been too bad for
every one of them. The little lad was very

1t led him straight to Heaven and God,

somehow,

Carlo was hurt by a passing car ‘one day
has not brought him to this conclusion—
(though it brought Carlo’s tail to a very

‘over this. Once, early in the morning,—
but it was winter, and snowing and storm-

‘We knew the clouds had given place,
The light had come.

But

change of feeling has crept into his heart
latterly. That dog has an intuition, that
the managers of the Company are net as
honest as were the wen who carried the
chain and worked with pick and spade.

the most charming weather without tempted
1
him to a walk, and the other children were
playing merrily in the open air. The kind

gentleman naturally

for

members many a dainty bit that was tossed
to him during their summer lunchings under the apple-trees. He has no unpleasant memory concerning preliminary rela-

boy’s hands and face were always clean,
and his brown hair neatly combed. For
hours at a time the child would sit beside
the old man, and listen to him,

meadow,

nored.
Then, afterward,when the laborers
came, be fraternized with them, and re-

frock;

He thought that Heaven was not for him ;—
Our help was vain.

and

much as Towser may regret the transforma-

dear,

coarse

farm

tion it has wrought in the pretty valley, he
stood by when the Engineers paid his master roundly for the *‘right of way,” and
knows that that transaction can not. be. ig-

favorite.. He

for his mother was poor, and his father had

seclusion of

recont ‘works, whose rare merits

of the men and women who aided them in their

Did it summer &nd

had discovered “it all and were

custom, according to

and cruder productions, that hed mostly gone

80 often exhibited, by the practical philanthropy

no right to intrude upon the old-time quiet themselves out in trying to eall attention to
and

Bensil, Sportand

from 5 Ehotogha hs trom

only relieved by the heroism which these victims

finds

that has

Macdonald's;

miliation which almost every humane reader
feels while perusing these accounts of our na‘tional oppression as it bore upon its victims, is

view. What an example to us!
How many of these self-sacrificing anin that, you had better

§ comotive is regarded as a monster

of

Peace left his heart, his faith grew dim,

the cars

It isn’t merely that the swift, clattering lo-

was always so attentive, and asked so many
questions, and had bright, good-natured
eyes, one could not help loving him. He

grim

as

If you think he

bottom of all that exertion and persistency.

wonderfully small feathers, lying close side
by side. The children never forgot. the
sight all their lives long. Then they first
understood how nothing lives and grows
upon the earth that is not skillfully and
wonderfully made ; and they did not tire of
putting every day something new under
the magic glass—sometimes a little beetle,
sometimes a very small flower; and in efch
there was something to admire.
But of all the many little girls and boys
one

discomfiture,

esting volume.

of his voice became a regular part of the
scenery on that road, just as much as the
elm, the pond or the hill beyond.
Finally, suddenly, and without any premonitory symptoms of decay, this item in
the landscape was ‘missing, We knew he
was dead—were sure of it without inquiry.
Nothing short of absolute dissolution would
account for his silence.
You will say,
“H-m!
Too much friction.
Gradual
Asphyxia.” I say—pshaw! you don’t un‘derstand the case. That dog died of too
much moral perceptios, in an unequal con-

try it yourself, and then you may be able to
guess how a dog of well-regulated sensibility feels about it.
1tell you there is a sense of duty at the

looked

the butterfly wing ; it was entirely made

his

anything amusing

Like the wing of

beautiful

at

whisk out of sight?

285.

so makes whole generations of the unknown

compel a

been made up in ho other country, and the ht

protest over the fence. The glare of his
eyes, the glean of his teeth, and the roar

between

.

Jomo, pp. 30s Sold by-B.

ing piece that gives the volume its name is one
the nature, relations .and future of slavery, to fof the least meritorious. Tt is erpde, it sug.
look over the pages of this noble and most inter- gests youthful ardor, an unigai
nagination,

winter,in cold and heat, rain and drought,
did it persistently and decidedly; left his
meat and his drink to do it, In short, devoted his life to delivering that wrathfal

test,

roo.

dead illustrious. So the reputation earned by Mr.

ing with excitement over the questions touching

till his eyes stuck out

never missing one.

fi

law was iu force, and when the pation was rocks

distressing circumstances, to deliver a volley of barks, growls, and yelps. Yet that
very thing that dog did, and did it every
time the fourteen daily trains whizaéd - by,

condition so asthmatic as to preclude his
barking at. the passengers whom he sees

than anything else which they saw was the
wing of a butterfly, which was also placed

good boy was his especial

- For God and right.

aaa:

¥

ut

others, and portals

like apoplectic lobsters, Nothing short of
a concentration of his forces, moral and
physical, rendered it possible under such

only to reach the fence too late and in a

But more beautiful

who visited the kind, wise man,

And reached a lofty hight;
And there, above the huyrying throng,
He stood, a champion brave and strong,

¢ EVEN FOR ALL.”

i

& Co. 1872. 1 no;

which, when a maw does a ‘noble thing, worthy
of special honor, he-exalts all his ancestry, ang

dite, Sold only by Suber pon Philadel.
hia: Porter & Coates, 1872. octavo. pp. 780.
old by D. L. Guernsey,Concord,N. H., general agent.
3
It takes one back to.the days when the fugitive

He was chained to his ken-

‘xing at his throat,

.

{oh

Wi

Mr. Macdonald's literary réputstion and expe.

y

him. to look over the. top—the chain tug-

Dogs and Railroad Trains.

Te

oP,etches
WO Indatof. SBOE Abas og

fence which separated the road from his

you satisfied now, dear P— Merry’s Museum.

mo

Hed yi

thereafter

nel, and the fence was so high that it required an extraordinary burst of energy for

and then he will show you, some time, such
a fly.
Another time the old gentleman pushed
under she glass a common gnat, which usually no one would think of looking at at all.
Just imagine! It carries upon its head a
plume so beautiful and delicate, that no one
can wear such a one unless the good God
himself makes the feathers.
As the children gazed in wonder, they
would not believe itto be the same gnat

they were stung by it.

efforts

it was well with the child, and the poor
mother, too, suffered no more want. Are

which they had never cared for except when

#*
For though he gave no fond embrace,

gave the boy,a

and his

master’s lot.

which had so often buzzed in their ears,and

"Tis Peace at last,

Then darkness fell, and phantoms

The old gentleman

very strange ; they did not understand why
Talk about instinct! - See that dog comany one should keep withered flowers so ing across country! He is moving on an
carefully, A dry, yellow rose or a shriv- air-line—heéad down ; body stretched to its
eled-up violet looked to them altogether utmost; tail pointing straight back to the
too ugly. But they forgot this when the place whence he started, and as to legs, he
kind man told them about each flower, may have twenty for all you can count
where he had picked it, and’ how beautiful them, The speed he is making would
lead to the subpicion that his fellows had
it had been.
i
But the most wonderful thing. which he appointed him & committee of one to dehad was a little round piece of glass; the cide the question of the * North passage,”
children called it the magic glass. Only and that he had determined to make - perthink! When any one looked through it, sonal examination of the ground, and rethey ‘saw all the things which lay under- port in fifteen minutes! His aim, however,
really is not so remote. His object is to intercept
| neath much, much larger than they
| were, and often one might be quite frightthe train on which we are riding, before it
|
| ened by the simplest things. When the passes a certain point. He fis certainly
| good gentleman, for example, put a com- making a tremendous ‘¢ spurt,” and ought
mon fly under the round glass, and the chil- to succeed, but he won’t this time. In fact
dren look through it, there sat a great, fat he never has yet succeeded in doing it,
though trying a thousand times, and never
monster,
covered with black hair, with
| frightful great eyes, and a trunk almost will, though resolved to persevere, so long
like that of the elephant in your picture as he has life and breath left.
And now, query. Do you suppose that
book. - But the wings of the fly were beautihe
would tear across the township at such
| ful to look at; it was as if they were made
L
.
4
.
a
rate,
upon such a hot day, through dust,
of many colored pieces of glass. They
grass, and brambles, just for fun?
Would
really sparkled.”
he
repeat
the
exertion
twenty
times
a
day,
Perhaps-§our father has such a glass, too;

The good; the beautiful, the dear,

Our steps attend?

This pleased the ‘good gentleman,

Well, -comfoit your-

strong

rience suggests the Chinese

from his manner, that anything mortifying

”

ay

You wouldn't have thought

nice pieceof white bread, and afterward
kept him altogether at his house ; and then

full of dried leaves and flowers, which he
had collected. This seemed to the children

Our hearts are strong to do and dare,
For on the hills are temples fair,

The shadowed

But I can sce that you would like to
know whether the poor fellow had really to

were just as untiring, as if this incident
had never happened,
I remember a dog that lived on the line

and he told them about every animal which
they saw, and showed them great books

‘We long for noon-tide heat;

He trod the upward

had occurred,

ed by it as the good boy was astonished.

You can imagine how much the children
had to look at, and how they asked questions, and wanted to know about every-

To spirits long since passed to Heaven,
‘We think of thee.

Tn

to the poor child, and you will be astonish-

all sorts

swimming

were

finish his nap and keep one eye open for

fatherto let you look at

rg

Literary Review. ;

around to see if he had any Specta-

tors, and back he trotted to his kennel], to

the 8:50 train.

them.

Not ds a far-off blessing, givén

rag

things

and

frogs,

dear

glance

some, and you, will see just the same thing
which the friendly gentleman showed then

Large glasses full of spirit were there, too,

C.BLODGETT.

nl

Pw
Brg
T
me TE

ask your

there were great wooden cabinets, filled
with glass cases, and in them were dead
butgerflies and beetles, stuck side by side,
neatly and in order, upon great needles.

Son

“ At evening-time it shall be light.”
BY

when you see it through such a magic
glass. You may surely believe it. Only

then stuffed out these skins with horse-hair
and wadding, and all kinds of things. Instead of eyes he had put-“in shiny glass
beads; and they looked very pretty. Then

Poetry

STAR. JUNE! Q6, 1872.

was

and

of

the skill

wrought at his task,

with

which

the

artist

For Mr. Parton is a vigor-

opment, and furnishes an abundance of charucteristic and suggestive incidents, in which wit
and humor have no ineonsiderable place,
The
whole thing is done up ina pleasant way.—
The Rhymes are just what the title ‘suggests,
full of New
England
peculiarities, pleasant,
practical, a little sentimental, a little jolly, now
and then pungent, considerably
shrewd, and
here and there they appeal to the noblest sentiments, breathe genuine music, and teach effec:
ively some of the ‘higher lessons of life ,———t)!iver Optic ends the Upward and Onward Series.

of juvenile

books in a style

and the series

is one of his

worthy of himself,
best,

Phil

Farring-

ford, the principal hero of the whole series, is
left well

settled at the

end of his varied

career,

wiser, truer and nobler for the discipline which
his stirring. life has
say that

Little

ume of Sophie

brought

Grandmother

him.,~—When
isthe

fourth

we
vol-

May's ** Little Prudy’s Flyaway

Series,” and that it is just as admirable as the
predecessors which for five years past have been
delighting old and young alike, we need say no

more, and could scarcely intensify that compliment.——The second part of the Spectrum Analysis, which appears as No. 4 of the Half-Hour
Recreations in Science, is just as admirable and
perhaps even more interesting than the first
part.
Nowhere else have we met so finan pre-

sentation of the wonderful discoveries in this
special field of scientific study and observation.

THE

CHRISTIAN

MARRMGE

CEREMONY:

lis

histery, significance ‘ghd curiosities. Ritual,
Practical and Archeological Notes, and the

text of the English,

Roman, Greek

and Jew:

ish Ceremonies. By J. Foote Bingham, D. Bag
New York: Anson D. F. Randolph & Co. 1871.

11mo, pp. 822.. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
THE SCRIPTURE DOCTRINE IN REFERENCE T0
THE SEAT OF SIN IN THE REGENERATE MAN.
Samé Publishers, &c. 16mo. pp¥125.

WALKING WITH GoD: The Life hid with Christ.
By Samuel Irenenus Prime, author of The
Power of Prayer,” &c.
Same Publisher, &c
18mo. pp. 101,
:

The volume devoted to the marriage ceremony as it exists in different nations and aniong the
various religious sects abounds in curious and

suggestive information, showing great labor avd
painstaking on the part of thé compiler, Tt
welcome, ~The

well-nigh exhaustive and very

second of the books noticed is an exposition and

defense of the theory, that the seat of sin in us
regenerate men is chiefly in the soul; after regen
eration it is transferred to the body ;"death, by

putting the body away, lgaves the freed soul
wholly pure and meet for the holiness of heaven

has laboriously collected. He does not draw
The author 18 in earnest, a8 most hobby-riders
upon his imagination, he does’ not Suppress, nor are, and his method of interpretation often sugevade, nofigloss, over, nor mince matters in any gests the annihilationist’s and haga bint of cast
way. And his story of Mr. Greeley’s life is iron. He is not likely/to*‘fevolutionize or unify
thoroughly ihstructive, interesting and’ full of the anthropology of Christendom with his little
suggestiveness, Since the Cincinnati Conven- book.——Dr. Prime's little volume is excellent,
and
tion put Mr. G. in nominatich for the Presiden. devout, thoughtful, elevated, calm, sweet

cy, Mr. Parton has made such additions to his subduing. A chapter of it daily would refresh
volume as were needful to bring the record’ and lift up almost any truly religions man Of
Laie:
Ait
down to the present’ time, aid the "Publishers weman.
have issued the work in solid and excellent style,

giving us an admirable steel engraved likeness'as
well as several other illustrations which fumi..
nate the

statements in the text

und add to the

'| vdlue of the work. Itisa striking story which
‘this life supplies, and well Worthy of a reading,
especially by young men,

A Hmpsx LIFE, and Other Poems,
Macdonald, LL. D., author

bermede,”

&c,

New York:

By George

of. * Wilfrid Cum-

Seribvet, Arm-

?

enormous proportions and influence,photographs
the men who have been prominent in its devel:

LF

KINGS OF ISRAEL AND JUDA

r: Their history
author of Peep

explained to children, By th

&
Day,” etc. New York: Robert Carter
of
rothids, Wp. 16mo, pp. 416. Sold by D-

Lothrop & Co.

A hook every

-

waygvarthy of she . author

ll pb ai
hat in putting Bibl"
cal knowledge into a
“Tesh, simple, attractive
and forcible style are things which any Christiad

teacher might well covet.
»~

.
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| strength being equal to breaking off large, | me with a sweet smile,and the Princess Elifine
d
have
* Si
said
| strong branches of trees, from which tender

Cary, in Erie Co., N.

Household affairs were entirely

in her hands, and she did .her part well dnd} Onion.
)
Miss Chase had one weakness=-I hope it

+

faithfully.

;

ay J JC Belial aig any
nie to practice on one string only, ed ao
ah 1 iy pus not hope that this venerable | form by a mere act of volliion that can not | This led
med
I can get the most beautiful ef- | till death. He served the church a
which
their public exposure | he imitated by an ingenious mechanician,
and his fuidh Ir
deacon, was a man.of talent,
ere it Instant- | The human tongue, in the articulation of | fécts of which the violin is capable.”—Mu- | 8Christ
. like: gon.
vf
to the end. Thus another of the
was firm

dua ty w ill survive

4

Yard)

wo.

the consequence of some | langage, surpasses in variety of motions | sical Visitor.

like

J perishes,

The three great writers of France—Vic-|

and hustled about | the wildest nagiuation of a poet. Even in
grinding, a few | tor Hugo, Lamartine; Lamennais—were, in soutiery Soraite) huddled
és and ignorant tumult of a | swallowingfood, its office is so extraordinahad become | their youth, the first Napoleonic, the second | 1% the

legion w
grains of the
with the
mixed
i
iental Dery or. they Legitimist, the last Ultramontane. It seem- great city. To tell the truth, the nuutber
that turn shabby under the ordeal
might allow their Appetit for dinner.to be ed that this rich vegetation and exuberant ofof things
moving strikes a pang of unaccustomed
Bor EO

pope):

pid

poverty to the heart which, loving all man-

Chase engaged in ‘ its preparation
—the
]
penetrated
But the breath of the century
gracefully|
smoke from her pipe curling
bringing -its life
round her pies, or mingling with the steam | into that petrified forest,
:
from her ** savory meats.” But what would
Lamartine went to the sty
The

monotonous

er-by;

Yack

man,as they revealed to Moses and Moham- | 4,4 forth between

the old house and the

“* My moder wor a berry ‘ticular 'ooman med the unity of God. From the momenta | new vou stek .obscure by-ways remote
*hout her 'hacey, an’ so wor my fader too.” man learns
the unity of the human spirit,he | fom the great street down which the wagIt is almost needless fo add that our con- learns also the fundamental unity
of right. | op flaunts your ruin and decay, and time
fidence in Miss Chase was greatly strength- So when Lamartine saw Jerusalem defined your arriv als and ‘departures so as to have

enedby the discovery that her father was a on the burning horizon of the Holy Land, | the air of merely dropping in at either
++ very particular woman.” ’
which he had hoped to seek with the faith | 5jaco. This consoles you, but it deceives
In the rear of our house was.a two-story of the ancient crusader, there arose in his | yo one; for the man who is moving is untransition. ~
with
building,

about

twelve

stamped
heart the sting of doubt, and he saw in the | pistakably
:
city not a living temple of the worship of | yy. pn. Howells

feet square,

This is the usual arrangement at the South. | God,

In this, Miss Chase established herself with
u friend whom she petitioned to have with
her, ‘“ kasé she wor so lonesome nights, an’

hen

ine

pr

hep
£ "> Sed Sood
8alone...
th ho liove
v slay i

and her child were

the

lower

other regions, to other worlds, to other

The Hero of Gettysburg.

or-

advanced
and progressive. |.
:
,
2 nisms more
resuscitated

Christ

So Margaret|

comfortably settled in alive in the free institutions which

room

have
communjon
Yet in the

given social ideas in universal
to emancipated democracies.

of Miss Chase's mahsion.

Margaret was a splendid specimen of her
race, with a queenly figure, a superbly light of the transfiguration of his genius, as
aceful easy walk, | if{ he himself was reluctant to believe it, he
poised head, and a
that many a belle might envy. She had a seized the pen.
eap maledietions. upon
violent temper, and had Been “oftén in the French rgvelution which had persecuted
trouble during her days of bondage. The and dispersed his family, seeking material
scars left by frequent whippings were plaiu- in the crimes.of that epoch, material to reiv visible.
kindle his ancient faith, And while his will
Mar; garet's

child,

Ceesar

0

re

this was Tound what 1s supposed to be a fireplace, and undoubtédly was used by the Indians
as long ago as 1790.
It had
been

constructed

with

much

care,

being

learn that this property,

was in the possession
0

e—

in the

year

of : a family

1812,

by the;

John,”

was

persuaded him to write’ an" €légy over the

a

mischievous little imp, and vot infrequently
the whole household found itsel n a ferment on his account. One Sunday afternoon the stillness was broken by screams
trom Caesar John ; then voices rose in anIn the kitchen we found
cry altercation,
Mary and Margaret, just ready to come to
blows ; while Caesar John,
who seemed to
.
have recovered from his trouble, was watch-

scaffolds of priests and kivgs, his conscience
dictated
to him a.songef praise. to regenerating principles, the emancipated people,
to the federal feasts, the philosophers and
orators who presented the new word to the
martyrs.of human liberty, who veiled to his

eyes the crimes-of
the universal revolution

bewilder- | Spring, the salts being used as a medicine.
From these facts it is evident this fire-place
the buildings as he made his way slowly was used for that purpose, and the stones
toward South street. On
being ‘questioned with which it was formed had heen impregas to the object of his a
the old man nated by the spilling of this water,in a medireplied that he had heen lbbking the past cated form, upon them, and through the
week for a niece whom he had not seen for long period which they have remained has
thirty years. In that interim his niece had become as hard a substance as the pure rock
married somebody whom the searcher had itself. Ata distance of about two feet from
forgotten or never knew. : The writer at the fire-place is a large cave, which, as yet,
has not been developed sufficiently to ascerfirst sight, recognized in the old man John
Burns of Gettysburg.
Repeated inquiry tain of what dimensions or depth it may be.
revealed the fact that poor
Burns was on The mouth is about a foot wide, and from
that cold, stormy night without money and indications keeps growing larger, to ‘the
without friends, depending on charity for a depth of 20 feet. + We sawa pole 20 feet. in
night's lodging.
The writer ( Mr. Henry length run into it, and failed to meet obIt contains
H. Hall, formerly of East Boston ) directed structions or find any bottom.
in the greatest

|p old man who,

ment, was endeavoring to read the signd on

him ““ to the nearest tavern,” and

s

with

amidst the rosy vapors of ideas, as'the hor- | him
| rors of the ancient tragedies are Jost in the

ceed
S
i
nfivient funds fo Ged

furnished

hi
Bim Jor

in him a precious
eemer.
Funeral services
by the writer, assisted by Brethren
Quimby and
Carr, of Barnstead,
J. G.
MUNSEY.

her companion gave up all for

ly ravaged by the war, ave either arriving
here or seriously contemplating emigration.
To these people the objections usually made
to the conventional French servant do not
apply. The professional French, valet or
LAR de chambre, is a creature of city life

Underneath

custom in
the | name of Swain, and that it was a this
in December
stormy
(One cold
of the
spring,
kiss the
did ofnotlogend,
His psChrist
orOsis one
Williamsburg | those days to boil the water from the
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way night
on his
of |.| writer,
the sepulcher
but sepulcher
a8 || dead
Iodine
-as
known
then
was
which
|
strect
Wall
of
foot
the
at
by the modern spirit, | ferry, encountered

Ba

in the Bible.

believed

they

inheritance to

a toh.

neatly curved.” At the foot of the fire-place
were discovered ashes, bones, and other
relics. From colonial historic sketches we

:

the gigantic fossil organism of a

but

life which had descended by

?

i

nearly

Alsace, Lorraine, and the districts most sad-

ELLEN,

daughter

* Dat nigger done struck my chile,”

Margaret,
“Don't
““ Wha’ fer
my kitchen

said|

shaking her fist at Mary.
car’ ef I did,” retorted Mary.
she let him come foolin’ roun’
?”
:

a republic, but above all to brigg into relief
the principles of democracy in, the conscience of the century. An equal trabsformation was sustained by Victor Hugo
and by Lamennais, The former, who had
contributed to the glory of the Napoleonic
story in obedience to sentiments
learned in
!

“ Wall, dar ain't no nigger gwine strike

my chile. Ef one o’ you ladies done whop
wy
chile,
I would
n't car’, not i ef you mos’4
ERT
hs
hie
Li

appeared pitiable,

7
;
condition

his

sympathy

to a

greater degree.

shown

without

money,

without

and

no terror.

We

believe

‘Ellen will

be really

she

rests

with

missed

in

the

Sabbat

specimen of humanity it'is!

Her

REASONS

capacity

for work—such as it is—is boundless, and
equally so her good nature. In the thousand

$=

little casualties and contreteinps of housework, her simple wonder at" what a clever

Protector
Fruit, Jar!
1.~They are much less in price.

2.—They can be closed more rapidly.
3.—They can be opened more readily.

friend once called the ratural depravity of

4.—The covers are LINED

inanimate objects charms away half’ the irritation excited by her blunders, and the
gurgling, merry ring of her infectious laughter completes the cure. Where her sister
+ Biddy" would be aristocratically indignant at not having the pick of the market
and the

run

of the

stope-closet,

and
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RUST, and may be. used
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5.—~They are WARRANTED RELIABLE.
6.—Thousands of families have used
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§ vols.
$500 Prize Stories,
the length from toe to knee being 11 inches, | ly charging her to impress on her émploy- | The Original

Among them a perfect infant's leg, | her second parents in everything, and to be
in a state of petrifaction, found in the rocis— a good and fiithful girl to them, and : strict-

er tetch

eal nig

SCred

EE yoRyaller stash

S

LOX

e

ank

.

n

brack, an’ no sich half-an’-hilf color as dar
»
ar.
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We succeeded in pouring oil upon the
troubled waters; but Cesar John was ever
alter a bone of contention. Margaret was
passionate—Mary coolly aggravating; and
there were frequent quarrels.
One day |
Margaret came to us and said: * I wants |

ter tank all you ladies fer being so kin’ ter
me, - an’ tell yer goodsby, fer I'se goin’
away.”

« What is that for?”

we asked,

*

you ladies,” she answered
“Ilikes all
use
I'd like ter y stay; : but dar ain’t no EN
“an’ ig

trvi
trying ter

Yer

see

he

ble
'spectable

niggers

ain't

wi
wid

dat

3
MISer.
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ous

The dictator

Eumenides,

could

hurl

brick.

corruption

him with the fire of his ideas and-his satire

in his heart, his name, and his conscience.
These immortal verses formed the education-of a class of young men disposed to
swear

inextinguishable

hatredto Svrusiny.

Tacitus and Juvenal wrote also against the
of

tyranny; but they

did not

She did petyseem: at all discouraged by succeed, like Victor
, in seeing their
their desertion, but apparently took as tyrants brought to the ground, beeause theirmuch comfort in life as ever.
Her idea generation was not as free as the present,
of comfort reached its perfect realization nor were ideas so powerful then as now.
when, in the evening, attired in a white
It seemed that the writer least calculated
dress, short enough to display to advantage to change was the priest Lamennais.
His)
the black stockings and heavy leather boots eye bad been fixed on the idea of God as'on
which she saw no occasion to change, her
pole-star. Listening always to the muhair twisted into wonderful little knobs, the
sic of worlds turning on their axes in infinite
and a soiled bdw or a faded artificial flowspace, accompani¢d by the hymns of angels,
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their coffee, suggesting the idea|

tobacco in

i

hy

wn
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a_faith-

early minis-

SSIS

will not create. a prejudice against her to
mention it—she smoked, Narrow-minded |
persons might Shiect to a slight flavor of

AE

e re

$1Rok
eowly2t

"it

made from 50 cts.
12 Samples sent

Calland examine, or
(postage

that retail’quick for $10.

ots.,
for 50 )
free

N. Y.
WOLCOTT,181 Chatham Square,
\

A good assortment of Freewill Baptist Books,
jnéluding Sunday School Books, can be obtained

thie Same prices as at the office of publication,

from our Dépository in Cleveland, Ohio, by call-

ing upon or addressing Rev. A. K. Moulton, 788
;
Woodland Avenue, as above, -

;

Es

our tithe.

;

Sy David Marke hewas a foquent fuss of
a and
19 ee this Theo nd he Susbands
She

A string a sonat

its- adhesive | leon, I executed on the

the apartments, and by

round

ge

Bog

Neo sors of boii

ar men-

dem

‘one 0

to. her memory. — Christian

con on oo

holt

mt mols to bn | 7% i ob of come, dan, rt a

all erly the lal of

claimed

work
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ber of the family.
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ful Christian till death,
= Dur

a a
no amount of *4 fool- Hom SomOtse tint little is broken, little is | leaves are then stripped. An = ant:bear's a thing icy a
fis to hd
Chase,” ad she insisted upon being called
Smilone?’
on
samething marvelous
5 of voidably outraged or | tongue is long and round, Hke a ‘whiplash. | hear
ut % fd
her pur
to change
own color-—proved a per-| in’ roun’ " wits
by those of her
h ame, - Of - course there ave, inl | The animal tears open ‘dry, clay ‘walls: of ing at the remark, I promised to do so; and
gether too |
Miss Chase was’
tect tregsuty of honesty and good-nature. | pose; for

Es

So

Bi

M

jours. in aed ry
peculiar organic civeumstances of each,
reconciliation terminated with ‘a’ brilliant i()
EO
an
for about-10 vears was a member of the
A giraffe’s ton © has the functions of a + cod.” The composition pleased, the per- | Baptist
church,
hen about 28, she joined the
finger. It is hooked
over a high
branch, its son for whom Thad written it recompensed F. B. chureb which w organized
v. R. M,
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ed her treasures. '*
« white,” but==black ** unto harvest”; and|
pleasant contrived,
excitementthatto it move;
though
Miss Chase was our factotum, "We engag- nuff t'ings ter keep house wid, dey'll be do not commend the ‘diversion to any but
ed her at a venture, because we liked her wantin’ me ter keep house fer dem. - pe Reoble of entire-leisure, for it can not be
looks ; and we never had reasonto regret dey den’t fool dis chile. Gwiné ter
n
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Paragraphs.:
In Virginia, thé colored ‘people as well

AAA DARE

asthe

whites are opposéd to mixed schools.

MISCELLANEOUS,

The new academy of fing arts on Broad

expeet, with

|

A———.S,

of July.
The Maryland democratic State convention
‘has elected Grecley delegates to the Baltimore
convention,
a
It is reported that General Sickles is oy his
way home and will be. elected

president.

The writer
world of

ML
—-g
Ey

United States Senator.

Wadleigh

The labor strike in New
losing strength, and
is predieted.

elected

its

York seems

termination

quite

The National Lincoln Monument
have received
from the Hou. E.

soon

$13,700, being the contribution of New

pay for a nayal group in bronze, which is part of
the monument.
Scarcely a day passes but somebody i8
from a train on the New York and New

est in his real self,

road which allows a passenger to stop but once
between New Haven and New York, without
paying full fare through from the second stop-

:

The newly completed building of the Phillips
Exeter Academy was dedicatéd Wednesday, under the most favorable auspices... Dr. Peabody

of Cambridge delivered the address,

dipner speeches were made hy Wendell
and others.
The Mayor of Boston withholds

Of forty-‘wo Atlantic steamers lost at sca between the years 1841 and 1872, thirty-eight were
of iron, and four of wood.
Of the line of iron
ships running into the St. Lawrence and Portland, nine were lost between 1857 and 1864; and

Phillips
;

his

five iron sailing

signature

from the Bill opening the public library on Sun-.

been

The steamship California of the

North

heard

from.

This

singular

At Paris, eleven milesiand a half.

torial line, the rapidity of its motion
from eighteen miles a minute,

.

European and

proud to declare that, “ so far as the government

Bangor, Me., to St. John, N. B., the

‘

is still its

days.

2

North

to Europe has been

fa

American
lessened

Railway
sea

from two

The great tide of travel across

from
voyage

to three

the Atlan-

tic will soon make Halifax their starting and
stopping place when en route to or from the Old
World. By so doing they will avoid the most

The governor of New York has appointed sixteen democratic and sixteen republican commissioners to propose amendments to the constitution.

is not far
;

By the completion and opening of the, Great

Toombs of Georgia, who supports Greeley, an-

dangerous and tedious portion of the voyage. In
view of the great increase of travel. Supt. Angell,
of the European and North American Railway,

|

The democratie state conventions in A
a,
Kentucky, Minnesota and California all indorsed
Greeley and the Cincinnati platform,
but
that in
Texas refused to. Tn Alabama Thom
H.
Herndon was nominated for governor.

and his associates of the connecting lines between

Halifax and New York, are perfecting every ar
rangement to give publie satisfaction and ensure

safety, speed

and comfort.

This great

route

The Fifth avenue conferenee of‘liberal
republicans in New York, Thursday, effec
no
change in the political situation.
An affernoon

will, in a very short time, become fashionable
and famous for European travel, whi.st it will be

and
a late night session were held, at each of
which about fifty men talked the matter over,

States.

but the general sentiment
was in favor of
Greeley, and the whole result was adjournment
‘without action and without date.
The Germans in New

York commit a majority

of the suicides.
The democratic State conventions in Arkansas
. and Nebraska declare in favor of the Cincinnati
platform.
:
~~
Ole Bull returns to Norway to aid in \celebrating the one-thousandth anniversary of the country’s birth.
go
y

and.

‘in Colamb

wi

United

Fridgg/morning. There
Aye;
ty ive eon=
victs in the vicinity, most ‘of ‘Whom were more

The

One bundred thousand gallons of

brandy

roof wher

a

they

at

least

shall
3

the

city

be

fire?

RAL:

.

|
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FOREIGN.

The
Carlists have appeared again in three prov
inces in Spain.
;

Private advices from

Rio

represent the fleet. of the

still there,’

+

1t is said that

de Janeiro,
Grand

8 Yur

Count

Brazil,

Duke

werd

Alexis

:

Valmaseda,

The approaching marriage of the
that

the

Emperor

Toronto,

or the safety of the cable

steamer Dacia, as nothing has “been heard from
her since the 25th of May.
The International

has left Kingston for a second time. in search of
*

y

The Mexican insurgent genergls, Trevino

Quiroga, it denih

and

ve offered to surrender upon,

the condition, of their pardon

re submission tathé

‘and subsequent

uarez government.

The Spanish ministry, itis reported, has de-

clared in fayor of a separation
state.
Mak
]

of church

and

Gonzales, the chief of the Cuban insurgents;

has surrendered to the Spanish forces,
Elie Frederie Forey, marshal of France, died

in Paris on Thursday at the age of sixty-eight
years.

f

\

The
lan-

in Osear Liebrich, the inventor of hydrate of

chloral, has introduced a new organic compound
| cailed croton-chloral, by which the head may be
rendered insensible, while the other parts of the
body remain unaffected.
The Journal des Debats says it has just been
discovered that a solution of sulphate of irgn
sprinkled upon fruits and plants has a wonderful

of

Thursday, for Hemilys of her husband.

the Dacia.”

meets

Mr. John

Bellows, of Gloucester, England,

prints for’ the English government the blank
will
forms for electric telegraph messages, and has to
.|\issue weekly 300,000 copies,~that is 1,300,000

Emperor

ascend the throne a few months later.
Phebe Campbell was hanged in
Fears are entertai

Congress

find it so, after forty. years.

China is officially announced for October 16 next.
believed

Statistical

.| effect. Beans gained 60 per cent. in size and in
quality, anid pear trees were wondérfully benecaptain-genfited by the new fertilizer.

eral of Cuba, has resigned.

It is generally

West.

and is now considered one of the richest literary

+)

2

the

men of his age, in Paris. His present opinion is,
that fortune is better than fame ;.that most men

ment to Jobn Brown can ba ereeted at Hatper’s,
iidhibiad

in

Alexandra Dumas has made some very profitable speculations since the Franco-German war,

Surely the times have changed, when a monu-

Ferry.

particularly

at St. Petershurg-on-the 22d of -August.
transactions will be conducted
in four

uages.

will

“an iron

completed, so. that, when

catches fire again
proof,

and

The International

be made in Calaveras county, Cal., this year.

The Chicago water-works are'to have

States,

;

ef

mans

15,600,000 in the year; and the or-

the delegates of
President Theirs

there is now a complete rupture, and

the

latter

is mow obliged to look entirely to the}, left for
support. Tle members of the ministry ‘all tendered their resignation, bat, with one exception,

they were

to withdraw them.

;

Jenny Lind’s eldest daughter, Virginia Gold-

schmidt, sings deravishingly as her mother

did.

The Queenof

a

Lire

- income on literatiire.
An accident occurred upon the ‘Grand Trink
Railroad,
near Belleville; Ontario,

‘night, which was

quences than that at

on Saturday.

hardly less terrible in its cones
re

by which

our

own

community was§0' shocked only about a year
ago. The engine of the express traih jumped
the track, two cars—the
smoking and

second

clas passenger-=were telescoped and the oceus
pants were crushed

and scalded in

a terrible

~~ manner, The: killed and fatally injured will
probably number about twenty, and twiceas
‘many more were more or less wounded,

pure air, and truly

tween then and harvest time,
of early sowing,

awaits them.

:

The natives are the finest specimens of mankind that have ‘been found in the Polynesian
world.
They are polite, intelligent and hospitable, and are good Christians; their language is
soft and harmonious.
They are renowned for
their chastity and moral behavior. They have
intelligent and pleasant countenances, and modest demeanor, and a most noble carriage of their
person.
Many of the females are no darker than
a Spanish brunette, are very handsome, with the
most symmetrical forms.
They have never been
drawn up in a machine of torture that was never
heard of among, all the diabolical inventions of

the Inquisition,—a

machine

of whalebone

and

steel, and cord, and pulleys and levers; a machine far more ridiculous and mischievous than
the iron shoe of China; as the body ‘and vitals of
.a human being are of more value than the foot.
But they stand out in their beatific nudity and
loveliness, the \emblem of the great Muster's
handiwork 1n His happiest mood, a combination
‘of beauty, grace and innocence, which no Christian can look rE
without the deepest sentiments of love and admiration both toward the

Creator and the pic

:

I

Lae says in his address: “ Without

there would

seldom if ever be ah accident in
;

“i,

3

Among the various accidents that are of
'somewhat frequent occurrence, is that of halter-ca
sting, a not unfrequently dangerous and sometim
es

fatal one.

The very mode of fastening, often is

the very worst, and so dangerously

unwise that

accidents of this kind are scarcely to be avoided;

if the horse is not cast, he often gets his
fore
foot over the rein or halter rope, and is thus pre-

vented from taking hiv usual feed, if no further

injury result.

With

suitable

care to

keep

the

halter-rein free from the feet, which is very easily done, there is very little danger of any accident resulting from this cause, and to do ity the

halter-rein should not be too long,—~only just
right when the horse stands up at the manger to
et his hay from the rack without the rein draw-

ing to annoy him. - To fasten the horse safely the

balter-rein should pass through a ring at the
rear
of the manger, and the end be lodded with a

Celebrated

En glish

the United States

Naval

It is designed for

Observatory: at Wash-

ington, and will cost $46,000, one-half of which
will be for the object glass, which is twenty-six

inches in diameter. The tube is to be of sheet
steel, thirty-two and one-half feet in length.

Nextto this, niin
heretofore

of which is twenty-five

» England, the object glass
inches in diameter.
The

largest in this country belongs
to the Dearborn

the object glass is eighteen and “one-half inches;
in diameter.
i
The Count de Grhsse was one time wounded
in the knee with a musket ball. The doctors cut

and hacked, and made many incisions, when,
getting out of all patience, the Count asked why
they cut him up so much? “We are seeking,”

said the surgeon, ‘ forthe

you mention that before?

ball,”

Why didn’t

I have the ball in my

in some way.
DT
Be
oh
. In our experience we have found that to keep

The death of- Frederick Geistaecker, at Vienna, is announced. He was a popular German works

inclination in the horse, while standing, to have
his hind feet above a Jeyel with his front ones,

and there he will

rest contented;

unless

this

is

supplied, he is seeking it while not eating.— WW,
‘H, White.
:
;
“i
$
:
ae

Sugidr-Beets did
for Cattle : Feeding.
In October last wé saw, on the farm of Mr. I.

were

not

much

known

sugar-beets

of remarkable size and

uniformity,

They were of a variety originaily obtained. from
the Patent Office by the Hon, Henry Lane, of.
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stick,” and was higher than Westminster Abbey.
The largest oak is. the Calthrop Oak.in York.
shire, which measures ‘seventy-eight feet in circumference where the trunk meets the ground.
The
hree Shire Oak, which has received this:
name because it overshadows portions of the
three counties of York, Nottingham and Derby,

from a single

Rill vison
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the authors of “THE

standing, was also the property of the Duke of
Portland. It was called the ‘ Duke's Walking-

feet broad

g..
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experience, and

immense sale,

The oak which a few years ago was regarded
as the tallest in England, but which is not now

area of 167 square yards.
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the Norman.
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It grows in Climpstone Park, which belongs to
the Duke of Portland. This Park is the most an-

covers a greater expanse
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oo & © ..
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The oldest oak in the island appears to be the
Parliament Oak (so-called from a tradition that
Edward I held a Parliament under its branches).
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Get the Lives of the Great Music. Masters;
be careful.
An old constitution is like an old
JUNE 19, 1572
BEEF
— Extra $1025 to 10,50 First
bone; broken with ease, mended with difficulty.
Of Beethoven, ($2.00); of Handel, ($2.00); of Mozart.
§ 7,75
to #8.00 Second quality $650 to 7.25:quality
($1.75); of Mendelseo! n, (81.75); of Rossini,
Third qualA young tree bends to the gale, an old one £04aps
(1.75);
ity 5.00 to $6,25 ¢ cwt., on total weight of hide, throf Chopin, (81.50); or of Schumann, ($1.75,)
row, and dressed beef,
and falls before the blast. A single hard lift; an
.
WORKING OXEN—#21C to $240 per pair, or accord.
These are no Heavy Biographies,
hour of-heating work; an evening of exposure to
ing to thejr value as
f.
Handy
Steers,
$65
to $125
rain or damp; a severe chill ; an exeess of food ; but are charmingly written and very entertaining
MILCH Cows—§75to #85; extra good, §00 to $000
books, as are
with or without calves, as may be agreed; fariow
the unusual indulgence of an appetite or passion; |
Mozart’s Letters, (2 vos: each, §1.7;)
and ordinary, $00 to $00,
a tudden fit of anger; an improper dose of mediBeethoven’s Letters, ($2.00);
STORES—Yearling$24 to #5 two year old,
Mendelss
ohn’s Letter
$00; three years old, $00
vols. each,
to $00,
cine; any of these or other similar things, may
$1.75); and
Reminiscenses of Men Seen; Sach, &
FAT HOGS4] (0 Sic.
:
cut off a valuable life in an hour, and leave the
SHOTES—Wholesale, Sic to 9c; Retail 6c to 00c
Hipes—Brighton 00¢ to 9fc; Countay lots, fo to fe
fair hopes of usefulness and enjoyment but a
To have a Jubilee at-home, send for
TALLOW~6c to Sle ; Country lots be to Sic.
shapeless wreck.
THE WORLDS
:
PEACE JUBILEE
CHO- | PELTS—with wool § 50 to $5 00, each ; Country lots
2,00
to $3,00,
<+Let the aged bave a care of their health; let
RUS BOOK. 7%
CALF SKINS—18¢ to 20c.
them walk softly before the Lord, and livé careFor a good work on Composition, buy
fully as in his fear. They-have no right to squander the rich experience of a iife-time, and waste
BAKER'S THEORETICAL AND PRACT
NEW
YORK MARKET.
Itheir opportunities for well-doing in some disasCAL HARMONY.
$2.00.
‘Wholesale Prices for the week ending,

trous act of carelessness and

excess.

Therefore

‘let your moderation be known to all men;”
and *‘ whether ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye

do, do all to the glory of God.”

To make Sabbath School children’s eyes Sparkie,
that Gem of the
the P New Sabbath
chool
ni g Book, entitled Season,
:
SPARKLING RUBIES! By Asa Hall &

How

much

——

Mr.

Rowell

relates some

hogrible

Saunders,

The above
retail price.

Ho rses Feel.
cases

in

Books «sent,

post-free,
ion

wthe prick of the spur, and the sting of an insect.
"That they are peculiarly sensitive to lameness
is

also a matter of every ‘day experience. They
groan when they are wounded -on the field
of
‘battle, and by their looks. an d their restlessness

betray great uneasitess when the lacerated flesh

oftén unconscious

heen shot off,

body.

for a time

or a ball

has

that

been

his arm

has

lodged in’ his

-The numbness which appears

to be pro-

duced by the conciission passes away, and, the

-sensitiveness is to be judged by the suffering
Which ensues at a subsequent stage,
Horses, no

doubt, feel less than men, but they feel a great
deal.” Iti impossiblé,
hp wever, to guage with
precision th degiee Of u nguish which is _allotf
égd

to.ach grade of-animal'life.~London
ly Review: SAT

Quarter.
;

+
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BUTTER,
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Hams,

turned up, as

they were dispatched. He pcknowledges that
horses are keenly alive to the stroke of the whip,

|

Dried.......... 13 @.. 14

receipt of

0. DITSON & 00. Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO.,
New York.
(2
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APPLES,

GreenWinter

» 35.

Esq.

which horses had broken their bones at the fetlock joint, and were compelled to walk ypon

stumps, with their fore-feet

©

©

Harry

begins to inflame, The absence of pain
‘in parraised platform, plank or like, for his hind feet to
ticular instances of extensive injury can
only be
stand on when he steps to an easy position in re:
gard to his. manger, We have noticed a strong | temporary, in the same way that the soldier is

M. Mackie, at (ireat Barrington, Mass., a field of

bh)

his

and the rack not too high, or the rein can not be
kept within its proper® tension, unless the rein
passes through a ring affixed uboye the manger

instrument of the kind ! a horse from backing out to the length of his halter, the best way is to furnish him a. soméwhat
is thedne owned by Mr.

operate

Newhall, at Gateshe;

author, but

must have a suitible hight,—full breast high ,—

$6 |

'

1872

25 @.. $0

Low DOMESTICS:
Middliog, 318..| 3 | No.
&1Gind.
pure 1 ¢ fi
L.biivi18 @.. 1)

.

count of the most celebrated oaks in England:

their

and Sons in Cambridgeport.

15 {Cuba, Clayed..

08..

Figs common..

gives the following ac-

ye should turn back our legs to walk upon our
knees, and yet continued to graze quietly until

most horses are inclined, when not feeding, to

F, SEWARD

Pr. LOWELL

oe

An English publication

step and stand back in‘ order to rest in a more
‘comfortable position. In: this case the manger

A

THEO.

Fie

Nid. to gd mid.

Oaks.

The largest refracting telescope in the world is
in the process of manufacture by Alvan Clark

bright oat straw.

Judit
00

ye

- THOS. P. ELLIS & CO., Bankers, 14 Pine St.

Farmers often
find some ‘trouble with their
horses in proper]
restraining them in the stable
or stall, and how | to do it without any injury
to the horse, and |yet the horse be comfortable
under his restraint;-is a question with them.
The accidents to the horse in the stable are various among farmers, for reasgus often that they
more frequently do not take the painsin care
that is necessary to their safety, etc.; their other
stock being more numerous, and other cares heing pressing, the one or two horses ‘kept on the
farm are not likely to receive as much attention
in regard to safety, comfort, etc., as the gentleman’s or amateur’s; and again, their stables
are
differently constructed, so that they are from

the stable.

into

PRICES,
1, 1872.

Ey,

details, I estimate the cost of labor after the maThose who are at all acquainted with Church and | 11linois and Ohio,
nureis applied, at $40 per acre; the use of the lBinging Class Music,
Pickled. ..... 16 @..
will admit that in addition to
choice extra, 10 00g11 50 Hogs, dressed...6} @.. fi17
land and manure $40 more, making a crop of the Kditors, the SORONATION ” has the best of No
diab
to
iil
PRODUCE
8authors,'8, as the following
¥
Ww
i
H
i
list shows
ch
es
A
)
Rye
Flour....d
1,000 bushels per acre, cost 8 cents per bushel,
00 8d 50 he| Apples, dried B 1009..
y
12
DR. LOWELL MASON,
which I think is a fair average cost.” Forty tons
Dr. THOS. HASTINGS, | Corn Meal....8 50 8 40
do.
sliced....
128..
14
GEORGE
JAS.
WEBB,
WILLIAM
MASON,
FRUIT.
of these beets would be equal, in feeding value,
do.new bbl 4 75 @ 6 40
T. J. COOK,
.
Ahnonds—
. Butter, ¥ »,
:
REV. ROBERT LOWRY, T,WM.E. H.PERKINS,
to ten tons of good hay, without allowing for
DOANE
‘Soft Shell... 15 @. 25 |, Vermont...... 23 @.. 27
WM. F. SHERWIN,
HUBERT P. MAIN
Shelled oo . 36 8.. go (Beans,
their good effect on the appetite and health of the
¥ bush.
S. B. MARSH,
A.
JTABBEY.
uelied
us éur
8. 4 Small and
825 @ ¢ 25
J. H. TENNEY,
animals feeding on them.
J. M. PELTON,
THITARE"errenens
xs eax 4oa. @8.. 4 [Marrow......ex. 300
@ 325
,
Citron
Cranberries,buc 00 @ 6 00
A
all of whom have made valaable contributions to this
Pea Nuts.... 1 62 @ 2 X { CAPOuseere
000 @ 0
work.

—

these and other cahises more liable to accidents:
If farmers would take one-half the care of their
horses that the amateur horseman does of his,

By

begin

going

;

American. ...
vr 88
Byyies
bf
Riovi tevieeoy ++ 31 §- 2M |ienned do... 45 @. 0
COTTON,
Nedtsfootgal 120@1 40

~ “CORONATION,”
%

be-

or dumped on the ground.
The usual yield per acre in Vermont, is from
25 to 32 tons, but 40 tons have heen grown.
Mr.

scot of which were made
grew upon the estate,

Fastening | Horses in a ‘Stall.

THE

Whether this ides

hand, before the leaves

12 8.

Sperm. ,...iies
35° @.

NEW CHURCH MUSIC,

are

to cover the ground. They will, be, ready for
harvesting by the middle of October, and they
should be well dried before tuken into the cellar

———

St bomingo.,
10 87 8 (Crade Sper 1 8 @'i 1

The land should be rich find

hoe, and once by

es

COFFEE,

they are to be thoroughly worked with the horse-

man countenance.
From the dawn of day until
sometime aftersunrise the ;most sparkling fable
of Turkey;
Rersia, or all the East is fully real
ized.
Every|leaf and flower and spray and blade
of grass is gefnmed with dew-drops of extraordinary clearness and purity, which have imbibed
so much of the vegetable fragrance. that when
they begin to lexhale in the increasing warmth
of
the solar rays, the whole atmosphere is filled
with the most
delightful perfumes, and every
passing zephyr scatters grateful odofs from its
wings. This is\the hour for healthful recreation
the by-paths are\néw crowded with equestrians
of both sexes, while the fields, meadows, lawns,
some -in groups, others in pairs, and many in
contemplative solitude.
But when the sun has
i
gher altitude and the stragglers begin to feel the patency of his beams, they
all repair to their dwellings with keenly sharpened appetites for the JuXuriant breakfast that

Molds

SO

Authragite.,, 7 50 § 8 00

singled to this distance as soon as they have put
forth the second pair of rough leaves. . After this

Nafare is dress-

people,—

we

For

CANDIRSY

Picton........6 50 @ 6.75

additional manure should be, used in the drill,
The drills should be 30 inches asunder, and the
plants stand 18 inches apart in the row, being

paradisical

with

growth

»

:
BOSTON WHOLESALE
the week ending JUN

COALY.

is correct or-not, there is n6 doubt of the profit

her sunny smiles are ever reflected from the hu-

re sprinkled

the

able to secure by that time will’ be doubled

hanging but never fading charms, and

valleys

‘all

weight of three or four pounds, just enough to
take up the slack when the horse steps towdr ds
his anger from the back part of his stall, as

ever | pocket! ?

Holland spéhdstwo-thirds ofhér

of September, and ‘that

—

Canal....... 18:00 gg0 00 FortoRico......40 @.. 57

He claims that the ‘amount of the érop is (in his
latitude) just about double its amount on the first

er involves the use of 42 tons of paper in the
lwelvemonth.
This paper is a strange coniposite; it is made of palm leaves, Esparto grass and

Political affairs in France are getting into a "Observatory of the Chicago University, of which

critical condition.” Between
the right in the assembly and

the

—

this practice, has just passed a bill that on thé affidavit of two respectable citizens, any . person
who, through the excessive use of opium,-arsenic, hasheesh, or any drug, has become “incompetent to manage hinfself or his estate, may be
confined in any asylum and placed under guardianship, as in the case of habitual drunkards and
lunatics.
p

attache

damage to the works was considerable.

\

The legislature of Kentucky, in order to check

exploded

or less injured, but only abotit six fatally.

:

The first coal.ever mined in the United States
was dug near Richmond, Va. Bituminous coal
was mined there as early as 1700, and in 1775
was exteusively used in the vicinity. During the
revolution, a Richmond foundry employed this
coal in making shot and shell for the use of the

Opium eating has become quite common in the

the nomination’6f General Grant at Philadelphia.
py

oe

England

Continental forces.

The nomination of Mr. Greeley at Baltimore
seems to be now as fully predetermined as was

to thé penitentfary

of great benefit and wealth to the New

ed in eve

bills and

On the equa-

nounces almost in the sibe breath that he is
enemy.”

is

axis, At St. Petersburg, in sixty degrees latitude, the speed of rotation is nine miles a minute.

from Gettysburg, andthe event was made the
occasion of a general demonstration of mourning

he

fatality

of course, is the rotation of ‘the world upon its

soldiers were Thursday taken to Richmond, Va.,

of the United States is concerned

Brit-

have never

The farther we are from the poles, the swifter,

ger of going to pieces. No lives have been lost.
‘The Podies of several hundred Confederate

:

in Great

thought to prove that in heavy seas and storms,
iron ships are inferior to those built of wood.

Pacific

Transportation Company has been wrecked, and
the Idaho of the same line is ashore and in ddn-

throughout the city.

vessels, all built

ain, and sent to sea in 1865 and 1868,

days.

strong, heavy lund, free from stagnant water,

or coast in or around the Mediterranean Sea can

|

| manufactures,

and at the

together with a lake of fresh water, situated
at
the summitof the highest ridge of land, sure

and beauty here revel togéther.

" Sponge paper, made by adding finely divided
sponge to paper pulp, has been used in France
for dressing wounds,
‘It absorbs water readily,
and retains moisture for a long time; it is, therefore, applicable to many purposes in the arts and

rivers and wa-

rival this island in salubrity of climate, fertility of soil, or beauty of scemery. Its air is deliciously balmy, its shrubbery luxuriant.
Health

to his

“ got over his ¢razy spell or not.”

The’ Very

mate as a just one,

It is recommended that this beet be sown very

enjoy

-i

=|.

Latest! -

5

teem

suited

ue of the root, lead us tQ aecept Mr Lane's esti

as

seenery that surrounds him. They may talk
of
Italian skies and Sicilian shrubbery; no island

wife occasionally, inquiring after her husband,
being especially anxious to learn whether he had

put’ off
Haven

lailroad, for non-compliance
with a rule of the

ping place.

He would write home

watered

rooks which are supplied from never-

may

An insane man who left his home in Michigan
about u year ago, has since been traveling about
under the impression that he was somebody else
but retaining at the same time, a peculiay inter-

York to

dimensions,
so well

with shrubs of various kinds, and trees of perpetual veidure. It is here that the wanderer

| destructible,

Association
D. Morgan

¢qual

is beautifully diversified with valleys, plains and
irregular hills, the whole of which is covered

to marble in durability and economy. Kt can be
made plain or variegated, and its colors are in-

to be

have. been
adventure.

rounded with a seenéry which with that of the
surrounding landscape,
is unsurpassed, may
be justly classed among the most picturesque and
beautiful that is to be wet with in any purt of the
world. In faet thé whole surface of this island

A patent has been taken out for an invention
by which glass ean be used as a building materis
al for house fronts, floors, or pavements superior

:

particular ly

for'the potato. - Ashes contain’ more than any
natural fertilizer, and shduld be freely used and

failing springs of pure, cool, crystal waters, are | early in the spring (if possible by the middle of"
to be met at short distances in all directions, and April)—as spon as the land is fit for work,==on

by a railroad accident in Xllinois last week.
tion, has declared Bainbridge

are

ready to feed by the. first or middle of October,
and keeping sound through the winter until late
in the: spring.” Our, own obseryation.of Mr.
Mackie’s crop, and his opinion of the feeding val-

in the

says: *“1Xknow of no island in the

‘that of Upoln, with its numerous

produced in the United States during the last
year. The number of persons engaged ‘in the

in conven-

nures containing potash

the re-

yields “with groater certainty, a greater amount
of food per acre than any other root, at less cost,
of better quality than the turnip, nearly as geod |
as thé carrot for young stock, and better for milk,

Sea Eden.

Navigator
Islands, they might well
the scene of our first parents’ little

Erie Railroad.
&
| production of the raw article, is given as 140,000
find 800,000 more are said to be engaged in the
Five men weré killed and twenty-five injured | manufacture of articles of iron.
. The New Hampshire legislature,

seen in

use among his neighbors, andit has been so much

to the aveouat al a correspondent of

bundred. The relief is’ now. distributed at the
central office only.
:
Not less than 1,850,000 tons of pigron were

of the

South

the Washington Chronicle who has lived

more than forty thousand people with pernianent
homes. Recently the number of families receiv:
ing aid has been reduced to three thousand five-

po-

has been

improved by Mr, Lane thathe claims that it carefully saved. '

| will son replace the Mmteresting ruin. °
:
The national division Sons of Temperance |
The Chicago: Relief Society have furnished
was in session in Chicago last week.
The New York Orangemen

that

gion.. It at once supplanted
all other varietiesin

street,

The, Stokes trial has begun in New York, but | Philadelphia, will cost $850,000.
the time is mainly used in rejecting jurors,
People who wish to see Fort Sumpter as it was
The fdaborers on -the city improvements in
‘Washington are endeavoring to Organize
a left by the ‘* swamp angels,” must hurry -up, for
| a new fort,“ with all the modern improvements”
strike.

lice protegtion, to pardde 5000 men on the 12th
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The New E iftand Laborato
C. BE. MASTEN, Pyrotechnist,

y Boston . Highlands
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Farmers.......
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:
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Office and

Price List to

B. T. WELLS, Agent.
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Church Cushions.

PATENT ELASTIC SPONGE: *
ofth
time, and i

i
8 proof against’ioths.
here; although his narratives of travel were |. Cornwall, Vt.,.and by him brought by careful se- i An exchange says the fol lowing receipt’
We can referto more than one hundred churche
s
for
hat are now using the
raising potatoes is worth the price of any paper
transiated into several languages. He journeyed ‘lection to their present perfection,
‘Elastic Sponge Cushions,”
We were so much struck with the superiority for one year, and to any farmer who is short of
fly in America, but visited Australia and
We invite investigation, and will be pleased to send
the East Indies, and did much to familiarize the of this beet that we applied to Mr. Lafie for fur- manure, it is said to.be as good as the best circularreferring to
urches that are using our
We
Germans with these ‘countries. His works: of ther information concerning its history.
Cushions.
superphosphate of lime, and will certainly
not.
HALE
Y, MORSE & cO.,
gather the following from. his létfer- on the sub- cost half as much. It has been tried twiy
figtion were much read in England. ,
(years,
411 WASHINGTON 8T., BOSTON,
©
Prince Louis Murat, having obtained leave ject, and from an address delivered by him be- and is good on dry land. Ttsays:
Agents for New Pngland for the sale of PA.
fore the Vermont Dairymen’#® Association: In
Take one cask of lime and slack with’ water, Sole
TENT ELASTIC SPONG BT
| from the French Government to take service in a 1858 he received from Washingt, three variews
and then stir in one bushel of fine salt, and then
| foreign country, has, at the Emperor Napbleon’s ties of sugarsbeets. They were cu. efully grown, mix in loam or
ashes enough, so -that it will not
personal request, been appointed an orderly offi- and the variety ‘called ¢ Impeiial Sugar-Beet ” become
Freewill Baptist Books y Including Sunday
mortar; it will
about five barrels. | School Books, may be obtaine
cer of the King of Sweden,
a”
was found to bétmuch superior to the others, and Put in ha)f a pint in a hillmakeat plantin
d at Dover prices
g, All ma
Rev, L. C. Préston, Hillsdale, Mich,
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Jubilee Visitors, Attention!
The remarkable ECHO OHIMNEY
be heard by all visitors to Boston during

lee,
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‘Live Turkeys—

GOLD AND STOCK

We are now making a
specialt of “ CHURCH
CUSHIEONS 7 stu ited with y
-

1t is cheaper than Hair, and will hold its elasticity
double the leng
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Firework Exhibitions of un ualed description.
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EGGS.
These goods have received
@ preference over all |
others by the Government f the City of Boston, for Stare. 00
0 10 @ 00a 17
the past ten years. Their
xcellence is guar.
Western... ..\. @@ .. ..
unteed.
The trade and the public supplied with a full
FEATHERS,
ii
of Fire Works, Flags, Lantersny, Fire Balloons, Fird
Fire Live Geese #1b 85 @.. {0
Crackers, Torpedoes, &c., of Superior
quality, wholeFLOUR.
:
sale and retail.
Our Boxes of Assorte d Fireworks,
ExState¥
bar 70
@ 7 25
State sup..... 600 @62
price $3.00 up to $50 each, are a special
Ex Southern.750 @ 13 25
ty, Our
New Patent Portable Rocket, is a
Ohio & West.6 60 @ 6 8
great improvement. Canada....., 6 00 @ 7 00
Bend fox our new

POTATOES,

@.. 14 Mercers......

It repeats'a syllable 10 to 14 times, and

JBentences uttered are reflected with
tinctness. Pistols fired, Bells rung,
duced that will more than repay a
men pronounce it to be one of the
«echoes in the world. Bee the Boston
2w2h
:
HALM
&

should
Jubi-

whole

the utmost disand sognds 10
visit.
Scientific
most wonderful
papers. = |
TENNEY.
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